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INTRODUCTION

PRESENT

AT THE

DESTRUCTION

In the immediate aftermath of the September 11, 2001 terrorist attacks, Americans and Europeans surprised each other in positive ways. George W. Bush, who had faced vast protests during his first visit to Europe earlier that summer and was widely regarded there as an ill-informed cowboy, surprised the Europeans with his patient, careful, and proportionate action in Afghanistan. In turn, Europeans also broke with stereotypes, strongly supporting military action not only against the al Qaeda network but also against its Taliban hosts. European leaders pledged their “unlimited solidarity” with the United States, and within hours the North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO) allies invoked the Article V mutual defense clause. In a twist that few could have predicted before September 11, within a month America was conducting a major war halfway around the world, and
the biggest problem for the European allies was that they wanted to
send more troops than Washington was prepared to accept.

Less than a year and a half later, the U.S.-Europe clash over Iraq led
to the most serious deterioration of transatlantic relations in recent
memory. The dispute shook the alliance to its core and appeared to
confirm the growing impression among scholars and policymakers
alike that U.S. and European perspectives, interests, and even values
had seriously diverged in the wake of the end of the Cold War. In March
2003 a significant majority of Americans—over 70 percent—support-
ed President George W. Bush’s decision to overthrow the Iraqi regime,
while at least as large a share of Europeans opposed that decision. Some
European governments—in Britain, Spain, Poland, and Italy, for exam-
ple—overcame public opposition to support the American use of force,
whereas others—primarily France, Germany, and Russia—strongly
opposed it and denounced it as illegal, illegitimate, or misguided when
it happened.

The dispute over Iraq ran so deep that it posed a challenge not only
to transatlantic relations, but to the main institutions underpinning
world order throughout the post-World War II period. The United
Nations Security Council, the supposed arbiter of international peace
and security, failed in March 2003 to reach a consensus on what to do
about Iraq and was denounced as “irrelevant” by many Americans.
NATO, the most successful and enduring military alliance in the history
of the world, not only failed to unite over Iraq, but had great difficulty
responding even to a request from one of its members, Turkey, to plan
for its defense. The European Union, although in the midst of a consti-
tutional convention to consolidate the continent’s political unification,
was profoundly divided. Indeed, the Iraq crisis exposed serious internal
rifts among European governments over the future of European inte-
gration and the issue of how to deal with the United States.

By the time the war actually began in March 2003, the Iraq crisis
was no longer just a result of transatlantic differences, but a significant
cause of them. The crisis reinforced many of the worst transatlantic stereotypes—depicting the United States as unilateralist and militaristic in European eyes, and Europeans as unreliable and ungrateful allies in American eyes. Though clear majorities of Europeans still had a favorable opinion of the United States as late as summer 2002, by March 2003 such opinions were sharply down across the board—from 75 to 48 percent in Britain, 70 to 34 percent in Italy, 63 to 31 percent in France, 61 to 25 percent in Germany, 61 to 28 percent in Russia, and 30 to 12 percent in Turkey—and solid majorities in nearly all European countries expressed support for “more independent” foreign policies.

American opinions about the European countries that opposed the war were similarly affected. Between February 2002 and spring 2003, the number of Americans with favorable views of France fell from 79 to 29 percent, and those with favorable views of Germany fell from 83 to 44 percent. Throughout the spring of 2003, calls, instigated by commentators in the media and members of Congress, proliferated throughout the United States for a boycott of French and German goods, reciprocated to a degree in Germany and France of American goods. And even after the war’s conclusion, Bush administration officials warned that there would be “consequences” for allies like France that failed to follow Washington’s lead. By the summer of 2003, even mainstream columnists like Thomas L. Friedman of the New York Times were suggesting that French opposition to the war and to U.S. Iraq policy after the war meant that France was no longer just “our annoying ally” but actually becoming an enemy of the United States.

Bitter U.S.-European differences on matters of policy and global strategy are nothing new, of course. Episodes such as the 1956 Suez crisis, the French expulsion of American troops in 1966, the 1973 Arab-Israeli War, the debate over the “Euromissiles” or Central America in the early 1980s, are all reminders that the Atlantic alliance has always
had to confront deeply divisive issues. What is striking today, however, is the growing sense among serious observers—clear even before the Iraq crisis broke out—that the very basis for a transatlantic alliance is eroding. Scholar Francis Fukuyama, who 13 years ago was declaring the triumph of common Euro-American values and institutions to be the “end of history,” now speaks of the “deep differences” within the Euro-Atlantic community and asserts that the current U.S.-European rift is “not just a transitory problem.” Historian Tony Judt believes that “we are witnessing the dissolution of an international system.” Former Secretary of State Henry Kissinger worries that “if the existing trend in transatlantic relations continues, the international system will be fundamentally altered.” Scholar Charles Kupchan believes that the United States and Europe may be headed “down the same road as Rome and Constantinople—toward geopolitical rivalry,” and that the best they can do is pursue an “amicable divorce.” Columnist Charles Krauthammer asserts that NATO—once the centerpiece of the transatlantic alliance—is “dead.”

Not everyone agrees that the Atlantic alliance is finished. Former Clinton administration official Antony Blinken has written of a “false crisis over the Atlantic,” analysts Ronald Asmus and Kenneth Pollack call for a “new transatlantic project,” and the Brookings Institution’s James Steinberg is cautiously optimistic about “salvaging transatlantic relations.” In addition, key U.S. senators like Democrat Joseph Biden and Republican Richard Lugar have called for the partnership to be restored. But even the optimists recognize that there are real problems and challenges ahead. Longtime proponents of transatlantic cooperation, such as analyst Ivo Daalder, have begun to talk about the “end of Atlanticism” and warn that transatlantic relations are in “very serious trouble.”

Probably the most powerful case that America and Europe are growing apart has been made by author Robert Kagan, whose summer 2002 Policy Review article “Power and Weakness” argued that it was
“time to stop pretending that Europeans and Americans share a common view of the world.” Kagan asserted: “On major strategic and international questions today, Americans are from Mars and Europeans are from Venus: They agree on little and understand one another less and less.” The clash over Iraq certainly seemed to confirm his notion that when it comes to “setting national priorities, determining threats, defining challenges, and fashioning and implementing foreign and defense policies, the United States and Europe have parted ways.”

There can be little doubt that the divisions revealed during the crisis in Iraq stem from real and growing structural differences between the United States and Europe—differences in capabilities, perspectives, and strategies. Yet we reject the conclusion that the breakup of the transatlantic alliance is therefore inevitable. We argue that it can and should be saved.

The alliance can be saved, we believe, because for all the transatlantic differences over Iraq and the war on terrorism, American and European interests and values—the ultimate drivers of long-term policy—remain highly similar. They were never identical—as demonstrated by the numerous and bitter disputes over global issues, and even over core approaches to dealing with the Soviet Union. But these very real differences never prevented the alliance from maintaining a successful overall strategy to confront the common challenge of the day or a sense that Americans and Europeans were fundamentally on the same side of history. Since the end of the Cold War, the allies’ differing military capabilities and attitudes toward power have not prevented them from using force together—in Bosnia, Kosovo, and Afghanistan, for example—and continuing differences need not prevent such cooperation in the future. The image of a militaristic and unilateralist America and a pacifistic and inward-focused Europe certainly has a measure of truth to it, but it is also a caricature. The caricature, and the particular case of Iraq, obscures the fact that many Americans still place a high priority on international cooperation,
legitimacy, and peaceful solutions to problems, just as many Europeans understand that force still plays a necessary role in international affairs. Iraq was in many ways the perfect storm; there is no reason to believe that the crisis it provoked will be anything like the norm in transatlantic relations.

We argue not only that the alliance can be saved, but that it should be saved. It is true that the new challenges are unlikely to unite the two sides of the Atlantic in the same way the Cold War did. And if “alliance” is defined to mean that members of the alliance share a precise view of the world and commit to pursuing all foreign policies together, then the transatlantic alliance is in fact dead. But in that case, as even a cursory review of NATO’s history would show, it never existed in the first place.

Americans and Europeans may no longer be bound together by a common threat, but they continue to have an enormous continuing interest in maintaining the structures, expectations, habits, and commitment to cooperation inherent in the concept of a political alliance. For all its apparent power, the United States should not wish to take on the responsibility of maintaining international order and global security without the support of the most useful, prosperous, and like-minded allies it is likely to find anywhere—those in the widening European Union. The United States can and should pursue close cooperation with other major players such as Russia, India, Japan, Australia, and Israel. But the notion that these other relationships could adequately substitute for a permanent alliance with America’s richest, most democratic, most longstanding, and—for all their pacifist tendencies—militarily most capable partners is absurd. All of the most critical twenty-first-century challenges—preventing terrorism and weapons of mass destruction proliferation, the transformation of the Middle East, the preservation of the environment, and the spread of democracy and free markets—require close cooperation between the world’s two greatest repositories of democratic values and economic strength.
Critics of the alliance respond that they are not opposed to cooperation with Europe or anyone else, but that they believe such cooperation is better pursued on an ad hoc basis of mutual interest as appropriate: “The mission should determine the coalition,” in Defense Secretary Donald Rumsfeld’s famous formulation. Much U.S.-European cooperation could indeed proceed on such a basis even if transatlantic relations were to deteriorate further and attachment to the notion of alliance were to erode. But it would be misguided to assume—as many American theorists and administration officials apparently do—that cooperation would remain unaffected by deep mutual recriminations, antagonistic public perceptions, and the absence of any institutional structure. The leaders of Europe’s democracies are still nearly all inclined to follow the lead of the United States when possible. But they will find it more and more difficult to do so if they cannot show that they are getting anything in return or if they feel they no longer have any voice in Washington.

The “end of the alliance” would not necessarily mean outright transatlantic hostility—anything like a new Cold War—but its eventual costs would nonetheless be high: an erosion of trust among leaders; domestic political pressures toward confrontation rather than cooperation; the end of NATO as an effective tool for common military actions; an escalation of trade conflicts; a diminishing willingness of either side to stand by the other in times of need; and, ultimately, political rivalry in the Middle East, Africa, and Asia. Europeans would face an America that no longer felt an interest in—and thus might actively seek to undermine—the united, prosperous Europe that Washington has supported for nearly 60 years. And Americans would find themselves dealing with monumental global challenges not only without the support and cooperation of their most capable potential partners, but perhaps even in the face of their opposition to American success. It is not the sort of environment in which leaders from either side should wish to operate.
Lessons from Iraq

That Americans and Europeans are not destined to go their separate ways is clear even when one considers the deep split over Iraq. While there were plenty of reasons for Americans and Europeans to disagree over Iraq in 2002–2003 (as they had for over a decade), a clash of this magnitude was in fact far from inevitable. It resulted not just from structural trends, but also from a strong degree of contingency, personality, misguided diplomacy, poor leadership, Iraqi unpredictability, and bad luck.

Clearly, the choices of both sides were shaped by the context. Americans, shocked by the tragedy of September 11 and exasperated after more than a decade of trying to enforce UN Security Council Resolutions on Iraq, concluded by 2002 that the only way to deal with the Iraq problem was to change the regime by force. Their new sense of vulnerability led them to accept the argument that regime change in Iraq was necessary, and the unprecedented power of the United States, together with the historical optimism of Americans, encouraged people to believe that regime change—and Iraqi democracy—were possible.

Europeans did not deny that Iraq was a problem, but they disagreed about the solution. Accustomed to both vulnerability and terrorism, lacking the military power even to contemplate large-scale invasions, and convinced from their own historical and colonial experiences that stabilizing a postwar Iraq would be nearly impossible, Europeans feared that the risks of an invasion outweighed the benefits.

Yet despite these differences, as late as December 2002 there was still a chance that a clash within the alliance would be avoided, and the United States and its traditional allies would end up supporting a unified policy. As we show in the story of the Iraq crisis in Chapters 4 and 5, if Iraq had blatantly violated the November 2002 UN Security Council Resolution giving it a “final opportunity” to disarm—for
example, by blocking the access of UN weapons inspectors, refusing to
destroy any prohibited weapons found, or being found in possession of
large stocks of prohibited weapons—even France would have gone
along with military action. Similarly, more and better cooperation from
Iraq—by explaining what happened to its past weapons of mass
destruction programs and fully cooperating with inspectors—would
have made it very difficult for the United States to launch a war, at least
in the near term. Instead, the Iraqis cooperated somewhat, but not
fully, and the result was a series of decisions and miscalculations
that turned a legitimate dispute about a difficult problem into a crisis
that threatened the very existence of the Atlantic alliance.

In early 2003 the Bush administration, certain that justice was on
its side, launched a war of choice in Iraq. The decision to bring an end
to Saddam Hussein’s regime within the year, and by force if necessary,
was made as much as a year beforehand, and with little input from
allies. In January 2003, at the latest, Bush made a second decision: that
both Saddam and the allies had exhausted all of the chances they
deserved to avoid war, and that the United States would now use force
to remove Saddam, almost regardless of what happened after that. A
large number of Americans supported those decisions, but there was
nothing inevitable about them. The administration certainly could
have chosen a different course at either point.

Instead, Bush deployed massive military forces to the Gulf region,
knowing that the deployment could not be sustained indefinitely;
exaggerated Iraqi links with terrorist groups and weapons of mass
destruction capabilities; and berated longstanding allies that were not
prepared to support the war. He meanwhile failed to sufficiently engage
key players, and in fact actually managed to alienate Russia, Turkey, and
Germany, whose enduring opposition to the war bolstered the defiance
of France. Bush’s underestimation of European and world opposition
to the war, and his belief that respect for American power would lead
others to follow him despite their expressed differences, also led to the
mistaken decision in early 2003 to pursue a second UN resolution specifically authorizing war. That decision was made despite the fact that France and Germany were telling the administration that pursuing an explicit authorization for war would only lead to a major diplomatic clash—as it did. Bush’s deeply conservative political and philosophical orientation, so distant from that of many Europeans, also greatly exacerbated the problem. His decision to define the conflict as part of a struggle between good and evil and as an example of a new American doctrine of “preemption” changed the debate from one about how to deal with Iraq to a debate about international order and America’s management of it.

Misguided decisions and unnecessary provocations in France and Germany also contributed to the Iraq clash. Facing difficult legislative elections in September 2002, German Chancellor Gerhard Schröder reversed the Atlanticism he had pursued during his first three years in office, which included providing an unprecedented level of German military support for American-led military actions in Kosovo and Afghanistan. Instead, Schröder chose to campaign shamelessly and relentlessly against the United States and a possible war in Iraq. Bush’s unwillingness to forgive Schröder for doing so then drove the German chancellor increasingly into the arms of the French, which helped Jacques Chirac maintain his own antiwar position.

France signed on to UNSC resolution 1441 in November 2002, knowing it was running a real risk that Iraqi intransigence might oblige Paris to go along with—and maybe even participate in—another Iraq war. But over time, several factors changed France’s calculation: Weapons searches failed to turn up any sign of weapons of mass destruction (WMDs), Iraqi cooperation with inspectors proved greater than France had expected, European public opinion became increasingly antiwar, and, perhaps most important, Germany, Russia, Turkey, and several members of the Security Council maintained their opposition. Under those circumstances, Chirac decided in January 2003 to
stand up to the United States, even though he knew by then that stopping the war was highly unlikely.

Contrary to what many Americans thought, France’s decision to threaten to veto American-led military action against Iraq was not the inevitable result of reflexive French resistance to American hegemony. Only a year before, Paris had strongly supported U.S. military action in Afghanistan, just as it had backed the NATO wars in Kosovo and Bosnia before that. Nor was France’s opposition the result of French commercial interests, as was widely alleged, which in fact would have been better served if France had joined the coalition and demanded some of the spoils. Rather, the fierce French opposition to the war resulted from a combination of factors that all pushed France in the same direction: a genuine belief that the war was a strategic mistake, an unwillingness to give the United States a blank check for the management of world affairs, and a desire to reestablish Franco-German leadership of the EU by taking a stand that was highly popular with public opinion throughout Europe. France’s ambitious Gaullist president thus not only chose to oppose the war, but he launched a high-profile campaign to try to stop it. The style with which Chirac went about opposing the United States, reinforced by his flamboyant foreign minister, Dominique de Villepin, also made the clash far worse than it needed to be—or than it arguably would have been had a different French government won the elections that had taken place less than a year before.

There were thus clearly powerful structural, cultural, and historical factors that led America to launch a war on Iraq while most of Europe opposed it. But it was the philosophies, personalities, decisions, and mistakes of the leaders who happened to be in office in 2001–2003 that led to the depth of the transatlantic clash over Iraq.

The outcome of the Iraq experience, while itself deeply damaging to the sense of solidarity and trust that must underpin any alliance, carries important lessons for both sides in the transatlantic alliance. The Americans who thought that U.S. decisiveness alone would suffice to
bring about followers learned that this was not the case, and they paid for that lesson when it turned out that the European allies could deny them legitimacy and support during and after the war. The aftermath of the crisis—with the United States facing violent resistance, and bearing the overwhelming share of the financial and human burdens of coping with that resistance—should be enough to convince Americans that even superpowers sometimes need allies, and therefore need to take allies’ legitimate concerns into account. An American approach that assumed that decisions about global peace and security were for Washington alone to make ended up needlessly alienating potential allies and fueling resistance to U.S. leadership. The next time there is such a crisis, American leaders might think more carefully before equating dissent with disloyalty, denouncing allies’ motives, and attempting to “punish” them for lack of devotion to the cause.

There were also lessons for Europeans. Those who hoped to use opposition to U.S. policies as a rallying cry to forge greater European unity found that rather than a powerful and united EU, their approach produced only European divisions and weakness. Although it’s not often apparent from the anti-Americanism of the daily European press, most European statesmen retain a basic understanding that behind the arrogance of any particular U.S. administration, American power and U.S.-European cooperation continue to underpin the unprecedented freedom and prosperity that Europeans enjoy and expect. In the face of this reservoir of goodwill and support for American leadership, any attempt to build EU unity against the United States—at least in current circumstances—is likely to fail.

It may be that leaders on both sides of the Atlantic will continue to act as if the alliance were not worth preserving. Perhaps without the stark simplicity of the Cold War to remind them of their common interests, European and American leaders will fail to see why an alliance needs to be maintained. But that would be a colossal failure of leadership, not a predetermined outcome. To conclude that the Iraq crisis
was the inevitable result of irreconcilable interests or worldviews would make the permanent breakup of the alliance into a self-fulfilling prophecy.

**Alliance and World Order**

The enduring value of the transatlantic alliance must also be considered in a wider context. The U.S.-European relationship has served us so long and so well that we often forget the critical role it plays in providing overall global peace and stability. That alliance, in fact, functions as the bedrock of an international order born out of the tragedies of war and the Great Depression that marked the first half of the twentieth century. After World War II the United States took the lead in establishing a community of democratic nations that began as the Western Alliance and, especially after the fall of Soviet Empire, became in effect the foundation of world order. That order permitted a subset of countries, particularly the United States and the Western European nations, to achieve a level of prosperity and security unparalleled in world history. It was, in short, a spectacular and unprecedented achievement, principally of the United States, but one that would not have been possible without the active support of like-minded allies, particularly within Europe. Americans that have grown up with the Atlantic alliance have become so accustomed to it that they cannot even imagine a world in which our European partners were actively hostile to America’s aims in the world.

From a historical standpoint, however, the most remarkable aspect of the current international system is the level of amity that exists between the world’s leading military and economic powers, principally the United States, the larger nations of Europe, and Japan. If the need to maintain the alliance is not taken seriously in Washington, however, there is a real possibility that the historical tendency of nations to balance against the most powerful country in the system—a tendency that
has not applied when it comes to the United States—might reassert itself. Particularly after the Iraq crisis, many Americans view France as a country determined to create a Europe—perhaps aligned with Russia and other powers—that would be a hostile counterweight to the United States. The perception is exaggerated, but it is encouraged by French rhetoric about multipolarity and the dangers of U.S. exceptionalism. The recent evolution of U.S. policy, however, risks not only encouraging the French to believe their own rhetoric, but, more seriously, could lead all of Europe to behave in the future like France already does.

The United States has faced this dilemma before. Arguably, at the end of World War II when the institutional foundations of the current world order were laid, the United States was even more powerful, relative to other nations, than it is today. As the title of former Secretary of State Dean Acheson’s memoirs, *Present at the Creation*, implies, the statesmen of the day understood that they were, almost in a biblical sense, recreating the world. But Acheson and the other architects of that new world order were wise enough to see that in a global, generational struggle—then against communism, today against fundamentalist Islamic terrorism—the wisest course would be to set up a system to which others would rally. To win their hearts and minds was more important than to compel their obedience—an understanding that retrospectively explains more than any other single factor the essential solidity of NATO and the essential fragility of the Warsaw Pact.

At the start of the Cold War, maintaining this world order required the United States to forego the temptation to rule alone on the back of its immense power, but the constraints it accepted were limited and easily worth the price. The postwar institutions—including the United Nations, the International Monetary Fund (IMF), the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GATT) and later the World Trade Organization (WTO), and NATO—from the start recognized the inescapable role of power in international politics, a recognition that was reflected in their structures and rules. Nevertheless, this hard-
headed notion of power was also nuanced by the recognition that excessively powerful states have tended to undermine their own legitimacy and overreach. It thus provided the incentive of a mechanism—indeed, several mechanisms—that could provide long-term legitimacy and consent for the most powerful states, in return for some limited constraints on their short-term freedom of action. The constraints of the system thus exist for the benefit of the powerful as well as the weak.

The enormous power of the United States today, particularly in military terms, and the new sense of vulnerability after September 11, have made these constraints chafe on American policymakers more than ever before. But it would be a mistake to base U.S. policy on the assumption that current American power makes the transatlantic alliance an unnecessary impediment to U.S. freedom of action. Acting on the premise that Washington does not need allies—or that it will find more compliant or more important ones elsewhere—could ultimately erode the reservoir of international legitimacy and consent to U.S. preeminence that has always served as a critical component of American power. In so doing, it might cost the United States the support and cooperation of those most likely to be useful to it in an increasingly dangerous world. No conceivable degree of U.S. military technology or defense spending could make good that loss.

Renewing the Alliance

The Western Alliance vitally needs a new vision of American leadership and transatlantic purpose. At the most basic level, leaders on both sides will have to rediscover the value of diplomacy and move beyond the gratuitous mutual insults and self-righteousness that was the hallmark of all too much of the Iraq debate. But they must do more than that. They need a new agenda for joint action toward common goals. That new agenda, detailed in Chapter 7, must at a minimum include a common effort to reconstruct Iraq, commitment to a long-term pro-
ject to promote change in the Middle East, consolidation of the antiterror coalition forged after 9/11, and a revitalization of NATO based on more significant and more efficient European contributions. These challenges are vast, but they are no more unachievable—and no less important—than was the coordination of Western strategy during the Cold War.

As they pursue these common goals, leaders on both sides will have to recognize—better than they did during the Iraq debate—the costs of failing to maintain the basic norms and standards of alliance. Europeans must recognize that their security now depends more than ever on developments beyond their borders (and therefore on cooperation with America), and they must take more seriously American concerns about new challenges like weapons of mass destruction and terrorism. Failure to do so will not only allow such problems to grow, but will also fuel the very American unilateralism that Europeans resent, and which undermines the institutions they value—like the European Union and the UN. Americans, in turn, will have to resist the temptation to take advantage of their country’s massive power by refusing to accept any constraints on U.S. freedom of action. If they do not, they will increasingly find themselves—as in Iraq after the war—bearing far too great a share of the burdens of international security alone.

Europeans and Americans are not destined to go their separate ways. But they could end up doing so if policymakers on both sides of the Atlantic act on the assumption that fundamentally different world-views now make useful cooperation impossible or unnecessary. The reality is that despite their differences, in an age of globalization and catastrophic terrorism, no two regions of the world have more in common—or more to lose—if they fail to stand together in an effort to promote common values and interests around the globe. Now is certainly not the time to start pretending that either the United States or Europe can manage on its own.
PART I

THE ALLIANCE BEFORE IRAQ
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That the United States and Europe are clashing today over the management of world politics should not come as a surprise. The divisions across the Atlantic hardly started with, or were unique to, the crisis over Iraq. Indeed, the history of the Atlantic alliance is largely the history of its internecine struggles. A list of book titles published since the 1950s on crises or conflicts in the alliance, as historian Geir Lundestad has discovered, fills more than nine full pages.

Since the very inception of the alliance, its members have done all they can to maintain a common strategy within Europe, but they have often disagreed on approaches to the rest of the world. Whether in Indochina, Suez, Vietnam, the Middle East, or Central America, the NATO consensus was often stretched to the breaking point. Despite these almost continuous disputes, the Atlantic alliance persevered and
prospered. By the 1990s it had become the most successful and enduring alliance in world history.

As a result of this success, those of us who have grown up in the post–World War II period have come to take the close alliance with Western Europe for granted. In the late twentieth century, transatlantic crises took on an almost ritualistic aspect in which a deep faith in the alliance allowed both sides to engage in brinkmanship in intra-alliance disputes with little fear that permanent damage would be done. Each successive crisis, battle-hardened diplomats would casually say, was “the worst transatlantic crisis since the last one.” The assumption of continuity held because whatever else divided America and Europe, there was a mutual understanding that the Soviet threat was the central geopolitical challenge of the time, Europe was the primary terrain on which that threat had to be confronted, and West Europeans were the primary allies of the United States.

The Atlantic alliance that emerged and developed during this half century was not solely based on the need for defense against an outside threat. By the late 1960s, particularly, with the prospect of a Soviet invasion of Western Europe highly unlikely, the notion of an Atlantic alliance was clearly sustained by something more than a European need for American military power. The very success of alliance had created a belief in the idea that NATO might serve as the military foundation of a security community of democratic nations, one that could eventually spread its gifts of security, stability, and democracy throughout the world. After some soul searching in the early 1990s, that belief—as well as NATO’s ultimate persistence, expansion, and first operational deployments in the Balkans after 1995—encouraged the notion that the Atlantic alliance had over time outgrown any need for the Cold War glue.

That notion is now open to question again. The Iraq crisis that tore the alliance apart during 2002–2003 has brutally reopened old questions about the role of the Cold War in the formation and maintenance
of the alliance. The sense of ritualized brinkmanship of transatlantic disputes remains, but with Europe no longer directly dependent for its security on the United States, and with the key issues for American foreign policy now outside of Europe, the ability of the alliance to weather such disputes is no longer guaranteed.

Can the United States and Europe maintain an alliance when their mutual strategic interests are not as obvious as when Soviet divisions lined the Elbe? A review of the origins and functioning of the alliance during the Cold War shows why doing so will not be easy. But it also shows how the democratic alliance built in the postwar period offered both sides advantages that transcend its original purpose. The threat to Western interests today may be a different one, but the ways in which transatlantic leaders managed to forge common strategies despite disparate strategic perspectives and roles, maintain public support and legitimacy, and ultimately defeat their common enemy carries important lessons for the present day.

An Alliance of Unequals

Americans like to look back on World War II as the event that finally shook them out of their historical isolationism and got them permanently involved in European affairs. According to this founding myth, Americans in 1945 realized the error of the isolationist path they had taken after World War I, committed themselves to permanent involvement in Europe, and then went on to establish a stable and democratic Western Europe firmly under a U.S.-led NATO umbrella. In fact, far from demonstrating America’s natural involvement in European affairs, the immediate aftermath of World War II shows the depth of resistance to such involvement.

By the end of World War II the United States was not only present in Europe, but found itself practically running half of it. Even at this point, however, it was not obvious to Americans that they should
remain a European power. A powerful American school of thought, one held by Franklin D. Roosevelt himself (and which has strong echoes in the United States today), saw Europe not as America’s potential strategic partner, but as a continent whose time on the international stage had passed. “Roosevelt’s outlook,” historian John L. Harper has noted, “combined an old American confidence in his country’s moral superiority and destiny, an animosity toward the European state system, and a finely honed instinct to divide and rule. . . . His vision of Europe was of a continent reduced to a state of weakness and irrelevancy, in effect retired from its long and checkered career at the center of world politics.” For Roosevelt and many others, the United States would share the duties of running the world with Britain, the Soviet Union, and China, not with a continental Europe that had caused nothing but trouble throughout their lives.

Roosevelt-style disdain for Europe combined with traditional isolationism to create a powerful constituency for political and military withdrawal from Europe. Far from wanting to take on a leadership role of a “Western alliance” that did not yet exist, most Americans, exhausted by four years of total war, wanted only, as Averell Harriman put it, “to settle all our difficulties with Russia and then go to the movies and drink Coke.”

By the end of 1946, of the over 1.6 million U.S. troops that had been in Germany when the war ended on May 8, 1945, only 170,000 remained. There was little appetite for taking on a permanent political role on the continent, let alone engaging in a close political, military alliance. Even involvement in Europe’s second fratricidal war in 20 years was not enough to shake the United States out of the notion that entangling alliances were to be avoided at all costs.

This attitude changed only with the rise of the communist threat. Real or potential Soviet or communist advances from 1946, when instability threatened Greece and Turkey, until 1948—when communists forcibly ousted the Czechoslovak government, threatened to win
elections in France and Italy, and launched a blockade of Berlin—gradually obliged the Americans to respond. Indeed, until the beginning of the Korean War in June 1950, American leaders continued to worry about gaining support for a permanent involvement in Europe. That involvement could only be sold to the public by persuading Americans that, in Truman’s words, their very “way of life” was at stake. The administration’s need to oversell its case was famously admitted by Secretary of State Dean Acheson, who later described the administration’s need to make its points “clearer than the truth.”

The response, formulated jointly by like-minded leaders on both sides of the Atlantic, came in the form of policies—the launch of the Marshall Plan, U.S. support for European integration, and the foundation of the Atlantic alliance itself—that were intended to commit the United States irrevocably to Europe. They represented a conscious decision to reconstruct an economically competitive but interdependent Europe that could aid the United States in the struggle against the Soviet Union, demonstrating a willingness to subordinate parochial economic interests to shared geopolitical goals, specifically the integration of Germany and the containment of the Soviet Union. The institutions themselves aimed to create a constituency for U.S. involvement in Europe on both sides of the Atlantic, thus raising the costs for both sides of dissolving the partnership.

The institutions of the Atlantic alliance, including NATO, reflected the democratic nature of their constituent parts. The founders of the alliance elaborated formal rules that asserted the sovereign equality of each of the members, including the powerful United States. According to historian John Lewis Gaddis, “familiarity with federalism discouraged the view that strength could override the need for negotiation and compromise. Without stopping to consider that it might have been otherwise, Truman and Eisenhower handled NATO as much as they did the Congress of the United States: by cutting deals instead of imposing wills.”
Despite the recognized need for compromise, however, the Atlantic alliance was a never a relationship of equals—a point often overlooked today. In practice, it rested firmly on U.S. power and accorded a special role to the United States. That role did not entitle Washington to dictate to its partners in the manner of the Warsaw Pact. Rather, it meant that the alliance operated along certain norms of behavior that represented a compromise between the democratic principles embodied in its formal mechanisms and the realities of the power imbalance between the United States and Europe.

According to these norms, the United States would consult and listen to its allies, seeking some measure of international or at least multilateral legitimacy before taking any action. At least where core European interests were directly engaged—on issues like military strategy, nuclear weapons, or relations with the Soviet Union—the norms would in a sense allow U.S. allies into the American domestic political forum and the internal debates of the U.S. government. America’s post-war leaders set out not to rule an empire or even to run an alliance based solely on realpolitik, but to build a voluntary Atlantic community in which all members felt they had a stake.

In the open political maelstrom of U.S. politics, the process of building such a community translated into some real—if difficult to quantify—European influence on important U.S. decisions. Thus, for example, when the United States decided after the beginning of the Korean War in 1950 that German rearmament was a strategic necessity, vigorous French objections and counterproposals were taken into account. Although initially highly skeptical, the United States ended up supporting the French alternative, the European Defense Community (EDC), only proceeding with German rearmament and admission to NATO when the French themselves rejected the EDC in 1954.

Similarly, when the Soviets deployed SS-20 intermediate range nuclear missiles in Europe in the 1970s, a move that had few direct strategic implications for the United States, Europeans were able to
persuade the Americans to respond on their behalf. European influence brought about the so-called dual-track decision in 1979 to deploy American Pershing and cruise missiles in Europe and to embark simultaneously on arms control negotiations with the Soviets on Intermediate Nuclear Forces.

Even after the dialogue and lobbying Europeans might still have serious objections to American policy, and European public opinion might still oppose U.S. policy. But if the U.S. government asserted that a given action was critical for American and Western security, European leaders effectively agreed to manage their public opinion or, at worst, to stand aside or to criticize U.S. actions. But they did not actively oppose or impede them. This pattern can be seen in a host of issues that divided the alliance during the Cold War and throughout the Clinton administration—from the Vietnam War in the 1960s, to the debate over whether to deploy cruise missiles in Europe during the 1980s, to Clinton’s policy toward Iraq in the 1990s. According to John Lewis Gaddis, “The logic linking all of these decisions was that of politics: the balancing of competing interests within a system all had an interest in sustaining.”

The most serious Cold War crisis in the alliance, the 1956 Suez Crisis, revealed the danger of a lack of norms for resolving serious strategic disputes within the alliance. The genesis of this crisis was a plot hatched by the UK, France, and Israel, each for their own reasons, to undo Egyptian President Gamal Abdel Nasser’s nationalization of the Suez Canal. The plot involved an Israeli attack on Egypt that would provide a pretext for Britain and France to intervene to separate the parties if and when Egypt refused a UN peacekeeping force. All went essentially as planned—the Israelis attacked, and British and French troops stood poised to occupy the canal. But Washington had not been consulted and, as Secretary of State John Foster Dulles put it, did not want to be linked to Europe in “any areas encroaching in some form or manner on the problem of so-called colonialism.” (This American atti-
tude was not so different from that of the Europeans today who do not want to be part of what they see as an American empire.)

The U.S. government vociferously objected to the Suez invasion and introduced a Security Council resolution calling on all members to refrain from helping Israel in its action against Egypt or from any intervention in the region—a measure clearly aimed at France and Great Britain. The U.K. and France vetoed the resolution, voting against the United States in the Security Council for the first time. When an agreement to withdraw was not forthcoming, the United States began dumping the British currency, undermining the value of the pound and effectively blackmailing the British into agreeing to a withdrawal from the canal.

Suez was a dramatic crisis for the alliance, and it was the Cold War crisis that most resembles the Iraq crisis of 2002–2003, both in the depths of the bitterness it created and in its potential implications for future policy. In the case of Suez, in fact, not only did a NATO ally seek to constrain military action by it partners, as France and Germany did to the United States in 2003, it actually succeeded in doing so, forcing the British and French into a humiliating withdrawal. British Prime Minister Anthony Eden had expected the United States to approach the issue “in the spirit of an ally” and to back the British. But the American action showed that such backing had a limit when U.S. and British interests diverged. In this sense, the Suez crisis demonstrated the limits of alliance even in the presence of the Soviet threat.

The depth of that crisis and its potentially dire implications for all sides led to several distinct lessons and results. The British determined that the best way to influence and further their interests was to depend on the “special relationship”; that is, working within the U.S. political process to ensure that satisfying both U.S. and British interests would never again require an open clash. The French drew the opposite conclusion. They determined that U.S. and French interests outside of Europe could not be reconciled and that, according to Pierre Melandri,
“the Americans would not hesitate to leave them in the lurch.” Thus, the French resolved to pursue an autonomous foreign policy and to obtain the means to carry out such policy—including independence from NATO and the development of their own nuclear force.

In the end, however, as Douglas Stuart and William Tow have pointed out, France and Britain “had no choice but to remain in the U.S. sponsored Western security system,” and the United States “had no choice but to forgive (if not forget) the misbehavior of France and Britain.” By demonstrating the dangers of intra-alliance disputes, the Suez crisis set the standard concerning what should be avoided, and led leaders to develop ways to deal with disputes that could allow for their resolution in a manner short of outright coercion.

Intra-alliance disputes in the 1960s, particularly between the United States and France, perversely help demonstrate the fundamental solidity of the alliance and its leaders’ commitment to manage their differences. France was not willing to systematically accept American leadership of NATO, suggesting instead that a Directorate of the United States, Britain, and France should jointly manage global security affairs. When the United States refused to accommodate France’s aspirations, de Gaulle in March 1966 took what seemed the ultimate step—withdrawal of France from NATO’s military structure and the expulsion of NATO headquarters and all 26,000 U.S. troops from French soil.

As an alternative, France committed itself to a strategy designed to use an independent nuclear force, German power, and European integration to amplify French influence and balance American power. Ironically, one of de Gaulle’s main arguments in pushing for a more independent France was that nations that do not play a real role in their own defense eventually develop a strategic culture of dependence. This was the fate American neoconservative writer Robert Kagan suggested Europe had suffered in his 2002 analysis of European “weakness.”

Despite the seriousness of de Gaulle’s challenge, the French withdrawal was less threatening to the overall purpose of the alliance than
Suez had been because both sides recognized and refused to cross certain limits in the dispute. The French challenge to U.S. control of NATO was possible because France accepted that, whatever the position of France within the NATO military structure, the United States was committed to defending Western Europe—and therefore France—in the event of Soviet aggression. Whenever de Gaulle had serious worries about the unity of the alliance—for example, during the Berlin crises and the Cuban Missile Crisis—he firmly supported the Americans. In striking contrast to the French position on Iraq in 2002–2003, de Gaulle publicly declared his backing for the U.S. position during the 1962 missile crisis and even told the American envoy sent to brief him—former Secretary of State Dean Acheson—that he did not need to see the U.S. intelligence on Soviet missiles in Cuba. “I trust you,” de Gaulle told Acheson.

American restraint toward France was also relevant. Many of President Johnson’s hard-line advisers called for retaliation against France for its withdrawal from NATO’s military structure. On receiving the official demand to withdraw American troops, Secretary of State Dean Rusk asked sardonically if that included the dead ones in the cemeteries. Public opinion ran strongly against the French and people began boycotting French products and pouring French wine into the streets, again just as in 2003. But Johnson kept his cool, declaring, “When a man asks you to leave . . . you take your hat and go.” In contrast to the Soviet Union when Hungary tried to distance itself from the Warsaw Pact in 1956, the United States accepted the sovereign French decision to withdraw.

This mutual restraint in the face of the partial defection of one of its strongest members demonstrated just how ingrained the notion of an alliance—larger in concept than just NATO’s integrated military structure—had already become by the mid-1960s. Even after formal withdrawal, France continued to cooperate militarily with NATO and with the United States. Beginning with the Ailleret-Lemnitzer agree-
ment in 1967, which gave France an important reserve role in allied defense, a series of agreements over the next 20 years brought France ever closer to NATO. These agreements ensured that in the long run, France’s withdrawal from NATO’s military structure had little practical meaning for the struggle against the Soviet Union. Similarly, French and European criticism of American interventions in Vietnam and elsewhere in the developing world was frequent and vituperative, but the Europeans did nothing to actually impede U.S. actions.

By the 1970s, with the Soviet threat to Western Europe largely gone and the more salient issues now falling outside of NATO’s area of responsibility in Europe, alliance unity became harder to maintain. Divergences, particularly on the Middle East, occurred more frequently, and the principles of consultation and compromise established after Suez were not only challenged, but were often violated outright. Whereas in the 1950s and 1960s it was the French and British arguing that principles of solidarity should lead allies to support each other when one nation had vital interests at stake, now, after Vietnam, it was the Americans who were demanding solidarity.

Henry Kissinger, who was Secretary of State at the time, complained in his memoirs about Europe’s unwillingness to follow the American lead: “[Europe’s] legalistic argument was to the effect that obligations of the North Atlantic Treaty did not extend to the Middle East. But . . . our case for allied cohesion was based not on a legal claim, but on the imperatives of common interest. When close allies act toward one another like clever lawyers [and] if they exclude an area as crucial as the Middle East from their common concern, their association becomes vulnerable to fluctuating passion.” But Kissinger’s pleas for alliance unity on global issues had no more success than the French and British calls for American support decades before.

Thus, during the October 1973 War in the Middle East, nearly all the European allies distanced themselves from the U.S. policy of support for Israel. The UK and France even agreed on a joint declaration
criticizing it. French Foreign Minister Michel Jobert complained that the European allies were neither consulted nor informed, particularly about an American decision to issue a global military alert, and criticized that Europe had been treated as a “nobody.” The Europeans, except Portugal and the Netherlands, denied base access rights to U.S. transport aircraft on their way to resupply the Israelis, forcing them to fly an extra 1000 to 2000 miles. In response, Kissinger called the Europeans “craven” and “contemptible.”

Still, even during this serious crisis, transatlantic consultations and efforts to find common ground were extensive, if unsuccessful, and European opposition to the U.S. actions had clear limits. The Europeans did nothing to prevent the resupply operation, the Germans looked the other way as the U.S. military used bases in Germany for refueling, and the French government went so far as to hold aerial defense exercises to camouflage the American planes passing overhead from a critical public.

During the first Reagan administration, 1981–1985, European-American relations in many ways foreshadowed the clashes that would emerge in 2002–2003. To much of European public opinion, the hawkish new U.S. President seemed to represent an irresponsible cowboy culture whose control over a vast nuclear arsenal put their very existence at risk. Reagan soon fulfilled their worst expectations by denouncing the Soviet Union as an “Evil Empire,” calling for the deployment of a missile shield that threatened to destabilize the nuclear balance, and standing up to significant public resistance to the deployment of intermediate-range nuclear missiles on German soil. Polls showed that a majority of West Germans opposed the NATO deployments, and public protests mounted, culminating in an estimated one million West Germans demonstrating against American policy in the largest street protests in the Federal Republic’s history. Once again, however, the logic of alliance and the dictates of the Cold War prevailed, and the German government allowed deployment of the missiles.
These various and nearly continual crises highlight the fractiousness of a democratic alliance. But at the same time they show its essential solidity and, in most cases, the willingness on both sides to adhere to certain norms. These norms included recognition of and respect for specific allies’ vital interests, a commitment to consultation to ensure that allies did not surprise each other, and, especially on out-of-area issues, at least a grudging recognition of and deferral to America’s special responsibilities and privileges. All of these norms fit within the notion of a democratic alliance modified to deal with a membership of sovereign states of different capabilities and the real and evident threat they all faced.

The fall of the Berlin Wall and the demise of the Soviet Union in 1989–1991 removed that threat. But the end of the Cold War also raised real questions about the future of the alliance that was created to fight it. Henry Kissinger has rightly observed that the architects of the Atlantic alliance “took it for granted that the prize for victory in the Cold War [would be] a lasting Atlantic partnership” and that they “would have been incredulous had they been told that victory in the Cold War would raise doubts about the future of their creation.” But that is precisely what happened, and it would be left to a new set of leaders to prove that the old partnership could be preserved.

Learning to Live Without the Cold War

As the 1990s began, the constraints on intra-alliance disagreement loosened significantly. Europe was no longer directly dependent for its security on the United States, and the key issues for American foreign policy now lay outside of Europe, where transatlantic security cooperation had always been most difficult. It thus should not have been surprising that the immediate aftermath of the Cold War was a rocky period for the alliance.
In 1992, American voters turned their backs on a president whose career had been dominated by international affairs and elected a president with no foreign policy experience and an expressed determination to “focus like a laser” on the economy. In strong contrast to what would become U.S. foreign policy only 10 years later, early in Bill Clinton’s presidency the administration placed higher priority on the domestic economy and fiscal solvency than on its international ambitions. As Undersecretary of State for Policy Peter Tarnoff famously explained in May 1993, “It is necessary to point out that our economic interests are paramount. . . . With limited resources, the United States must define the extent of its commitment commensurate with those realities.” Tarnoff was officially reprimanded for putting the point so starkly, but in many ways he was simply stating the obvious: that with the Cold War over, a deeply indebted United States was going to give higher priority to its economic interests than to its foreign policy agenda.

The Clinton administration was initially inclined to emphasize domestic priorities because the disappearance of the Soviet Union made geopolitical considerations seem remote. With Europe no longer the central strategic region for the United States, the new administration consciously attempted to redirect U.S. attention and resources toward an economically rising Asia. Indeed, the most pressing geopolitical issue in Europe in the immediate aftermath of the Cold War—the continuing civil war in the Balkans—originally elicited little American response. During the 1992 presidential campaign, Clinton had argued that the Bush administration’s failure to act in the Balkans amounted to an abdication of U.S. responsibilities in Europe. But when he got to office, he found that forceful action in the Balkans was at least as difficult as doing nothing. Many members of Congress no longer felt that much was at stake in Europe, and conventional political wisdom, particularly after the 1993 debacle in Somalia, held that the American people did not want to take risks in the Balkans for humanitarian purposes.
The American reluctance to take foreign policy risks or exercise assertive leadership over the alliance was perhaps most apparent in the spring of 1993, when Clinton, having resolved to lift the Bosnian arms embargo and initiate air strikes against the Bosnian Serbs, sent Secretary of State Warren Christopher on a marathon trip to six European capitals to rally European support. When Christopher failed to do so—or even, according to his critics, to try very hard—momentum within the U.S. government for the policy flagged. Then U.S. policy moved away from the notion of air strikes and toward the European approach of establishing (but not really enforcing) “safe havens,” delaying forceful action for another two years. The Christopher mission would later come to be seen—especially among Republican critics, but also for many in the Clinton administration itself—as a model of how not to lead: by allowing the desire for allied support to create delays and indecision in the alliance.

The problems in the Balkans were exacerbated by the fact that Europeans had also misread the new era; they thought they could handle the situation alone and did not need U.S. leadership on the model of the Cold War. According to Foreign Minister Jacques Poos of Luxembourg, who held the European Community’s rotating presidency in 1991, the Yugoslavia crisis signaled “the hour of Europe, not the hour of the Americans.” With the Cold War over, the Europeans were going to use their developing institutions to play a more autonomous foreign policy role.

As it turned out, the Europeans proved incapable of handling the Yugoslav crisis without American leadership. European disarray and American disengagement had in very short order allowed a running sore to emerge in the heart of Europe, leaving over 200,000 dead. The threat that unrest might spread throughout southeastern Europe threatened to undo many of the gains of the Cold War and clearly implicated American, as well as European, security interests. NATO itself was seen to be at stake, and the Americans realized that even if
they did not want to intervene, they would be obliged to rescue European peacekeepers if the Europeans were forced to withdraw.

Such prospects concentrated the minds of many Americans who had previously viewed the Balkans as a peripheral theater, while simultaneously encouraging Europeans—now somewhat bolstered by the May 1995 election of the more interventionist Jacques Chirac in France—to take a more assertive stand. In the summer of 1995, Washington finally decided to take the lead, and set about convincing the European allies, who were reluctant to intervene, of the necessity for forceful and concerted action. By using NATO as the mechanism for this engagement, the Americans demonstrated that NATO would continue to be their vehicle for U.S. involvement in Europe.

The experience in Bosnia provided several lessons both for U.S. and European policymakers. It made clear to Europeans that whatever their eventual aspirations for managing their own security, they were a long way from either possessing the internal consensus or the military capacity to act without U.S. leadership. It also disabused American policymakers of short-lived notions that Europe no longer mattered or that the United States could afford to ignore European developments. In other words, despite the disappearance of the Soviet threat, the fundamental dynamics of the Atlantic alliance had not completely changed. The United States still had to lead.

The Clinton administration learned from its early mistakes, and over time began to exercise more assertive leadership of the alliance. After much early hesitation, in 1995 it charted a clear course for the enlargement of NATO, which in July 1997 extended invitations to Poland, Hungary, and the Czech Republic. Clinton also aggressively pushed, particularly during his second term, for an expansion of NATO’s missions to include new threats like terrorism, weapons of mass destruction, and “out of area” crises, as well as for the development of European defense capabilities better equipped to deal with these new challenges.
In the run-up to NATO’s 50th anniversary summit held in Washington in April 1999, the administration called for a new “Strategic Concept” for the alliance that would recognize these new missions, and it put forward a Defense Capabilities Initiative designed to make European militaries more rapidly deployable and better able to work with American forces. The administration believed in the concept, coined by Senator Richard Lugar in the early 1990s, that NATO’s future was “out of area” or “out of business.” The Balkans may have given the alliance a new lease on life so long as that conflict persisted, but the long-term future of the alliance would depend on Americans and Europeans agreeing to work together to meet growing challenges beyond Europe’s borders.

Foreshadowing some of the transatlantic debates that would erupt in the early 2000s, many Europeans were reluctant to embrace the new agenda. They were not persuaded that the new challenges could be best met with military power and were concerned that an increasingly powerful and unconstrained America might abuse its growing military might. These debates were particularly pointed in the negotiations over the new strategic concept. Ultimately, the allies did agree to emphasize the new threats, at least on paper, but they could not hide their enduring differences about the role of the UN in authorizing the use of force. The European allies, led by France, insisted on acknowledging the importance of the UN, while the Americans refused to make Security Council authorization an absolute requirement for military action.

U.S.-European differences—and the Clinton administration’s approach to managing them—also came to the fore in the Kosovo crisis in the fall of 1998. When the crisis erupted following Serbia’s expulsion of hundreds of thousands of ethnic Albanians from the troubled province, the United States took a much firmer stance than most Europeans. The Clinton administration also demonstrated more decisive leadership than it had for the first several years of the Bosnia debacle. Still, even while it wanted to lead, the administration remained
strongly averse to undertaking military action without significant prior consultation and international approval. Clinton expended enormous efforts to win UN support for a tough line against Serbia. He managed in September 1999 to win passage of Resolution 1199, which declared the situation a “threat to international peace and security” and demanded specific actions by the Belgrade regime.

When a specific UN mandate for the use of force proved impossible because of Russia’s threat to veto, Clinton then sought a mandate from the 19 democracies of the NATO alliance. Administration foreign policy officials and the President himself expended enormous efforts to convince reluctant NATO members—particularly Germany, Italy, and Greece—to support an alliance consensus. Even the most reluctant of the allies eventually acquiesced, not because their populace or even their leaders agreed on the need to go to war against Serbia, but mostly because of their commitment to the concept of the alliance. The result was not exactly diplomatic harmony, but it was nonetheless a successful military operation backed by a unified NATO. And as soon as the war was over, Clinton went right back to the UN, agreeing to its political control over Kosovo while NATO kept the peace.

The Clinton administration’s conclusion was that for all the difficulties inherent in fighting as an alliance, the advantages were considerable. As Secretary of Defense William Cohen put it, when challenged by skeptical members of Congress about the desirability of going to such lengths to win consensus from difficult Europeans, “Let me state categorically, without strong continued cohesion in the alliance, this operation couldn’t have gone forward. And so the notion somehow, that the United States could have carried out this mission unilaterally is simply not true. We could not have done it.” NATO Supreme Allied Commander Wesley Clark also reached the conclusion that the strategic benefits of alliance outweighed the costs in terms of operational effectiveness. “NATO wasn’t an obstacle to victory in Kosovo,” he later wrote, “it was the reason for our victory.”
Seeds of Dissent

The Clinton administration’s commitment to alliance consensus and adherence to multilateral norms, of course, were not without limits, particularly given the growing hostility toward such norms in the Republican-controlled Congress. Indeed, in the latter part of the Clinton administration, Congressional opposition to compromises with allies and multilateral constraints reached a level unseen since before World War II. For example, Congress was unwilling to fully support U.S. deployments to the Balkans, stonewalled on paying U.S. dues to the United Nations, attempted to punish European companies doing business in Iran, Libya, and Cuba (through the Helms-Burton and Iran-Libya Sanctions Acts), and rejected the Comprehensive Nuclear Test Ban Treaty. Republican opposition also ensured that the Clinton administration opposed popular international efforts to create an International Criminal Court (ICC), though Clinton did sign the ICC treaty after the 2000 presidential election. All of these positions fore-shadowed some of the clashes that would emerge between the Bush administration and the European allies after the election of 2000.

The influence of the Republican Congress, moreover, was not the only factor pushing the Clinton administration toward more assertive leadership—or even unilateralism. Growing U.S. power during the 1990s, and the absence of an enemy, were inevitably affecting Democrats as well. That power naturally led strategists and policymakers from across the political spectrum to contemplate the many possible uses of American power and to implicitly question the constraints of alliance interaction that had prevailed during the Cold War.

The effect of this power on U.S. foreign policy thinking would grow dramatically under the Bush administration, and it was certainly given a major boost by the vivid demonstration of new threats on September 11, 2001. But the process started under Clinton, whose National Security Strategy in 1995 announced that America would use “decisive and, if
necessary, unilateral” force when vital American interests were at stake. Clinton understood the importance of the alliance and wanted to win allied support for any given foreign policy action. But already he was caught between the desire to preserve the alliance and the unique global responsibilities and enormous military power of the United States.

Nowhere did the temptations and responsibilities of power have a greater effect on the Clinton administration—or lead to greater tensions with Europeans—than over the issue of how to deal with the threat from what the Americans called “rogue,” or “backlash,” states—specifically Iran, Iraq, Cuba, North Korea, and Libya. Where the Europeans tilted toward engagement—using dialogue, trade and investment, and the enticement of full membership in the international community—to promote gradual political change, the U.S. approach increasingly emphasized coercion (in the form of economic sanctions, direct support to opposition forces, and even the threat of direct military action).

On one level, these were merely differences in emphasis. Nearly everyone touted the importance of transatlantic cooperation, and neither side believed in relying exclusively on either coercion or engagement. Moreover, there was a wide range of opinions within both the United States and Europe on the appropriate policies toward rogue states. The Republican-controlled U.S. Congress, for instance, took a very hard line on Iran and Libya, whereas the American business community opposed the growing use of economic sanctions, and the Clinton administration was often caught in the middle. In Europe, there was a general consensus on the relative virtues of engagement over confrontation, but each country had its own place on the spectrum, with Britain taking a much tougher line on Iraq than France, for example. But while these complexities must be acknowledged, the striking feature of the Clinton years was the increasing frequency with which policy disagreements over rogue states took place along U.S.-European lines.
These differences first became a serious issue in transatlantic relations as a result of efforts by the United States to enforce sanctions against Cuba, Iran, and Libya. Europe had long ignored unilateral U.S. sanctions against Cuba and took essentially the same approach when the United States unilaterally cut off trade with and investment in Iran in 1995. The United States had long complained that European willingness to circumvent U.S. sanctions elevated cynical commercial interests over common security concerns. The Americans did not, however, seek to prevent European firms from doing business in Iran or Cuba.

But in a world of dominant American power, and with the perception of a growing threat from rogue regimes, the U.S. Congress was increasingly unwilling to accept what many Americans viewed as “free-riding” on American efforts to provide the public good of international security. In an effort to force conformity with U.S. policy, Congress passed the Cuban Liberty and Democratic Solidarity Act (known as the Helms-Burton Act, after its Congressional sponsors) and the Iran-Libya Sanctions Act (ILSA) in 1996, asserting the right to impose sanctions on any company anywhere investing in Cuba or investing more than $40 million in the Iranian or Libyan energy sectors. European governments unanimously denounced the very principle of secondary boycotts and refused to abide by them, leading to a succession of transatlantic crises over whether the United States would follow through on the threats contained in Helms-Burton and ILSA.

Ironically, while Iran, Libya, and Cuba generated transatlantic frictions throughout the 1990s, the issue of Iraq was at first much less contentious. Iraq’s blatant aggression against Kuwait in 1990, as well as careful diplomacy by the first Bush administration, helped create an unusually broad consensus on the need to isolate and disarm Saddam Hussein’s regime. That consensus began to break down in the mid-1990s, however. Both Americans and Europeans tended to agree that the policy of sanctions and forceful containment had failed to remove
the threat that Saddam’s regime posed, but they disagreed sharply about what to do about that problem.

By 1996 many Europeans, most vocally the French, felt that sanctions would never achieve Saddam’s overthrow or his full compliance with UN resolutions. Saddam had demonstrated a continuing ability to live with—and even prosper personally and politically from—the sanctions regime, which was perceived as a cause of suffering among the Iraqi people and stirring anti-Western resentment in the Arab world. The only long-term solution, they argued, was to gradually reintegrate Iraq into the international community through trade, investment, and diplomatic links. While acknowledging that Saddam was a dictator and a danger, they felt that his military capacity had been so decimated during the 1991 Gulf War and by the ensuing sanctions that there was little risk to international security in gradually engaging Iraq economically.

Many Americans agreed that the containment policy was not working well, but the position of both the Clinton administration and its Republican critics was that engagement with Iraq would be worse. Saddam’s regime, in their view, was intent on challenging Western interests in the Gulf and on disrupting the status quo. Under such circumstances, relaxed scrutiny on his weapons programs, or increased trade and investment links, would only give him the money and space he needed to rearm. Thus, the main debate within the United States was not over whether to maintain or abandon the policy of containment. Rather, it was over whether to try to reinvigorate that policy through cooperation with Europe and with Iraq’s neighbors, or whether to replace it with a more proactive policy to overthrow Saddam Hussein.

In the event, Saddam’s periodic provocations and partial cooperation with the UN weapons inspectors had the effect of exposing U.S.-European differences. In September 1996, Iraqi troops intervened in an intra-Kurdish dispute in the part of effectively autonomous northern
Iraq that had been protected by U.S., U.K., and French air power since the 1991 Gulf War. The U.S. response—cruise missile strikes against air defense targets in other parts of Iraq and expansion of the southern no-fly zone almost to Baghdad—had little effect on the stability of Saddam’s regime. But the American military actions did inspire the first public breakdown in the transatlantic consensus on Iraq. France denounced the air strikes and shortly thereafter withdrew from participation in the northern no-fly zone, claiming that Washington and London had moved the operation beyond its original humanitarian purpose.

In mid-1997 the Iraqis stepped up their challenge to the UN inspections and began systematic efforts to harass UN inspectors. The United States responded both by threatening force against Iraq if it did not comply with its obligations and by attempting to rally support in the UN Security Council for a tougher approach. That approach called for modification of the containment regime to more directly target Saddam’s rule—often called “smart sanctions”—to reduce perceived Iraqi suffering, and to make more credible the threat of force by granting it firm international legitimacy.

From June 1997 through November 1998 the U.S. government worked assiduously to remake the containment regime and to recreate a consensus on Iraq within the UN Security Council. Three times during that period, the United States also threatened to use military force against Iraq. The first time, in November 1997, Russian Foreign Minister Yevgeny Primakov mediated a last minute compromise that was supposed to allow unfettered inspections of Iraq’s weapons program, but the compromise quickly broke down. Three months later the United States accepted a replacement deal, brokered by UN Secretary General Kofi Annan, that obliged Iraq to provide UN weapons inspectors with “immediate, unconditional, and unrestricted access” to suspected weapons sites, though it effectively exempted eight vast “presidential sites” from the inspection regime. That deal also broke
down, however, and in November 1998 the United States and Britain prepared to attack Iraq, stopping only at the last minute—with U.S. and British warplanes already in the air—when Iraqi Deputy Prime Minister Tariq Aziz on live television acceded to U.S. demands to stop obstructing inspectors.

In December 1998, Iraq’s continuing obstruction of the weapons inspectors finally led to the departure of the UN inspection mission from Iraq. Having failed to achieve consensus in the UN, the United States and Britain launched Operation Desert Fox—four days of air and missile strikes against targets deemed crucial to Saddam Hussein’s grip on power, and the largest attack against Iraq since the 1991 Gulf War. The air strikes failed to bring down Saddam’s regime, but they shattered even the pretense of international consensus on the issue of Iraq. France, Russia, and China all condemned the attacks, and France withdrew from participation in the southern no-fly zone, its last military contribution to the containment of Iraq.

Even after this public and fundamental disagreement on Iraq, the United States and its partners continued to seek UN Security Council consensus on the issue. In difficult negotiations throughout most of 1999, the Clinton administration accepted a new compromise on how to deal with Iraq, expressed in December 1999 by UNSC Resolution 1284. The resolution established a new inspection regime, modified the sanctions to allow a greater range of goods to be imported, and affirmed the principle that the remaining sanctions would be lifted if UN inspectors accepted that Iraq had met its obligations. Unfortunately, the new consensus established in the negotiations for Resolution 1284 was shattered before it was even officially articulated when the French, Russians, and Chinese all abstained on the vote.

In essence, the basic differences within the Security Council had not been resolved. For its part, the United States was highly skeptical of the Security Council’s willingness to enforce its mandates and highly
dubious of Iraq’s intentions to abide by them. Many Americans believed that the French, Russians, and others were purposefully undermining containment both because of the commercial opportunities in Iraq and because they felt that Iraq did not pose a security threat. Russia and France, for their part, doubted the American willingness to live with Saddam Hussein’s regime under any circumstances. In their view, the goal of regime change impeded the process of establishing peaceful coexistence with Iraq because it removed any incentive Saddam Hussein might have had to moderate his behavior. As a result, no UN Security Council resolution had ever authorized the goal of regime change.

By the late 1990s the other Security Council members had substantial grounds for believing that this was U.S. policy. Already in March 1997, Secretary of State Madeleine Albright had stated that the United States would maintain sanctions on Iraq no matter what Saddam did, arguing that the evidence was “overwhelming that Saddam Hussein’s intentions will never be peaceful.” In October 1998, Congress, with strong bipartisan support, further forced the issue by passing the Iraq Liberation Act, which established that “it should be the policy of the United States to support efforts to remove the regime headed by Saddam Hussein from power in Iraq.” Clinton signed that legislation, and in December 1998, at the end of Operation Desert Fox, openly advocated regime change, stating that “[so] long as Saddam remains in power he will remain a threat to his people, his region, and the world.”

In sum, by the end of the Clinton presidency, the failure to agree on Iraq had become one of the most divisive issues in the Atlantic alliance. The clashes at the UN created a legacy of bitterness and betrayal that seriously damaged both sides’ belief in the other’s good faith as well as the belief that the UN could effectively cope with problems like Iraq. This legacy would have an important impact on the split over Iraq that would emerge in 2002.
Nonetheless, it was also clear from the Clinton administration’s efforts to reach compromise that it still believed that allied support in the UN was essential for managing the Iraqi problem. In three successive crises in 1997 and 1998, the United States was unwilling to use force in Iraq without broad international support. Even after Clinton did use force in December 1998, the administration never abandoned the search for consensus at the UN.

While that process certainly proved cumbersome and incapable of permanently solving the security problems that Iraq posed, it had managed to keep Saddam contained for nearly 10 years. More important, all of the alternatives seemed worse. Full-scale invasion was a domestic political impossibility and an international liability, internal overthrow was a proven failure, and unilateral containment punished American companies rather than the Iraqi regime. The notion of abandoning the search for consensus was thus never seriously considered by the Clinton administration. Indeed, before September 11 the Bush administration did not actively pursue any of these alternatives and essentially continued the Clinton policy of seeking a reinvigorated “smart sanctions” regime at the UN, albeit with a new negotiating style.

A History of Discord

The history of alliance relations prior to the Bush administration contains several lessons. On one hand, the fact that the allies have always been at odds, sometimes as severely as they were over Iraq in 2002–2003, is comforting to those who believe the alliance has a future. A generation before Robert Kagan concluded that Europeans were from Venus (and Americans from Mars), other Americans were already arguing that Europeans were “relatively rich and ungrateful introverts.” And decades before Germany’s failure to support an American invasion of Iraq led to calls to remove U.S. troops from Germany, other Americans were predicting that the failure of their European allies to
support U.S. policy in the Persian Gulf would lead to the removal of U.S. troops from Europe. The long history of transatlantic crises and the track record of overcoming those crises suggests that the United States and Europe have learned to manage some very serious stresses in their alliance—and provides hope that they can do so again.

At the same time, the history also shows why future cooperation will be more difficult. It was the Cold War that was responsible for the formation of the alliance in the first place and for its survival at least through its early crises. While alliance norms of consultation and compromise on issues of European strategy and security were extensive throughout the Cold War, those norms never applied very well to “out-of-area” issues, which are precisely the set of issues that pose the greatest challenges today.

Despite the end of the Cold War, the Clinton administration continued to believe in the value of allied support and made considerable efforts to persuade allies to adapt the Atlantic alliance to better deal with new types of threats from regions beyond Europe. Despite growing American power and freedom of maneuver to confront new threats, Clinton was convinced that the United States should do everything possible to ensure agreement among European allies before resorting to unilateral action, not only on issues like the Balkans, which directly affected those allies, but even on global issues like the Middle East.

That degree of commitment to alliance consensus would change significantly with the arrival of George W. Bush to the White House, and then again, even more so, after the September 11 terrorist attacks. In retrospect, the final Clinton years were the calm before the storm, and clouds were gathering on the Atlantic horizon. It was under George W. Bush that the storm would strike.
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As he took office in January 2001, George W. Bush’s views on foreign affairs, and by extension, those of his administration, were not well known. Contrary to the now common notion that the Bush team was distinctly hawkish and unilateralist from the start, some core principles of foreign policy, particularly on when and how to use American military power, remained undecided when Bush entered office. The Bush campaign had avoided taking strong positions on foreign policy subjects that tended to divide Republicans, and many believed that Bush would follow in his father’s footsteps in pursuing a prudent, multilateral foreign policy.

During the campaign, the focus of Bush’s foreign policy speeches was on criticizing Clinton’s policy. He did so using language and ideas
that specifically avoided the controversial issue of when and how to use force. For those who feared imperial overstretch, Bush promised a “humble” foreign policy that concentrated on “enduring national interests”—a contrast with Clinton’s alleged inconsistencies. He cautioned against too much foreign intervention or using U.S. troops for nation-building, warning against the notion that “our military is the answer to every difficult foreign policy situation—a substitute for strategy.” At the same time, Bush declared his belief in the power of American confidence, moral clarity, and leadership to secure U.S. interests. His “distinctly American internationalism” presented an explicit contrast to Clinton’s alleged lack of principles and excessive willingness to compromise with allies.

Reflecting this divide, the new Bush administration seemed structured to provide an undecided President with varied advice on foreign policy. Bush appointed people to the top positions at the Defense Department, who had a reputation for hawkish, even unilateralist, views, such as Donald Rumsfeld and Paul Wolfowitz. But his closest foreign policy adviser, Condoleezza Rice, was a protégé of his father’s pragmatic National Security Adviser, Brent Scowcroft. Even more prominently, as Secretary of State, Bush appointed Colin Powell, the scourge of the hawkish wing of the Republican party. Powell was famous (or infamous, to some) for his reluctance to use force and for his insistence, borne of his painful experience in Vietnam, that military force when applied should be directed at securing identifiable and indisputable national interests.

Bush himself summed up this balance on appointing Rumsfeld Secretary of Defense in December 2000: “General Powell’s a strong figure, and Dick Cheney’s no shrinking violet. But neither is Don Rumsfeld . . . nor Condi Rice. I view the four as being able to complement each other. There’s going to be disagreements. I hope there is disagreement, because I know the disagreement will be based upon solid thought.” As a result, the administration’s only sacred foreign policy
principles on entering office seemed to be a commitment to national missile defense and a strong desire to distance itself from the policy of its predecessor.

Despite this very real balance, however, it would be wrong to conclude that prior to September 11 the Bush administration did not develop any new understanding of how foreign policy works in a world defined by U.S. power. In his first few months in office, Bush began to demonstrate this understanding, particularly in his dealings with European allies. Where Bill Clinton had engaged in protracted diplomacy and sometimes reached difficult compromises with European allies over such issues as missile defense, the International Criminal Court, the Kyoto Accords, and even Iran and Iraq, Bush clearly had little patience with European views. Many in the administration, moreover, saw Europeans as unwilling to recognize the importance of force in international relations and all too ready to appease dictators and weapons proliferators rather than confront them.

A Vision of Decisive Leadership

In retrospect, it’s clear that changing circumstances led the administration to repudiate the previous administration’s approach to transatlantic relations and to seek to assert American power more vigorously. In the new team’s view, the Clinton administration had too often followed a model of diplomacy—symbolized by Warren Christopher’s Balkan trip—that unwisely sought to achieve allied, and especially transatlantic, consensus before making important foreign policy decisions. That model, they believed, belonged to a bygone era. The increased relative power of the United States and its unique military capacity meant that breaking from these norms of cooperation and consultation—even on issues of intense salience for both sides—was now possible.

The growing divide in U.S.-European threat perceptions, as well as the agonizing and seemingly endless U.S.-European diplomacy over
such issues as the Balkans, Iraq, and the Middle East peace process, argued that a new approach to alliance relations was necessary. The Bush administration’s well-noted desire to distance itself from both the positions and the methods of its predecessor implied that a new approach was desirable from a domestic political perspective as well. In fact, over the years, the Clinton administration had come to take a much tougher-minded view of leadership. But the Bush team felt that even the late 1990s version of Clinton’s foreign policy was far too deferential to allied sensibilities and that major changes were required.

The new administration’s vision was that important U.S. foreign policy goals could only be realized through decisive U.S. leadership and, if necessary, unilateral action. Such leadership entailed staking out firm positions and then demonstrating a capacity, and an implacable will, to follow through on policies regardless of the opposition they might generate. The administration was convinced that U.S. allies and partners would eventually follow the American lead while simultaneously allowing the United States to maintain its freedom of action.

Robert Kagan articulated the theory as early as 1998, writing that “to be effective, multilateralism must be preceded by unilateralism. In the toughest situations, the most effective multilateral response comes when the strongest power decides to act, with or without the others, and then asks its partners whether they will join.” Former CIA Director James Woolsey, another strong supporter of the Bush administration’s foreign policy and leadership style, agreed: “My experience in a number of different jobs in government in this area has been that when the United States acts decisively and goes to its friends and allies and says, ‘We’re going to do this, and we want you with us,’ we get a lot better response than if we start with the lowest denominator of a large group of countries and say, ‘Gee, what do you think we ought to do?’”

This “if you build it, they will come” doctrine expresses the belief that the United States is a unique country not just in terms of the power it possesses, but also in its moral authority for using that power. It does
not rule out acting in coalitions, but it does rely on the credible threat that the United States will act alone to make opposition to U.S. plans seem futile. This vision of U.S. leadership depends on the U.S. military and diplomatic capacity to act unilaterally, though it does not expect to have to do so, since others will eventually follow. And if allies are not comfortable with American power and leadership, the thinking goes—that’s their problem, not America’s. As William Kristol put it: “We need to err on the side of being strong. . . . And if people want to say we’re an imperial power, fine.” Writer Max Boot agrees: “Resentment comes with the territory.”

This basic vision of how to conduct foreign policy has been widely shared throughout the Bush administration since its inception. While there have certainly been differences within the administration on the degree to which allied views should be taken into account, these disagreements have often been exaggerated. Even Secretary of State Colin Powell, identified as the member of the cabinet with the most multilateral instincts, has explained the process this way:

[Where] we have a principled position, what we will do is explain that principled position to our friends, try to see if we can find compromises, so we can join consensus. But where we can’t join consensus, because of our own beliefs, or because we believe a particular issue and the direction it’s going with others does not serve the purpose intended by that action, the United States will stick to its principled position. . . . The President is that kind of leader. He speaks clearly, he speaks directly, and he makes sure people know what he believes in. And then he tries to persuade others that is the correct position. When it does not work, then we will take the position we believe is correct, and I hope the Europeans are left with a better understanding of the way in which we want to do business.
The view that allies can best be won over through decisive American leadership naturally leads to a negative view of the utility of multilateral forums and international organizations. Indeed, such organizations, including the United Nations and even NATO, are based on the opposite premise: that no nation has either the inherent strength or the special moral authority to decide important international issues without the consent of other states. The specific purpose of many such organizations, especially the United Nations, is to provide a forum for its members in which state power can express itself peacefully and governments can reach compromise and, eventually, consensus through discussion.

The Bush administration’s objection is not just that this process is often lengthy, inefficient, and frustrating, but also that, because of changes in the nature of threats and relative power, the current rules of the system unduly constrain the United States. According to Vice President Dick Cheney, the institutions and alliances “built to deal with the conflicts of the twentieth century . . . may not be the right strategies and policies and institutions to deal with the kind of threat we face now.” The United Nations in particular, Cheney believed, had “proven incapable of meeting the challenge we face in the twenty-first century of rogue states armed with deadly weapons, possibly sharing them with terrorists.” Indeed, Cheney argued that subordinating U.S. national security interests to the need for international consensus was “a prescription for perpetual disunity and obstructionism.” When presented with imminent threats, waiting for allies could even be dangerous.

The administration’s view of the foreign policy process and its reluctance to engage in the messy business of international negotiation in multilateral forums are the common threads that unite Bush foreign policy before and after September 11. In terms of U.S. foreign policy the administration showed remarkable consistency even prior to the terrorist attacks, rejecting a variety of different foreign entanglements that for better or for worse would certainly have ensnared its predeces-
sors. For instance, the Bush administration abandoned its predecessors’ efforts to secure Senate ratification for the Comprehensive Test Ban Treaty (CTBT), which had already been signed by 161 countries and ratified by 71, including Russia and every state in the European Union. And the U.S. government refused to consider signing on to a United Nations agreement to limit traffic in small arms, or to verification protocols to the Biological Weapons Convention, a Nixon-era treaty that had long been criticized by arms control experts as ineffective specifically because it lacked any verification or enforcement mechanisms. Further, the Bush administration withdrew President Clinton’s signature from the treaty establishing the International Criminal Court and, through bilateral agreements, began a highly coercive campaign to ensure that no U.S. citizen could ever be subject to the court’s jurisdiction. And where Clinton had spent years trying to find a compromise position with allies on the issue of national missile defense, Bush simply made clear his intention to modify, and if necessary unilaterally to abrogate, the 1972 ABM treaty so the United States could deploy a national missile defense system.

Perhaps most significantly, however, at least from Europe’s point of view, was the U.S. withdrawal from the Kyoto Protocol on global warming. U.S. objections to the treaty predated the Bush administration and derived from serious flaws in the treaty, which most observers agreed deserved addressing. Nonetheless, the treaty represented the only advances in a more than decade-long effort to confront an issue that poses, in the overwhelming view of European public opinion, a massive long-term threat to the environment.

Negotiations to meet those objections were proceeding, albeit with great difficulty, when the President’s advisers suddenly let European diplomats know that “the Kyoto agreement is dead.” President Bush abandoned all efforts to reach a compromise, promising a solely U.S. plan in the unspecified future to deal with the threat of global warming. Only hours before the first trip of his presidency to Europe, Bush
reiterated his rejection of the treaty in a Rose Garden ceremony, declar-
ing that an internal administration review had led to the definitive con-
clusion that “the Kyoto Protocol was fatally flawed in fundamental
ways.” The message to the European allies he was about to meet was
abundantly clear: Washington had decided there would be no revival
of the Kyoto pact, and the decision was final.

In retrospect, the manner in which the U.S. government withdrew
from the process of international negotiation on global warming sig-
naled more than just a repudiation of Kyoto. The harsh diplomatic
style of the rejection contrasted sharply even with a similar rejection by
the Reagan administration of the UN Convention on the Law of the Sea
in 1982, when that administration also decided to reject a treaty that its
predecessors had supported. But unlike the Kyoto rejection, before
doing so the Reagan administration sent a special envoy—ironically,
Donald Rumsfeld—to consult with allied governments and convince
them not to sign or ratify the treaty. While that position hardly
endeared him to European publics, Reagan’s willingness to conform to
established practices of consultation meant that criticism focused on
the U.S. objections to the treaty itself, rather than on its potential to
cause a breakdown in the alliance.

The Bush administration did not, of course, systematically avoid
working with allies both bilaterally and even within multilateral
forums. On specific issues, most notably in its efforts to end North
Korean nuclear proliferation, the administration used and even pre-
ferred a multilateral approach that proactively sought the support of
like-minded allies. Bush’s strong support for NATO’s further enlarge-
ment to seven new members, and his willingness in 2002–2003 to
work extensively with Europeans on a new “Road Map” for the
Middle East, also showed a willingness to engage with allies when
doing so required little compromise. And in Europe, from the start of
his term, Bush deliberately sought to develop special relationships
with those countries—like Britain, Spain, Italy, Poland, and others—
whose leaders he felt would be sympathetic to American policies and goals.

Bush’s efforts with the allies, however—as one senior administration official put it—could best be described as “multilateralism à la carte.” He was willing to use multilateral forums when they presented the most convenient path to accomplishing some specific U.S. foreign policy goal. But much of the administration never seemed to believe that U.S. commitment to international institutions and allied relationships had a long-term value that justified U.S. engagement when unilateral action—or actions with the support of certain individual countries—would be more expedient in the short term. The sum total of Bush’s actions in his administration’s first two years sent the clear signal that this type of deeper commitment simply did not exist.

The Growing Divide

In many ways the emerging transatlantic disputes were a product of the presidency of George W. Bush, who came to power after one of the most closely fought and bizarrely concluded elections of all time. At the same time, Bush’s election—as well as his policies and the transatlantic disputes to which they contributed—were themselves products of far-reaching structural changes that were affecting both sides of the Atlantic. It was not just the end of the Cold War and the removal of a common enemy that weakened the glue that once held the alliance together. It was that throughout the 1990s, internal and external developments were changing the domestic politics and worldviews—and consequently the foreign policies—of America and Europe in ways that tended to threaten the very basis of the alliance that they had once taken for granted.

One of the most important factors was the steady rise in U.S. power, and particularly military power, relative to Europe and all other states. The emergence of the United States as the sole superpower
began with the decline of the Soviet Union in the 1980s and accelerated on the back of the booming American economy and technological base in the 1990s. By the time of the Bush presidency, more by chance than by design, the United States had become the strongest power the world had ever known, with an unprecedented ability to affect, essentially unassisted, developments around the globe.

This spectacular growth in power inevitably contributed to changes in American thinking about foreign policy and the emergence of differences with Europe. It is only natural to expect that a country with the technological, military, and diplomatic resources of the United States is inclined to try to “fix” problems—whether they be Balkan crises, missile threats, or rogue states—whereas countries with fewer such resources at their disposal try to “manage” them. America’s vast military power, technological prowess, and history of unparalleled accomplishment have left Americans with a sense of “can do” optimism about the world that contrasts starkly with the relative pessimism—some would say “realism”—that comes from the more complicated historical experiences of Europe’s much older nation states. These differences in political culture have long existed, but they widened significantly over the past decade, and they explain a lot about why American and European opinion was divided over what to do about Iraq.

Another important expression of this widening transatlantic cultural gap has been a slow but certain change in the way that the United States and Europe see the use of force. Beginning with the Gulf War in 1991, the U.S. military began to demonstrate just how devastating the combination of incomparable military power and cutting-edge innovation could be. A series of military victories—in the Gulf, Bosnia, Kosovo, and Afghanistan—each a more impressive demonstration of American military virtuosity than the last, slowly convinced both civilian policymakers and the public that U.S. military dominance now gave the nation a unique and unprecedented tool.
Based on this experience, U.S. policymakers slowly concluded that the use of force is a more viable option than ever before, and military deployments have accelerated markedly. In the 1980s the U.S. military conducted 19 foreign operations to 14 different countries; in the 1990s, it conducted 108 such operations to 53 different countries. While this increased pace reflected in part the greater flexibility accorded to the United States by the demise of the Soviet Union, it also increasingly reflected a belief that U.S. military power had become more effective and more applicable to foreign policy problems.

Postwar Europe has developed very different views about power and the use of force. With a collective population of 377 million and a GDP of some $8.5 trillion, the member states of the European Union certainly have the potential to develop military power comparable to that of the United States, but at least for now they have chosen not to. Collectively, NATO Europe spends about 45 percent of what the United States does on defense. But even that disparity understates the difference. The process through which Europe produces military power means that this money is spent less efficiently than in the United States, contributing to relative American military dominance. As a result, though Europe has some 1.5 million men and women in its ground forces, it would be hard pressed to deploy and sustain more than 6 percent of them abroad. In comparison, the United States can deploy and sustain some 62 percent of its ground forces.

Europe’s lack of interest in developing military power is in part a perverse consequence of the American protectorate established by the United States through NATO during the Cold War. With the partial exception of the British and French, whose past experiences and permanent seats on the UN Security Council left them with enduring global ambitions and military roles, U.S. leadership of NATO largely absolved the Europeans from having to think much about international security beyond Europe’s shores. Global military strategy was something primarily for the United States, while Europeans could focus on
the difficult task of building their unprecedented zone of internal peace and prosperity.

But this disparity in military power is also partly a result of Europe’s experience with war during the first half of the twentieth century and peace and integration during the second half. Those contrasting experiences have left most Europeans convinced that dialogue and development are more effective paths to security than military strength—a conviction that Europeans, understandably but sometimes naively, seek to project on other parts of the world. As British diplomat and author Robert Cooper has written, “Europe may have chosen to neglect power politics because it is militarily weak; but it is also true that it is militarily weak because it has chosen to abandon power politics.”

Within the European “zone of peace,” the EU has largely achieved its goal of escaping power politics. It has put a definitive end to the long rivalry between France and Germany, cemented the democratic transition in Spain, Greece, and Portugal, and preempted renewed ethnic conflict and border disputes in post-Soviet Eastern Europe with the enticement of EU (and NATO) membership.

These historic successes were achieved not through force, or even through traditional diplomacy—indeed the EU does not have an army and arguably does not have a foreign policy. Rather, in the European view, they were achieved through a softer form of power, in which pooled sovereignty, political and economic integration, and increasing wealth focused national energies on creating a Europe that was peaceful, prosperous, and stable. Immense challenges remain: completing the European internal market, integrating nearly 75 million citizens of formerly communist countries, and spreading democracy to Central and Eastern Europe, not to mention Russia, Turkey, and North Africa. In the face of these challenges, Europeans have little stomach for following the U.S. lead in spending more than $400 billion on defense or for invading and occupying large sections of the Middle East.
Europe’s internal focus means that Europeans will often not provide the material support for American priorities that, in the U.S. view, should concern statesmen in Europe as much as those in the United States. Americans have often complained that this lack of support represents parochialism or free-riding—in essence, an inability to think globally and therefore strategically. Particularly in comparison to the Bush administration’s activism in foreign affairs, Europe’s status quo bias often seems both reactive and reactionary. But this perception misses the point: For Europeans whose strategic challenge for a century had been to overcome the deadly divisions on their own continent, European unification is a global strategy. That strategy asserts that a Europe that is “whole and free” can serve as a starting point for spreading stability and prosperity to other regions—first in the regions bordering the European Union, and eventually beyond.

Reacting to 9/11

The systematic divisions between the United States and Europe on world affairs thus began before 9/11, and even before the arrival of the Bush administration. But the terrorist attacks on New York and Washington vastly accelerated those trends and expanded the gap between the American and European approaches.

Initially, the attacks seemed to have brought Europe and the United States closer together, ushering in a new period of transatlantic cooperation based, as before, on a common threat. The European allies immediately invoked NATO’s Article V security guarantee and supported a UN Security Council resolution that gave Washington broad international legitimacy for responding to the attacks. In turn, many thought the United States would become more multilateral. According to former President George H. W. Bush, “just as Pearl Harbor awakened this country from the notion that we could somehow avoid the call to duty and defend freedom in Europe and Asia in World War II, so too
should this most recent surprise attack erase the concept in some quarters that America can somehow go it alone in the fight against terrorism or in anything else for that matter.”

In retrospect, however, while the outpouring of human sympathy surrounding that event was sincere, it is now also clear that the terrorist attacks exacerbated rather than attenuated the trends that were dividing the alliance. While Europeans and Americans both now fully recognized the danger of Islamic terrorism, each chose to establish broad strategies for dealing with the terrorist threat that played to their respective strengths and fit into their conceptual understandings of how the post–Cold War world works.

For the United States, long insulated from international violence, the September 11 attacks were simply so massive that they had to be regarded as, in the words of President Bush, “an act of war against our country.” The fact that those attacks were the most deadly terrorist strikes in history, and that they took place on U.S. soil against U.S. targets rather than in Europe, no doubt also made a difference. But the United States, with the geographical blessing of friendly neighbors, and the fact that it had hardly been attacked in its history, already had a lower tolerance for vulnerability than a Europe that, in a sense, had gotten used to terrorist attacks over a period of decades. This lower threshold for vulnerability, combined with greater American power and resources, leads Americans to be far more ready than Europeans to aggressively confront the threats they perceive.

Europeans, in comparison, have a long and painful experience with the phenomenon of terrorism—in Northern Ireland, the Basque region of Spain, with extreme left movements in Italy and Germany, and with Islamist terrorism throughout Europe, but particularly in France. Governments and societies in Europe have internalized the notion that terrorism, given its roots in deep social alienation and its tenacious resistance to purely repressive means, can never be completely eradicated.
Moreover, prior to 9/11, Europe’s strategic priorities were not global military issues, but political and economic integration, enlargement to the East, and the completion of monetary union—in other words, in consolidating the gains of the end of the Cold War. The terrorist attacks in New York and Washington did not change that. In that sense, the divisions that have occurred are not so much a result of Europe changing or moving away from the United States as of a Europe reluctant to join America in its strategic revolution.

After the initial shock of the attacks wore off, the relationship started to deteriorate again. Serious differences emerged over how to fight the war on terrorism—or even whether it should be seen as a war—and over the American aversion to constructing a permanent antiterrorist alliance. European commentators denounced the Bush administration’s use of the word “war” and its accompanying semantic baggage as not only inaccurate but actually counterproductive because, as British historian Sir Michael Howard put it, talk of war “arouses an expectation and a demand for military action against some easily identifiable adversary . . . leading to decisive results.” Rather than fight wars, the United States, in this view, should adapt itself to living with vulnerability and to managing rather than solving the problem of terrorism, as Europe has long done. While U.S. power might defeat specific terrorist groups through offensive military action, terrorism itself would continue until the root social and political causes had been addressed—a long-term project under the best of circumstances, and certainly not one that could be accomplished by military means.

Rather than availing itself of permanent bodies such as the UN or NATO, which offered a degree of legitimacy and burden-sharing in return for some consultation, the United States instead preferred to operate on an ad hoc basis. In Secretary of Defense Donald Rumsfeld’s formulation, “the mission needs to define the coalition, and we ought not to think that a coalition should define the mission.” This, Europeans pointed out, was the very opposite of NATO’s founding
principle. Former NATO Secretary General Javier Solana, now the EU’s foreign policy chief, responded that “the alliance should determine the mission and not vice versa,” and complained that NATO had “invoked its most sacred covenant” and yet was totally ignored by American war planners.

The Bush administration, however, was in little mood to listen. The September 11 attacks did not create the recognition of American pre-eminence any more than they spawned the new vision of leadership that rested on that preeminence. Policy in this broad sense did not change. But the politics changed completely. Emboldened by enormous American power, inspired by its preexisting concept of alliance leadership, and angered by the 9/11 attack, the administration saw no advantages, and plenty of downsides, to involving European allies in the U.S. decision-making process.

Rather, Bush was ready to respond to the challenges that 9/11 revealed and to the political opportunity of the moment by elaborating a more precise and more overt version of his vision of U.S. leadership. For an administration already convinced that hard problems required decisive U.S. leadership, 9/11 confirmed that international affairs were now far too dangerous for the American people to accept anything less. If Europeans did not agree with the way America decided to respond to the new challenges, that was unfortunate, but it was their problem, and the United States would not risk its safety to accommodate dissenting views.

In the wake of the attacks, the U.S. government became much more willing to assert openly categorical imperatives, to directly deploy U.S. military power against enemies, and to insist upon compliance and cooperation from allies without prior consultation. Confident in American power, the administration lost no time declaring that the war against terror must not be impeded by either the ambitions of enemies or the indecision of allies. In a speech on September 20, 2001, before a joint session of Congress, President Bush laid down the gauntlet:
“Every nation, in every region, now has a decision to make. Either you are with us, or you are with the terrorists.... [This] country will define our times, not be defined by them. As long as the United States of America is determined and strong, this will not be an age of terror; this will be an age of liberty.” Consistent with this message, and to the dismay of many allies, Washington did not engage in any significant multilateral consultations before moving against the Taliban in Afghanistan in October 2001. Multilateral support would have been easy for the United States to secure in this case—the Taliban had few sympathizers even before September 11. Indeed, significant approval and assistance was offered without the United States even needing to ask for it. Already on September 12, NATO, for the first time in its history, invoked its Article V treaty commitment of mutual defense on the initiative of NATO Secretary General Lord Robertson without an explicit American request (and despite the Pentagon’s misgivings). Similarly, the UN Security Council, at France’s initiative, passed Resolution 1383 on September 12, offering the United States any assistance necessary.

Despite this rapid show of support, the Bush administration decided that it did not want to risk future delays or diminish U.S. control by accepting too much international assistance. Indeed, on September 26, at the first high-level briefing provided by Washington to NATO defense ministers after September 11, Deputy Secretary of Defense Paul Wolfowitz ruled out using any international or NATO structures. He also made clear that Washington was not planning to rely heavily on European forces either, instead noting that the effort “would be made up of many different coalitions in different parts of the world.” When Secretary of Defense Rumsfeld was later asked whether NATO might be involved in military action against Iraq, his response was revealing: “I can’t imagine it . . . it hasn’t crossed my mind.”

This position reflected a longstanding mind-set in the Pentagon and among many Republican strategists that allied support would not
add any appreciable military value to the U.S. effort. Such thinking was a natural outgrowth of the near universal view that preeminent U.S. power alone could ensure victory in the military phase of operations. It was reinforced by what many Americans saw as a key “lesson” of Kosovo. Whereas many in Europe saw the Kosovo air campaign as excessively dominated by the United States, most Americans—particularly within the military—saw just the opposite: excessive European meddling, with French politicians and European lawyers interfering with efficient targeting and bombing runs, and compromising operational security.

This time, the Bush team determined, would be different. NATO was not used in Afghanistan, and in fact—in ironic contrast to previous conflicts like the Gulf War, Bosnia, and Kosovo—the United States actually faced a situation in which the NATO allies were offering more troops and equipment than the Pentagon, for military and political reasons, wanted to use. The United States accepted some symbolic foreign assistance; in particular, NATO frigates patrolled the Eastern Mediterranean and NATO AWACS (early warning aircraft) patrolled U.S. airspace in order to free up U.S. assets for deployment. But in so doing, Washington refused to cede any degree of control or even any right of consultation. Assistance offered under even an implicit notion that participation conferred some such rights was refused.

For U.S. policymakers, the manner in which Operation Enduring Freedom in Afghanistan unfolded, confirmed, and indeed reinforced the wisdom of this approach to coalition management. Despite very strong initial support, allied confidence weakened easily under the stress of operations. When, after only three weeks of military operations, U.S. operational momentum stalled before Mazar-e-Sharif, European commentators began to question U.S. strategies, tactics, and even, obliquely, U.S. motives. They implied that the United States—like the British and Soviet Empires before it—had bitten off more in Afghanistan than
even a superpower could chew. European governments—with what the U.S. administration saw as typical pessimism—began to hint that the United States had moved too quickly and foresworn the necessary allied and internal support.

The structure of the coalition in Afghanistan, however, meant that U.S. operations were invulnerable to allied interference. U.S. officials simply ignored such complaints in a manner that would not have been possible under, say, NATO auspices. U.S. military forces, aided primarily by local Afghan allies, pushed ahead according to the original plan. Contrary to many dire predictions, resistance crumbled suddenly under the weight of American military power. The critics were silenced, and all allied governments—those that had participated, those that had criticized, and those that had equivocated—rushed to offer troops and aid for postwar reconstruction.

The lesson for many Americans was clear: Europeans will whine and complain about any military operation, but victory will obviate such complaints and the Europeans will jump on the bandwagon. The process through which the coalition was created would not matter in the end. Because preeminent U.S. military power alone could produce a victory, there was little reason to endure the trials and tribulations of multilateral negotiations. In the end, all that is necessary to achieve support is to be clear, to be consistent, to win, and to be America.

Emboldened by this demonstrable vindication of the “if you build it, they will come” doctrine, the administration began to advance its vision of American leadership ever more assertively. In December 2001, Bush ended months of speculation and debate and announced that the United States would withdraw from the 1972 Anti-Ballistic Missile Treaty with Russia. Bush had campaigned on the need to build a national missile defense system, but had previously resisted pressure to make any final decision with regard to the ABM Treaty. Many within the United States and Europe viewed the treaty as a cornerstone of strategic stability whose relevance persisted into the post–Cold War era.
Even among supporters of national missile defense, many believed that a unilateral U.S. modification or withdrawal from the treaty would damage relations with the Russians and the Europeans more than was necessary or worthwhile. The Russians, sensing U.S. and European division on this question, were unwilling to cheaply concede one of their final bargaining chips.

After September 11 and Afghanistan, such considerations seemed remote, almost quaint, in U.S. policy circles. Those within the administration who had always advocated that there could be no real consequences for unilateral withdrawal now held the upper hand. The administration plowed ahead and abandoned the treaty. Criticism was vociferous in both the United States and Europe, but short lived and without political consequence for the administration. Just as Afghanistan had proven how effective the U.S. military could be if force were applied with consistency and purpose, the experience with the ABM Treaty seemed to prove that with determined U.S. leadership, allied sensitivities could easily be overcome.

**Toward the Clash**

The experiences of the months after September 11 served to confirm the Bush administration in its view that the Cold War norms of alliance relations no longer applied. The real turning point, however, was President Bush’s January 29, 2002, State of the Union address, in which he denounced an “axis of evil” that included Iraq, Iran, and North Korea, and warned that the United States would not “permit the world’s most dangerous regimes to threaten us with the world’s most destructive weapons.” By seeking weapons of mass destruction, these regimes posed “a grave threat and a growing danger” because they “could provide these arms to terrorists [and] attack our allies or attempt to blackmail the United States.” But behind that important headline lay another message intended to put U.S. allies on notice:
My hope is that all nations will heed our call, and eliminate the terrorist parasites who threaten their countries and our own. . . . But some governments will be timid in the face of terror. And make no mistake about it: if they do not act, America will. . . . America will do what is necessary to ensure our nation’s security. We will be deliberate, yet time is not on our side. I will not wait on events, while dangers gather. I will not stand by, as peril draws closer and closer. The United States of America will not permit the world’s most dangerous regimes to threaten us with the world’s most dangerous weapons.

The language implied a strategic doctrine of preventive war that in fact would emerge later in the year. By focusing on military issues like the need for a missile shield and large increases in defense spending (the administration had just proposed a $48 billion increase), and speaking in Manichaean terms of good and evil, Bush confirmed many Europeans’ worst fears. European observers also noticed that while undemocratic countries like Pakistan were singled out for praise for cracking down on terror, the NATO allies that had shown total solidarity with the United States and were leading the Afghanistan security force did not merit mention. The implication was clear: If the President deemed force necessary to deal with a threat to the security of the United States, no nation or alliance should or could stand in the way.

European reaction was swift and scathing. French Foreign Minister Hubert Védrine called the speech “simplistic,” EU Commissioner for External Affairs Chris Patten warned that even a superpower could not do everything alone, and German Foreign Minister Joschka Fischer complained that alliance partners should not be treated like “satellites.” French Prime Minister Lionel Jospin remarked that “the problems of the world cannot be reduced simply to the struggle against terrorism, however vital that struggle may be.” But what most worried Europeans
was the implicit message in the speech that Bush was bent on attacking Iraq. It was hard to imagine that Bush would so boldly announce that he would “not wait on events” if he did not intend on taking action before his next State of the Union address, a year later.

Bush’s articulation of the doctrine of military preemption in a speech at West Point, New York, in June 2002 only confirmed the European view that the Bush administration had a simplistic approach to foreign policy that reduced everything to the military aspects of the war on terrorism. Speaking to the graduation ceremony of West Point cadets, Bush described a “threat with no precedent” that “required new thinking.” He said, “Deterrence means nothing against shadowy terrorist networks with no nation or citizens to defend. Containment is not possible when unbalanced dictators with weapons of mass destruction can deliver those weapons on missiles or secretly provide them to terrorist allies. We cannot defend America and our friends by hoping for the best. . . . If we wait for threats to fully materialize, we will have waited too long.” Bush thus promised to “take the battle to the enemy, disrupt his plans, and confront the worst threats before they emerge.” Lest anyone not get the message, Bush insisted that “in the world we have entered, the only path to safety is the path of action. And this nation will act.”

The speech implied that the United States had both a right and a duty to take preemptive action, not only in the face of an imminent threat, but even, if Washington so decided, of a potential threat. By September 2002 the doctrine implied in the State of the Union and West Point speeches was elaborated and given official status in the National Security Strategy of the United States. The language of the NSS did not differ radically from similar documents issued during the Clinton administration, which also emphasized America’s readiness to act alone if necessary. In fact the Bush document said much more about the value of cooperating with allies than it did about the potential need for military preemption. But the Bush strategy had a far
greater impact and sent a message very different from the Clinton documents, which had largely passed unnoticed. In the context of a looming debate about invading Iraq, and in the wake of two major presidential speeches about the need to act against growing threats, the Bush NSS was seen as a completely open-ended document intended to provide blanket authority for the unilateral use of U.S. military power. Understandably, audiences concluded that the new Bush doctrine would soon be applied to Iraq.

Various short- and long-term factors had thus come together to create a political environment in which the once radical notions in the State of the Union address, the National Security Strategy document, and the break with previous patterns of transatlantic diplomacy were possible and even relatively uncontroversial—at least within the U.S. domestic debate. While September 11 is central to understanding why the U.S. government moved away from traditional diplomatic practices in this regard, it was not the genesis of that change. From a long-term perspective, the increasing power of the United States, particularly in the military realm, created the environment in which such a policy was possible. Simultaneously, Europe’s preoccupation with its internal issues, and its related unwillingness to develop deployable military power, lessened the perceived value of placating European opinion in ways that would have been given much higher priority in the past.

In the more immediate term, the experience before the Iraq crisis lent credence to the idea that if America built it, they would indeed come. Time and again, pessimists at home and abroad had predicted that the U.S. military or American diplomacy was overreaching—on the Kyoto Protocol, the International Criminal Court, Afghanistan, and the ABM Treaty, among others. Time and again, clarity, consistency, and American power had rendered the original objections of other nations to American policies essentially meaningless, at least from the perspective of the U.S. government.
On some issues, such as Kyoto and the ICC, important U.S. allies in Europe did not formally adopt the U.S. position and maintained their official policies in opposition to the U.S. view. But this opposition was without effect for the United States as far as any diplomatic, political, or economic measure that seemed relevant to the Bush administration was concerned. There was no credible threat of sanction against the United States, and no refusal to cooperate on other subjects. Indeed, on other issues, such as the ABM Treaty and Afghanistan, originally doubtful or even hostile allies in Europe eventually followed the U.S. lead. In all cases, overwhelming U.S. power combined with consistent U.S. purpose seemed to have guaranteed that other nations would come to understand that their interest lay in assisting the United States or, at worst, stepping aside. According to Secretary of Defense Rumsfeld, such a course might, “at the outset . . . seem lonesome,” and indeed subject to fierce criticism and debate among the chattering classes on both sides of the Atlantic, but what ultimately mattered was “doing the right thing.” In any case, in the face of a new type of threat that required firm and timely action, there was no other choice.

This approach to American leadership had considerable merit, and its success on the issues mentioned was not illusory. But it inevitably posed real problems for the relationship with Europe. On the most general level, it underestimated the degree to which resentment against this policy and against the United States might accumulate over time and across issues in a manner that could eventually make U.S. goals more difficult to achieve. On any given day, the nations of Europe and their publics were either too divided on these issues or too preoccupied with internal problems of integration and demography to take serious stands against the United States. But as a whole they were not so inherently weak that they had to simply accept American policies.

Under such circumstances it is not surprising that the Americans and Europeans often failed to agree or, more important, to resolve disagreements even before the crisis over Iraq. An America imbued with a
sense of unprecedented power—and after September 11, unprecedented vulnerability—concluded that the global status quo was no longer acceptable, and that it was within Washington’s power to change it. Most Europeans—divided among themselves, internally preoccupied, and worried about the consequences of upsetting what they perceived to be a broadly favorable status quo—were not inclined to follow the American lead. The transatlantic relationship only needed the right issue to deteriorate rapidly into serious crisis. And Iraq was precisely the right issue.
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PART II

THE IRAQ CRISIS
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It would be wrong to caricature the positions of “Americans” and “Europeans” in the Iraq debate. In fact, there was a range of positions on both sides. The New York Times editorial page, former National Security Adviser Brent Scowcroft, and Senator Edward Kennedy, for example, all opposed the war, while British Prime Minister Tony Blair, Spain’s José Maria Aznar, and French politicians like Bernard Kouchner and Pierre Lellouche supported the Bush administration’s position. Throughout 2002, public opinion polls showed that some 50 to 60 percent of Americans supported an invasion of Iraq, but that support fell to just 35 to 40 percent for a war without UN support, a figure much closer to the levels seen in Europe. If President Bush had not decided to devote the bully pulpit of the presidency to the case for invading Iraq,
it’s unlikely that a majority of the American public would have ended up clamoring for him to do so.

It was, nonetheless, possible to speak broadly about predominant views on each side of the Atlantic, views that would end up hardening into real differences as time went on. Certainly, there was no European equivalent of the American neoconservatives—men and women determined to put their country’s military power to good use to try to transform the world. By the time the war was actually fought, over 70 percent of Americans supported it, compared with nearly 80 percent of Europeans opposed to it. After months of aggressive diplomacy and the outbreak of war, the transatlantic gap over Iraq that had existed before September 11 had developed into a chasm.

Many Americans were as puzzled by the depth of European opposition to the war as Europeans were by the relative lack of opposition in the United States. Americans asked why Europeans could not see that Saddam Hussein was a brutal dictator who had defied UN Security Council resolutions for over a decade and was bent on developing weapons of mass destruction. Didn’t Europeans recognize that the perpetuation of the status quo—sanctions on Iraq, no-fly zones, and the presence of Western troops in Saudi Arabia—was itself a cause of terrorism and anti-Western feeling in the world? Yes, Europeans responded, we recognize that Iraq is a problem, but didn’t Americans fail to see that using force was not the answer? And that an invasion of Iraq could lead to a long-term occupation that would actually provoke more terrorism from a resentful and destabilized Arab world?

There is a range of explanations for these divergent positions, but some of those most often heard were not compelling. Indeed, it was the constant drumbeat of mutual accusations—often expressed by strong proponents or opponents of war deliberately to discredit the views of the other side—that to a large degree contributed to the growing gap between American and European views on Iraq. Instead of trying to
close that gap, many on both sides of the Atlantic seemed determined to widen it. The efforts by American proponents of war to cast European opposition as the product of mercantile interests, combined with anti-Americanism, was mirrored by European efforts to suggest that the Americans were solely driven by a desire to expand U.S. power and by the thirst for foreign oil.

False Premises

One commonly suggested explanation for French and German policy, for example, suggests that it was driven primarily by commercial interests. As former CIA Director James Woolsey explained it: “I think a lot of the French interest is economic, they have a lot of deals with Saddam Hussein, oil deals and others.” Fox News anchor Tony Snow was even more categorical, explaining that whereas “Americans on the left and right believe morals matter and that foreign policy should not serve merely economic and territorial aims, the German and French positions . . . proceed from expediency. Germany has supplied the hardware for much of Saddam’s biochemical weapons program, and the French position on Iraq is all about oil.” Even Secretary of State Colin Powell, less inclined to disparage allies’ motives, attributed at least part of French policy to “various commercial relationships” between France and Iraq.

These explanations were incomplete at best. While both France and Germany once had significant trading relationships with Iraq, by the early 2000s the 12 years of sanctions on that country had reduced business interests to a minimum.

From 1997 through 2002, French exports to Iraq averaged approximately $388 million per year—less than 0.3 percent of overall exports and around 0.02 percent of France’s GDP. French imports from Iraq during that period averaged around $850 million, or 0.2 percent of overall exports and 0.05 percent of French GDP. These were hardly
levels likely to have a major impact on French foreign policy, even if the French business community had much political clout.

For Germany, the Iraqi trade share was even smaller; export and import percentages for 2002 were 0.001 and 0.062 percent, respectively. Moreover, nearly 100 percent of the imports from Iraq were from purchases of oil, which could have been purchased at the same price from any of a number of other suppliers. The United States in the early 2000s was importing nearly $6 billion in Iraqi oil per year—six times as much as France—an amount that does not seem to have given Washington an interest in the maintenance of the Saddam regime.

French oil companies, it was true, did have potentially lucrative oil agreements with the Iraqi regime, which were probably a factor in France’s efforts during the 1990s to work toward lifting the sanctions on Iraq. But officials in Paris also understood that as long as sanctions remained—and in the post–September 11 environment, no one could seriously believe that the United States would fail to veto the lifting of UN financial controls on Saddam—those deals would never be realized. Neither the French government nor French oil companies, in fact, ever believed they would conclude deals with Saddam Hussein’s regime while the UN sanctions regime remained in place. The same was true for the approximately $5 billion in Iraqi debt to France stemming from decades-old business deals—it was highly unlikely that the debts would be paid as long as Saddam was in power.

The bottom line is that if commercial interests and cynicism were really the main factors driving policy, the best strategy for France and Germany would have been to strongly back the U.S. threat of force, join the coalition, and insist on a share of the spoils. With the United States by the end of 2002 desperate to win UN backing for the invasion, it is likely that France could have successfully cut a deal that would have included debt repayment and a significant stake for French companies in Iraqi oil development—a far better economic outcome than the one France ended up with.
It was also overly simplistic to ascribe European public opposition—and French and German policy—to “anti-American” motivations, as was often done in the United States. To be sure, anti-Americanism is a longstanding factor in parts of Europe, and it had been growing steadily since Bush’s election. Europeans’ negative image of Bush as the “toxic Texan” and resentment of many of his policies during his first year in office doubt contributed to opposition on Iraq. But even if Bush’s negative image is considered “anti-Americanism,” it is not a convincing explanation for why France and Germany opposed U.S. policy in Iraq while other governments in Europe supported it.

Consider that only 17 months prior to the Iraq war, when the United States used force in Afghanistan, France and Germany strongly supported the action, which was backed by 73 and 65 percent of their respective populations. A Social Democratic/Green majority in the German Bundestag supported sending 3900 German combat troops to fight alongside the Americans, and a Socialist-Communist-Green coalition in France authorized the sending of French troops. Clearly, the degree of European support for or opposition to U.S. policy had something to do with what that policy was, as opposed to a systematic opposition to whatever the United States does.

Attributing European opposition to French and German anti-Americanism also failed to account for the fact that large majorities of the population in traditionally “pro-American” European countries—84 percent in Britain, 82 percent in Hungary, 80 percent in the Netherlands, 79 percent in Denmark, 75 percent in Poland, and over 90 percent in Turkey—also opposed U.S. policy in Iraq. The difference was that their governments, for a range of reasons, believed it was nonetheless important to support the United States.

It is true, of course, that for certain countries—most prominently France and Russia, and increasingly Germany—the debate about Iraq was also a question of world order and a test of how an increasingly
powerful United States would accommodate allied views following September 11. The Franco-German response was not “anti-Americanism” in the sense of reflexive and unremitting hostility to whatever the United States does, but a refusal to accept U.S. leadership simply because America is the sole superpower, as well as a desire to underscore Europe’s own right to be a key player in world affairs.

Rightly or wrongly, the vast majority of European public opinion, as well as most European politicians, preferred containment to regime change in Iraq. The difference among European states was simply that most leaders were willing to back the war anyway because they accepted the reality, the necessity, and even the advantages of U.S. leadership. French, German, and Russian leaders, on the other hand, were not prepared to allow decisions about global war and peace to be decided unilaterally in Washington, especially when presented by the Bush administration as part of a doctrine of military preemption that could set precedents for other regions and states. Europe’s internal divisions over Iraq, in this sense, had much more to do with different countries’ attitudes toward the United States than with different views of what to do about Iraq.

Some commonly offered European explanations for American policy toward Iraq were equally misguided. One often heard the accusation, for example, particularly among peace protesters in European capitals, that the driving force behind U.S. policy was Iraqi oil. According to a December 2002 poll, 76 percent of respondents in Russia, 75 percent in France, 54 percent in Germany, and 44 percent in Britain said that America wanted to invade Iraq because “the U.S. wants to control Iraqi oil.” The German newsweekly Der Spiegel also argued, in a January 2003 cover story, that “blood for oil” was “what it was really about” in Iraq.

Oil was obviously a relevant factor in the sense that it made the Gulf a strategic region for the United States and the West. And oil was also relevant because if Iraq could eventually develop into a stable
source of energy supplies, U.S. dependence on Saudi Arabia would be reduced (though a reduction in Saudi income could pose its own problems for American interests if it led to instability there). But as a sole or even primary explanation for why the United States wanted to invade Iraq, the oil argument was no better—indeed, it was considerably worse—than the argument that France’s main consideration was its own commercial interests.

Generously assuming that Iraq’s oil production could within a few years be increased to something near 3 million barrels per day, the revenue generated from that production (assuming an average oil price of $25 per barrel and production costs of $5 per barrel), would come to around $22 billion per year. Unless the United States was willing to appropriate this money and deny it to the Iraqi people, running huge political risks, nearly all of this income would have to be used by the 23 million people of Iraq, which had few other sources of revenue. And given the immense potential costs and risks of war and reconstruction in Iraq—up to $70 billion for the war itself; $50 to $70 billion to restore oil production facilities; and up to $250 billion more for security, reconstruction, and humanitarian needs over the next 10 years—it is difficult to see how this would be anything close to an economic bargain for the United States.

Some U.S. officials might have optimistically believed that Iraqi oil would ensure that an Iraq war would not be a major economic burden on the United States. But even if they vastly overestimated potential for early Iraqi oil production and vastly underestimated the cost and difficulty of reconstruction—which many of them did—they could not have believed that invading Iraq would be in the economic interest of the United States, at least for a very long time.

It is possible, of course, that the economic interest in war was not to serve the country as a whole, but rather, to benefit the U.S. energy industry, to which the U.S. President and Vice President had close links. But this explanation also seems implausible. While Bush clearly had
sympathies and relationships with the energy sector, and some of his environmental policies were favorable to the oil industry, other administration policies directly undercut oil interests. The ban on trade and investment with Iran and Libya, for example, a policy Cheney had spoken forcefully against while he was the chief executive officer of the giant oil services company Halliburton, continues to handicap U.S. companies in those important markets, yet the Bush administration has not proposed relaxing them. Similarly, Bush has by some accounts headed the most pro-Israel administration in history, despite the difficulty that image presents for U.S. oil companies in the Arab world. In this context, given the immense cost of war and reconstruction, as well as the huge risks involved, it seems unlikely that President Bush concluded that the best way to help his friends in that industry was to send hundreds of thousands of American troops to fight a war halfway around the world.

The European charge that Bush was going after Iraq primarily for “domestic political reasons” was also wrong. True, Bush’s experience as a wartime President enormously boosted his popularity and served to reinvent the “accidental president” as a firm, decisive leader capable of rallying the nation in times of crisis. Bush’s political advisers were obviously aware of this effect and exploited the long-held Republican political advantage on national security issues in the fall 2002 Congressional elections, just as they planned to exploit it in future elections. “We can go to the country on this issue,” asserted White House political adviser Karl Rove before the Republican National Committee on January 18, 2002, “because they trust the Republican Party to do a better job of protecting and strengthening America’s military might and thereby protecting America.”

Taking political advantage of a war, however, is very different from launching one solely or even primarily for political gain. Indeed, the idea of invading Iraq mainly to reap political gain overlooks the enormous political risks—American lives lost, the potential for a long and
costly unilateral occupation, possible Iraqi WMD use, or the provocation of further major terrorist attacks—for a popular President who had more to lose than to gain. Those political risks would persist well after the war was won in a military sense. By the time he announced his intention to invade Iraq, Bush had already launched and won the war in Afghanistan and initiated a wide-ranging “war on terrorism.” Choosing not to invade Iraq would undoubtedly have disappointed some of the President’s right-wing base. But an administration led by Bush, Cheney, Rumsfeld, and Attorney General John Ashcroft, fresh from a victory in Afghanistan and winning high popularity ratings for its foreign policy in general, would not have run serious political risks by failing to launch a war against Iraq.

Explaining Allied Differences

There are better explanations for the U.S.-Europe split on Iraq than these clichés, which were often wielded more in the service of winning intellectual or political debates than to understand each side’s motives—not all of which were as dishonorable as was often implied.

The first and most basic transatlantic difference was that, especially after the shock of September 11, 2001, Americans genuinely perceived a threat from Iraq, and Europeans genuinely did not. To link support for invading Iraq to September 11 is not to suggest that Iraq was behind those attacks, which it almost certainly was not. It is worth noting, however, that many Americans, apparently at least initially including the President, believed that Iraq had something to do with them. According to a Gallup poll taken as the Iraq debate was reaching a fever pitch in August 2002, for example, 53 percent of Americans said they believed Saddam Hussein was “personally involved in the September 11 attacks.” According to a January 2003 poll, 50 percent of Americans were under the impression that there was a least one Iraqi hijacker involved in the September 11 attacks and 86 percent said they
thought Saddam was involved more generally in supporting terrorist groups that had plans to attack the United States.

Even for Americans who did not believe Iraq was involved in 9/11, the attacks had a huge psychological impact on a population that had not felt as insecure since the Cuban Missile Crisis some 40 years before. The unprecedented attacks on U.S. soil—along with the anthrax attacks along the East Coast, which killed five people and terrorized the population—demonstrated the immense destruction that enemies of the United States could inflict on American cities. If terrorists got their hands on nuclear or biological weapons, which Saddam had for years been trying to develop, it did not take much imagination to see that they could potentially kill hundreds of thousands of Americans.

As noted earlier, Europeans felt enormous sympathy for the stricken Americans after the terrorist attacks on September 11, but they did not suddenly conclude that they were living in a different world. For Americans, September 11 changed the world; for Europeans, it changed America. Henceforth, Americans tended to see the world almost exclusively through the prism of international terrorism, whereas Europeans were still focused on the consequences of the end of the Cold War.

The September 11 attacks also played a major role in convincing U.S. policymakers that the status quo in the Middle East was no longer tolerable and that regime change in Iraq could be the first step toward long-term change. For decades the United States and other Western governments had tolerated repressive government throughout the Arab world as long as those governments were willing to sell oil at reasonable prices to the West, act as strategic allies of the United States, and not threaten the Middle East regional order. The long-term costs of this policy became apparent, however, when events revealed that the combination of the repressive regimes and American support for them had led to the sort of alienation, resentment, and hatred for the West that fueled terrorism and al Qaeda. Resentment of the specific
status quo in Iraq, moreover—sanctions and economic deprivation, no-fly zones, periodic air strikes, and the enduringly brutal rule of Saddam Hussein—also seemed to be part of what was motivating the terrorists. Thus, even if Iraq were not directly involved in 9/11, it was seen to be at least a factor in the terrorism that had struck the United States. Such a situation, the administration concluded, could no longer be tolerated.

The proximate factor of the September 11 attacks only exacerbated some of the more longstanding differences in American and European perceptions and strategic culture that had led to differences on Iraq for some time.

Due to their long history of relative invulnerability—a product of friendly neighbors and protective oceans—and unprecedented relative power in the world, Americans had developed a much lower tolerance for threats than their European counterparts. This had of course been true for decades—it was evident in the Cold War debates of the 1970s and 1980s, for example, as Americans increasingly sought alternatives to mutually assured nuclear destruction with the Soviet Union, while Europeans were reconciled to living with it. And it grew tremendously with the rise of U.S. relative power in the 1990s, which gave America the means to eliminate the threats that it could not comfortably tolerate. During that decade, America’s unwillingness to live with threats became clear through its determination to take forceful action against “rogue states” such as Iran and Iraq, and the willingness to spend tens of billions of dollars in an effort to protect Americans from the unlikely event of a ballistic missile attack. On Iraq, Americans were thus willing to put their faith in their technology and military prowess to remove the threat, whereas Europeans seemed much more comfortable with accepting, containing, and trying to deter that threat.

Another reason Europeans were more averse to war in Iraq was that most of them are, for a range of reasons, more averse to war in general. Having experienced military conflict on their continent within liv-
ing memory, Europeans felt more attuned to its horrific consequences than Americans, and their threshold for deciding when war as a last resort becomes necessary was consequently higher. This obviously applied more to a country like Germany than to less pacifist Britain or France, but general antiwar feeling was widespread throughout the continent. American anxieties about war had of course also been high in the two decades following Vietnam, but low-casualty and successful wars in Iraq, Bosnia, Kosovo, and Afghanistan in the 1990s left Americans far more ready to accept military force as a useful part of their foreign policy tool kit.

Further, Europeans are more antiwar because, as Robert Kagan and others have pointed out, their lack of available military power leads them to look for peaceful solutions to problems. The U.S. ability to use military force, in comparison, tends to make Americans more ready to contemplate doing so. As Kagan argues: “A man armed only with a knife may decide that a bear prowling the forest is a tolerable danger, inasmuch as the alternative—hunting the bear only with a knife—is actually riskier than lying low and hoping the bear never attacks. The same man armed with a rifle, however, will likely make a different calculation of what constitutes a tolerable risk.” After 50 years of integration and of overcoming past enmity, Europeans have come to place more faith in diplomacy and cooperation than Americans, whose lessons of the Cold War include a greater respect for the need to threaten or use military force.

And then there’s the fact that both Americans and Europeans believed—rightly—that a nuclear, biological, or chemical threat from Iraq would primarily be an American problem, not a European one. If Saddam’s Iraq were to develop nuclear weapons and decide to launch an attack on Kuwait, Saudi Arabia, or Jordan, American forces—not European forces—would have been expected to take the lead in containing that threat. Similarly, for all the talk of “the West” being the target of Islamic terrorism—and it is certainly true that Europeans had
been targets in the past and could be targets in the future—the United States was (and probably remains) target number one.

The United States, after all, was the symbol of Western “repression” of the Islamic world, the country with troops in Saudi Arabia and elsewhere in the region, the lead actor in maintaining sanctions and no-fly zones in Iraq, the country that bombed Afghanistan, and Israel’s most resolute ally. In the absence of Europe’s own “September 11,” Europeans will probably remain less worried about the even more remote possibility that WMDs developed in Iraq might find their way into the wrong hands.

For all these reasons, the Middle East status quo was a greater problem for Americans than for Europeans, and it was seen as such. Diverging American and European historical perspectives also influenced the Iraq debate. Many Americans—either oblivious to the circumstances of trying to govern Iraq or convinced that the new circumstances were different—were confident that Iraq could be conquered, stabilized, and even democratized. Inhued with the experience of creating democracy in Japan and Germany after World War II and imbued with the American power and exceptionalism, many Americans argued that if Saddam Hussein were removed, democracy could flourish in the Middle East. Prominent neoconservatives like Kagan and William Kristol, for example, argued that a “devastating knockout blow” against Saddam Hussein followed by a “full-scale invasion” and expressed confidence in the possibility of establishing a “more democratic successor regime.” After a range of highly successful foreign policy initiatives since the early 1990s, often opposed by Europeans—especially the military interventions in Bosnia, Kosovo, and Afghanistan in the 1990s.
and 2001—many Americans had concluded that Europeans had lost the will to act for good in the world. As a senior Bush administration official told the British journalist Martin Walker in November 2002: “The Europeans . . . have been wrong on just about every major international issue for the past 20 years.”

In contrast, many European countries—particularly France and the UK, the Mandatory Powers for Iraq, Syria, Lebanon, and Palestine after World War I—saw little reason to infer from that history that Iraq could be stabilized and democratized. France and Britain both knew what it was like trying to rule foreign societies from abroad and trying to set up stable structures so that the locals could rule themselves.

France, for example, lost tens of thousands of soldiers while trying (and failing) to govern Indochina from 1945 to 1954, and tens of thousands more in Algeria from 1954 to 1962 (several times that many locals also died in the process). After French forces left, neither place was stable or at peace. These experiences must have played some role in influencing French President Jacques Chirac, who fought in the Algerian war as a young man. After several decades on the international stage, Chirac considered himself something of an authority on the Middle East, and when he considered postwar Iraq, he would have been inclined to think more about Lebanon or Algeria than Germany or Japan. French Ambassador Jean-David Levitte explained France’s pessimism on this score in a *New York Times* opinion piece in February 2003: “We see Iraq as a very complex country, with many different ethnic groups, a tradition of violence, and no experience of democracy. You can’t create democracy with bombs—in Iraq, it would require time, a strong presence, and a strong commitment.”

Britain’s colonial experience was less bloody, but the departure from India and a number of places in the Middle East—including Iraq—hardly left the British with more optimism that outsiders can ensure democracy or stability in places that have no history of either. Indeed, historians liked to point out that the British after World
War I, like the Americans today, expected to be greeted as liberators in Iraq and elsewhere in the Middle East—and were proved very wrong. The statement British General Francis Maude made upon entering Baghdad in March 1917—“Our armies do not come into your cities and lands as conquerors or enemies, but as liberators”—was in fact strikingly similar to statements made by George W. Bush and other American leaders in 2003. Many British citizens were well aware that the British experiment with Iraq’s liberation concluded with a coup d’état in 1958, when the Iraqi prime minister was chopped up into pieces.

Thus, even if they supported the goal of removing Saddam’s dictatorial regime, both the British and the French harbored real doubts that Iraq’s ethnically divided population, resentful Shiite majority, artificial borders, and unequally allocated natural resources lent themselves to future stability. They feared that disorder in Iraq could prove disastrous for the entire Arab world—even worse than the brutal dictatorship of Saddam Hussein.

The differing assessment of how likely it was that a post-Saddam Iraq could be stabilized led to almost opposite assessments of how an Iraq invasion would affect the war on terrorism.

In the United States, invading Iraq was perceived to be—and certainly sold as—part of that campaign. Saddam’s Iraq, Bush administration officials alleged, was intimately involved with global terrorism, and in any case, the failure of the United States to stand by or liberate oppressed Muslims in the Middle East was a cause of resentment that helped fuel the terrorist scourge.

Most Europeans, on the other hand, saw no link between Saddam Hussein’s regime and al Qaeda—and indeed saw cooperation between the secular Ba’athists and the religiously fanatic al Qaeda as implausible in the extreme. Instead they believed that a U.S.-led invasion of an Arab country—with its consequent civilian casualties and likely need for a long-term occupation—would more likely be a recruitment tool
for al Qaeda than a blow against terrorism. “People in France and more broadly in Europe,” wrote French Ambassador Levitte, “fear that a military intervention could fuel extremism and encourage al Qaeda recruitment.” Osama bin Laden’s February 11, 2003, audio tape calling on Iraqis to rise up and attack the country’s invaders, cited by Secretary of State Colin Powell as proof of al Qaeda’s ties with Iraq, demonstrated the opposite to most Europeans: the terrorists’ desire to try to incite the Iraqi people and the entire Arab world to oppose an American presence in the region. As French President Chirac put it in an interview with Time magazine in February 2003, war in Iraq would risk creating “a large number of little bin Ladens.”

Finally, no one should ignore how domestic situations influenced leaders in the United States and Europe, and how that shaped the public debate. In Europe, leaders had to be conscious of the restiveness among their poorly integrated and very large Muslim populations—including 4 to 6 million in France, over 3 million in Germany, and 1.5 million in Britain—and worried that an invasion of the Arab heartland could provoke unrest. High civilian casualties or a lengthy and difficult Western occupation of Iraq, the leaders of these countries feared, could radicalize Muslim populations that had already proven themselves potential breeding grounds for al Qaeda. In late 2001 and early 2002, clashes between Israelis and Palestinians spilled over into Europe itself, and in France and Belgium led to minor clashes between Muslim and Jewish populations, as well as acts of anti-Semitic violence and vandalism. The Europeans thus feared the potential domestic implications of an Iraq war with possibly high Arab civilian casualties or a long Western occupation leading to Arab resentment.

In the United States, domestic politics pushed in the opposite direction. Influential Jewish and other pro-Israel groups were worried about the threat Saddam Hussein posed to Israel and tended to favor action, even if that meant using force to topple Saddam. Indeed, whereas Europeans argued passionately that the U.S. priority on Iraq was
misplaced and that Washington would do better to focus more on the Israel-Palestine problem, some Americans argued that an Iraq war could actually contribute to Israel-Palestinian peace. As former Secretary of State Henry Kissinger put it in August 2002: “It is not true that the road to Baghdad leads through Jerusalem. Much more likely, the road to Jerusalem will lead through Baghdad.” Bush himself argued just prior to the start of the war that:

...success in Iraq could...begin a new stage for Middle Eastern peace, and set in motion progress toward a truly democratic Palestinian state. The passing of Saddam Hussein’s regime will deprive terrorist networks of a wealthy patron that pays for terrorist training, and offers rewards to families of suicide bombers. And other regimes will be given a clear warning that support for terror will not be tolerated. Without this outside support for terrorism, Palestinians who are working for reform and long for democracy will be in a better position to choose new leaders.

It was a seductive theory to American supporters of Israel, who had become persuaded that the old approach of negotiating with Yasser Arafat—pursued by the Clinton administration for eight years and at the highest levels—no longer offered any hope of success.

An Avoidable Crisis

The differences between Americans and Europeans on what to do about Iraq were real—the products of history, political culture, and the two sides’ respective strategic situations. Those different perspectives had led to tensions on the issue for over a decade, and it was thus not surprising that they exploded into crisis when the United States decided to dramatically change the status quo by invading Iraq.
The transatlantic crisis over Iraq, however, was not inevitable. It resulted in part from the structural gaps that divided Americans and Europeans, but just as much from the often regrettable decisions made in capitals on either side of the Atlantic and by Saddam Hussein in Iraq. As we show in the following two chapters, the transatlantic split over Iraq was as much the result of diplomatic mistakes, personality clashes, unfortunate timing, faulty analysis, and bad luck as it was a product of an unavoidable march toward transatlantic divorce.
The story of how the United States and Europe came to clash over Iraq goes back many years; deep transatlantic differences on the issue were apparent since at least the mid-1990s. But the turning point toward crisis came, as on so much else, with September 11, 2001.

Before the attacks on America, hard-liners within the Bush administration had not yet convinced the administration as a whole that Iraq constituted an imminent threat to U.S. national security or that it required urgent action in the face of strong international opposition. In January 2000, for example, Bush’s chief foreign policy adviser on the campaign, Condoleezza Rice, had effectively rejected the notion of using the American military to overthrow rogue regimes, asserting in a *Foreign Affairs* article that regimes like those in Iraq and North Korea were “living on borrowed time, so there need be no sense of panic...
about them. Rather, the first line of defense should be a clear and classical statement of deterrence—if they do acquire WMDs, their weapons will be unusable because any attempt to use them will bring national obliteration.”

Similarly, in his January 2001 confirmation hearings, Secretary of State–designate Colin Powell expressed skepticism that Iraq constituted a serious threat: “[As] long as we are able to control the major source of money going into Iraq, we can keep them in the rather broken condition they are in now . . . it is fundamentally a broken, weak country.” Reflecting the administration’s internal divisions, the Iraq “policy review” launched soon after inauguration was bogged down in bureaucratic wrangling, with advocates of regime change failing to win the case for early action. As late as the summer of 2001, the policy priority was still on improving the sanctions regime on Iraq, and the review was not expected to conclude until at least September.

That schedule changed with 9/11 and the anthrax attacks along the East Coast of the United States that followed it—seen as a vivid demonstration of what weapons of mass destruction in the wrong hands could do. After that, the balance between proponents of overthrowing Saddam and skeptics within the administration tipped, and the argument in favor of doing something about Iraq—as well as the viability of selling the idea politically—tipped with it. The risk of a WMD attack on the United States, however remote, was simply no longer acceptable, and the administration, backed by a population more fearful for its security than it had been for decades, resolved to do whatever it took to eliminate the threat.

The Bush administration did not decide immediately and irrevocably after September 11 to go to war against Iraq, as many opponents of war in Europe later seemed to believe. But there can be little doubt that 9/11 pushed the debate strongly in that direction. In the immediate aftermath of the attacks, proponents of regime change felt they had a more compelling case and saw a window of opportunity to make it.
On September 13, 2001, for example, Deputy Secretary of Defense Paul Wolfowitz publicly argued that the campaign against terrorism would be not only about capturing terrorists, but about “removing the sanctuaries, removing the support systems, ending states who sponsor terrorism,” which was widely interpreted to be a reference to Iraq. A few days later, at a National Security Council meeting at Camp David, Wolfowitz made the case for attacking Iraq as part of the war on terrorism, provoking a discussion about Iraq that included Secretary of Defense Rumsfeld, National Security Adviser Rice, and President Bush himself. Bush, however, while suspicious of Iraqi involvement and sympathetic to arguments that Saddam would eventually have to be removed, decided against a near-term attack.

By the end of the weekend’s deliberations on how to respond to the terrorist attacks, Bush had made it clear that Iraq would not be part of the initial response and that the focus should be on Afghanistan and al Qaeda. “I believe Iraq was involved,” Bush told the NSC meeting on September 17, “but I’m not going to strike them now. I don’t have the evidence at this point.” Three days later Bush told visiting British Prime Minister Tony Blair that he agreed with Blair that “the job in hand is al Qaeda and the Taliban. Iraq, we keep for another day.”

Over the following months, Bush stuck to his decision not to “strike them now.” But he also began to make it increasingly clear that he did not intend to live with the status quo in Iraq forever. There does not seem to have been any single day on which the President or his senior advisers formally decided on war, but the momentum toward a policy of confronting Iraq grew steadily over the course of the winter and spring of 2002.

In January 2002, with the war in Afghanistan won, the President hinted at a new phase in the war on terror. His State of the Union address denouncing an “axis of evil” was a clear shot across the bow of the Iraqi regime and a signal to all that he saw a direct link between the problem of rogue regimes and the problem of terrorism. The warning
that “the United States of America will not permit the world’s most dangerous regimes to threaten us with the world’s most destructive weapons” could only be read—and was read—as a warning to and about Iraq. Similarly, the President’s June 2002 West Point speech outlining the doctrine of military preemption only made military action against Iraq seem more likely and more imminent.

Bush’s arguments that containment was “not possible” with dictators who have weapons of mass destruction and that “the only path to safety was the path of action” were unmistakable signals that the United States was determined to act. And it did not take much of a logical leap to figure out just whom the Americans were going to act against. The new agenda, as one senior official later put it, was “not whether Iraq, but how.”

Debating Iraq

The President’s West Point speech contributed to a growing domestic and international debate that summer both about whether to attack Iraq and about the need to gain UN support for such an operation. On July 31-August 1, 2002, the Senate Foreign Relations Committee, under the chairmanship of Democrat Joseph Biden, Jr., had held hearings on Iraq. Many of the witnesses—and many of the senators themselves—warned of the possible risks and costs of going to war. Only two weeks later, on August 15, the first President Bush’s National Security Adviser, Brent Scowcroft, published a Wall Street Journal op-ed article entitled “Don’t Attack Saddam.” Scowcroft warned that an attack on Iraq could undermine the war on terrorism and have other unpredictable consequences. His status as a close friend and adviser to the father of the President and as mentor of National Security Adviser Condoleezza Rice gave particular weight to his arguments.

Ten days later another close adviser to the first President Bush—former Secretary of State James A. Baker III—weighed in. Baker did not
argue against an invasion of Iraq, but he did make the case for seeking a UN Security Council resolution before taking any action and warned that either way there could be high costs and risks. Former Secretary of State Henry Kissinger came out in favor of regime change but warned that winning international legitimacy for action would be essential, while another former Secretary of State, Lawrence Eagleberger, argued that war in Iraq was not worth the risks. On August 23, the former commander of U.S. forces in the Gulf, General Anthony Zinni, argued that “attacking Iraq now will cause a lot of problems,” and that the Middle East peace process and war on terrorism should be higher priorities. Zinni argued that regime change would mean that the United States would “inherit the country of Iraq,” which would be difficult to hold together, and suggested that Generals Scowcroft, Powell, and Schwarzkopf all “see this the same way.” All these debates seemed to be having an effect on U.S. public opinion, as support for using force against Iraq fell from averages of between 67 and 78 percent of Americans who had “strongly” or “somewhat strongly” supported “having U.S. forces take military action against Iraq to force Saddam Hussein from power” since September 11, 2001, to 56 percent by the end of August 2002.

Within the administration, a debate was also raging, though less about whether to confront Iraq and more about how best to secure domestic and international support for action. Some advisers, primarily in the Pentagon and the Office of the Vice President, argued that no new UN Security Council resolutions were needed, and that the very process of pursuing one would risk getting the United States bogged down at the UN. Assertive and decisive U.S. leadership, in this view, was the best method of securing support, both at home and abroad. Secretary of State Powell, however, favored working through the UN. He used the opportunity of a private dinner with President Bush and National Security Adviser Rice on August 5 to present “the upside of making an aggressive approach at the UN, and the downside of not doing it.”
A week later, on August 12, Cheney, Rice, Rumsfeld, Powell, and their top aides met at the White House to discuss how Bush should use his already scheduled speech to the UN General Assembly on September 12, 2002. The administration’s original idea was for Bush to speak generally about democratic values, but the foreign policy team decided—reportedly at the suggestion of Cheney—that the UN speech would be a good opportunity to challenge the UN to “live up to its heritage.” Four days later Rice flew to join President Bush at his ranch in Crawford, Texas, where she chaired a meeting with the other principals on Iraq by videoconference. Powell again made the case for seeking a tough new UN resolution and more intrusive weapons inspections, and the group unanimously agreed with that plan. An internal administration debate continued, however, over the question of precisely what Bush should say at the UN. The hard-liners in the Pentagon and Vice President’s office argued that Bush should simply declare that the United States had existing legal authority to attack Iraq based on Iraq’s material breach of past UN Security Council resolutions, while Powell and others at the State Department argued for giving UN weapons inspections a realistic chance to work. Two groups within the administration thus began to draft separate texts, and would end up competing to persuade the President right up until the time of the speech on September 12.

In part as a response to the growing public debate in Washington, Europe’s Iraq debate was also heating up. In Germany, Chancellor Gerhard Schröder launched his reelection campaign on August 5—a few days after the Senate Foreign Relations Committee hearings—with a public declaration that Germany would not provide any troops or money for an attack on Iraq. Trailing in opinion polls, Schröder had decided to try to win back public support through a tough antiwar stand. “We’re not available for adventures, and the time of checkbook diplomacy is over once and for all,” Schröder announced to cheers from his Social Democratic faithful and the dismay of the Bush admin-
istration. In Britain, a large number of those within Prime Minister Tony Blair’s own Labor Party were questioning the case for military action, and polls showed the public strongly opposed to war. And in France, officials said that only the Security Council could authorize the use of force against Iraq, and called for the reintroduction of UN weapons inspectors, not the use of force to change the regime.

On August 26, 2002, in a speech before the Veterans of Foreign Wars in Nashville, Tennessee, Vice President Cheney entered the debate with the most powerful case yet put forth both for regime change in Iraq and against a UN-based approach. Cheney repeated Bush’s West Point argument that “old doctrines of security do not apply,” and said, “‘Containment’ was not possible when dictators obtain weapons of mass destruction and are prepared to share them with terrorists who intend to inflict catastrophic casualties on the United States.” He also expressed considerable certainty that Saddam possessed weapons of mass destruction: “Simply stated, there is no doubt that Saddam Hussein now has weapons of mass destruction. There is no doubt he is amassing them to use against our friends, against our allies, and against us. Many of us,” the Vice President asserted, “are convinced that Saddam will acquire nuclear weapons fairly soon.”

Perhaps most important, from the European perspective, Cheney made clear that he had no confidence that containment bolstered by renewed weapons inspections could work. In his view, this approach had been tried and had definitively failed: “A return of inspectors would provide no assurance whatsoever of [Saddam’s] compliance with UN resolutions. On the contrary, there is a great danger that it would provide false comfort that Saddam was somehow back in his box.” Given Cheney’s perceived importance within the administration, this harsh speech was widely seen in Europe as a sign that the White House was saying that the debate was over and it was time to accept the reality that the United States was going to use force against Iraq.
Europe Reacts

The Cheney speech set off a flurry of reactions in Europe, as each ally now had to decide how to deal with what it perceived to be the new reality in Washington. In Germany, where the headline of the mass circulation paper *Bild Zeitung* screamed “Krieg!”—War!—after the Cheney speech, Chancellor Schröder had already decided to use opposition to war in Iraq as an electoral issue and to come out against German participation in a potential conflict. The Cheney speech played right into his hands. Stepping up the pace and tone of his antiwar statements, the unpopular Schröder saw his poll numbers increase. At campaign rallies, he discovered that his only effective applause line was when he denounced the idea of war on Iraq. On August 30, Schröder announced that Germany would withdraw its biological and chemical detection equipment from Kuwait if the Americans attacked Iraq. Earlier in the year he had told a German journalist that he knew that any German chancellor who withdrew such equipment would “not be welcome in the United States in the next 20 or 30 years.” But now, with his political back against the wall, he was proposing to do just that.

A few days later, asked by the *New York Times* whether he thought Cheney was speaking for President Bush, Schröder responded that he was “not qualified to say.” He did say that “the problem” was “that [Bush] has or seems to have committed himself so strongly that it is hard to imagine how he can climb down.” Moreover, the chancellor continued, “it is just not good enough if I learn from the American press about a speech which clearly states: We are going to do it, no matter what the world or our allies think. That is no way to treat others.”

But it was not only the American style that bothered the German chancellor; he had strong problems with the substance as well. Arguing that an attack on Iraq could disrupt the international coalition against terror and bring uncertainty to the entire Middle East, Schröder used the same interview to announce a change in his stated policy of back-
ing the possible use of force in Iraq only under a UN Security Council mandate. Instead, he asserted, the arguments “against an intervention are so important that I would also be against such an intervention if— for whatever reasons and in whatever form—the Security Council of the United Nations were to say ‘Yes,’ which I cannot imagine happening in the present situation.” On September 12, while Bush was at the UN seeking support on Iraq, Schröder was asserting on the campaign trail that “we need more peace, not more war. And that’s why under my leadership Germany will not participate.”

Schröder’s opposition to the war and refusal to allow any German participation in it, a key part of his electoral campaign, persisted right up until the September 22 election itself. That opposition, moreover, arguably contributed to the narrow victory of his Social Democrat–led coalition (with the Green party), 306 seats to 295, over the potential bloc led by the Christian Democratic Union. Two days before the election, Schröder’s justice minister, Herta Däubler-Gmelin, took the criticism of the United States and its policies one step further by accusing Bush of using the possible war to “divert attention from his domestic problems.” The minister went on: “It’s a classic tactic. It’s one that Hitler also used.”

The comparison of Bush to Hitler set off a furious reaction in Washington, where White House spokesman Ari Fleischer called it “outrageous” and Condoleezza Rice said it had “poisoned” Germany’s relationship with the United States. Schröder immediately wrote to Bush to distance himself from the remark and to hint that Däubler-Gmelin would not be reappointed to a cabinet post (which she was not). But the letter seemed to the White House to be more a denial than an apology:

I would hereby like to let you know how very much I regret that, through the alleged remarks of the German Justice Minister, an impression was left that deeply wounded your feelings. The Minister has assured me that she did not make these
alleged statements. She has also stated this publicly. I would like
to assure you that there is no place at my cabinet table for any-
one who connects the American President with a criminal. The
White House spokesman has correctly noted the special and
close relationship between the German and American people.

To the extent that this was a disavowal, it was not nearly enough for
the White House, which had expected a clear apology from Schröder
and the immediate dismissal of Däubler-Gmelin. Bush felt that
Schröder had not only tolerated the atmosphere that made the justice
minister’s comments possible, but had even encouraged it. White
House officials called his letter to the President insulting: “Schröder
effectively said he was sorry that Bush chose to get angry about com-
ments that Däubler-Gmelin didn’t really make.”

The spat over the Hitler remark was a symbol of a much larger
problem in German-American relations. Indeed, it was telling that rela-
tions between the two countries had deteriorated to the point where
the leader of traditionally Atlanticist Germany would see an advantage
in running an election campaign against the United States. In response
to American criticism of Schröder’s unilateral decision to oppose the
war, Germans argued that Schröder was simply putting Bush’s method
of decision making right back at him: Listen to what your ally has to
say, but then act in your own interest regardless of what the ally thinks.
The Bush administration, however, took the view that the United States
was endowed by its history and its power with privileges and respon-
sibilities very different from those of Germany.

Bush, in fact, would not forgive Schröder for campaigning against
the war and the United States. According to senior administration offi-
cials, Schröder had told Bush after a long and friendly dinner in
January 2002 that he “understood” that Bush might have to go to war
in Iraq, and he advised Bush only to do so quickly and decisively. Again
in Berlin in May 2002, U.S. officials say, Schröder pledged not to run his
election campaign against a possible U.S. war in Iraq. When Schröder ended up doing so, Bush—who aides say “believes the character of a person is known by whether he keeps his word”—felt betrayed and did not hesitate in private conversations to call Schröder a “liar.” Bush refused to congratulate Schröder on his election victory, and later, throughout the entire Iraq crisis, spoke to him only once on the phone, in an awkward, strained conversation.

A few days after the election Rumsfeld joined Rice in calling U.S.-German relations “poisoned” and allegedly snubbed his German counterpart Peter Struck at a NATO ministerial meeting in Warsaw—calling him “that person” and leaving the meeting just before the German was to speak. Rumsfeld denied any snub, but did comment afterward that his advice to Germany would be: “If you’re in a hole, stop digging.” Months later, in May 2003, Rice was still arguing that the relationship between Mr. Bush and Mr. Schröder “will never again be as it was and as it should be.” Washington was making efforts to improve relations with Germany, but “we are doing it around the Chancellor, whom we prefer to bypass.” Rice also commented that Bush felt that German Foreign Minister Fischer’s “background and career do not suit the profile of the statesman.”

The feelings of betrayal were mutual. Schröder denied having misled Bush in May 2002, and he had no intention of apologizing for his antiwar stance. With Schröder at his side during his May 2002 Berlin visit, Bush had pledged publicly and privately that he “had no war plans on his desk” and that he would consult Germany on the decision to go to war. In retrospect, Schröder felt he was not in fact consulted, and Germans believed that Bush misled them about his true intentions.

After the Cheney speech, the French also took stock of where U.S. policy seemed to be headed. Long among the most strongly opposed to regime change in Iraq, the French had spent the previous spring and summer focusing on the issue of renewing the containment of Iraq by revising the economic sanctions regime. The apparent message from
Washington that Bush was moving toward the use of force, however, obliged the French to decide what they would do if Bush carried out his threat. Chirac was still opposed to war, but he also realized that categorical opposition similar to Germany’s would only lead the United States to act without even making an attempt to revive the UN weapons inspections process—thus marginalizing the UN Security Council, France’s preferred international forum. To prevent this scenario, Paris decided in late August to pursue a new course that allowed for the threat of force in the name of ensuring Iraqi compliance.

On August 27, Foreign Minister Dominique de Villepin marked a change in the tone if not the substance of French policy in a speech to a gathering of all of France’s ambassadors in Paris. De Villepin stressed the importance of nonproliferation and denounced an Iraqi regime that “for years has defied the international rules defined by the UN Security Council, holds its people hostage, and threatens security, especially that of its neighbors.” He went on: “We Europeans know all too well the price of weakness in dealing with dictators to close our eyes and remain passive. We must thus maintain as firmly as possible our demand of an unconditional return of UN inspectors.” The statement was not exactly a threat of force against Iraq, and de Villepin stressed that “the steps to be taken must be decided by the international community, according to a collective process.” This meant that “no military action could be conducted without a decision of the Security Council.” Still, de Villepin’s speech called Saddam’s defiance “unacceptable” and insisted that “all must face up to their responsibilities.” According to French diplomats at the time and later, the speech was meant to signal France’s acceptance of the threat to use force, so long as the ultimate decision to do so remained in the Security Council’s hands.

Two weeks later Chirac granted an interview to the New York Times in which he also left the door open to French support for a threat to use force in Iraq. Chirac repeated his opposition to “unilateral actions” and said he wanted to hear directly from Bush about U.S. policy. But like de
Villepin, he also condemned the Iraqi regime “for all the reasons we know, for all the dangers that it puts on the region and the tragedy it constitutes for the Iraqi people who are being held hostage by it.” Saddam, according to Chirac, was “especially dangerous to his own people, who are living under extraordinarily difficult circumstances.” The French leader distanced himself from Schröder’s “categorical” position, which he said was linked to the German election, and noted that France had special responsibilities as a permanent member of the Security Council.

Chirac also revealed a proposal for two separate Security Council resolutions that would soon become a key element of the French position. “There must be a Security Council decision concerning the return of the inspectors,” he said. If the inspectors were not allowed to return, “then there should be a second Security Council resolution to say if there should be or not an intervention.” Asked specifically about military solutions, he answered that “nothing is impossible, if it’s decided by the international community on the basis of indisputable proof.” Chirac claimed that such proof for the moment did not exist, but still held out the possibility that France might actually come around and support war in Iraq.

The new tone from Paris, as qualified as it was, would prove critical in convincing many Americans that in the right circumstances France might ultimately be willing to support the use of force. Former UN Ambassador Richard Holbrooke was among many who predicted that France would “undoubtedly play its normal role as a difficult and contentious ally, but in the end, it will not stop the concerted will of America and Britain.” This assumption, shared by many in the administration, helped to persuade Bush that going back to the UN for a new resolution would not be futile, which may have been one of the reasons for the change of rhetoric in Paris in the first place.

The British also reacted to Cheney, albeit from a different starting point. While the British public and much of the governing Labor party
were deeply opposed to war, the UK government, and Prime Minister Tony Blair in particular, had long taken a hawkish approach to Iraq. Blair had supported all previous U.S. military actions against Iraq, including Operation Desert Fox in 1998 and the more recent intensified enforcement of the no-fly zones in northern Iraq, in which British forces played an active part. Indeed, Blair had long taken a clear moral stand on defending human rights and confronting dictators with his determination to stand up to Serbian ruler Slobodan Milosevic during the Kosovo conflict. He articulated a doctrine of military intervention then, in the name of upholding international values and rules, and took the lead in advocating the use of ground forces if necessary to ensure victory. Singling out Milosevic and Saddam Hussein as “dangerous and ruthless men,” Blair denounced the “evil” of ethnic cleansing and insisted that “evil dictators” must be challenged early lest doing so prove even more costly later on.

According to people close to him, Blair, like Bush and many other Americans, concluded from the September 11 attacks that the potential linkage between terrorism and weapons of mass destruction was the strategic issue of our time and required decisive action. According to British journalist Hugo Young, Blair has even claimed that if Bush had held back from intervening in Iraq, he would have pushed him in that direction.

The British government thus had no problem with Cheney’s threat of military force against Iraq. Already in March 2002, Foreign Secretary Jack Straw had warned of “consequences” if Saddam continued to refuse weapons inspections. But the British public, and most of the Labor party in particular, were strongly opposed to war, and even more opposed to the specter of Britain coming to the rescue of the unilateralism of George W. Bush. Blair thus felt that the only way to win domestic support was to get UN approval for a forceful stance. For months, in fact, UK officials had been pressing the Americans to go back to the UN for any new authorization of a threat to use force, a
message Blair’s top security adviser, David Manning, was sent to Washington to reiterate in July 2002. Straw had made the same case to Powell on numerous occasions.

With Cheney’s speech suggesting that the message might not be getting through, Blair himself flew to see Bush at Camp David on September 7, to stress how critically important it was for the United States to go back to the UN. He did not say that Britain’s support for possible war was contingent on a new UN resolution (“Blair would never say that,” one of the Prime Minister’s advisers asserted), but he made clear how politically difficult it would be for him without a new resolution. What Blair didn’t realize before arriving in Washington was that Bush, persuaded by Powell, had already decided to take his case to the UN; Blair found himself pushing on an open door.

Persuaded by Powell and the British to take his case to the UN—and encouraged by a new French position that seemed to hold out promise that a tough new resolution could be agreed upon—Bush on September 12 challenged the UN to enforce its own resolutions. “All the world now faces a test,” he said, “and the United Nations a difficult and defining moment. Are Security Council resolutions to be honored and enforced, or cast aside without consequence? Will the United Nations serve the purpose of its founding, or will it be irrelevant?” Bush made clear that the United States reserved the right to act alone if the UN failed: “The Security Council resolutions will be enforced—the just demands of peace and security will be met—or action will be unavoidable. And a regime that has lost its legitimacy will also lose its power.” But, in a statement that some of his hard-line advisers tried to take out of the speech at the last minute, he also accepted the need to work with the international community: “We will work with the UN Security Council for the necessary resolutions.” Europeans were deeply relieved, and saw hope that the United States was finally accepting a multilateral approach and the possibility of a peaceful resolution of the crisis.
Negotiating 1441

Bush’s decision to seek a new UN resolution on Iraq set off what would turn out to be eight weeks of tortuous negotiations in New York. Essentially, the American objective, mostly shared by Britain, was to craft a resolution such that anything short of full compliance would lead nearly automatically to an authorization to use force to change the Iraqi regime. As one administration official had put it, “If we find anything in what they give us that is not true, that is the trigger. If they delay, obstruct, or lie about anything they disclosed, then this will trigger action.”

France, on the other hand, backed by Russia and China, had a different goal. After all of the scorn heaped on the potential efficacy of UN weapons inspections by some of Bush’s top advisers, the French and others were skeptical that the United States would be willing to take yes for an answer even if Iraq were to disarm. Thus they sought a resolution that would demand Iraqi disarmament, and were willing to support more intrusive and comprehensive inspections and the threat of force to achieve that goal. But they also insisted on avoiding any automatic triggers for military action and on leaving final control over any decision to act in the hands of the Security Council.

The latter point was critical for France for two reasons. First, the French felt that to disarm Iraq without war meant that Saddam Hussein had to believe he could give up his weapons and still survive in power. And given the oft-stated U.S. goal of regime change, it was unlikely Saddam would believe as much if the United States alone could legitimately decide on war. More broadly, the French wanted to uphold the principle of “putting the Security Council in the center of international life and not permitting a nation—whatever nation it may be—to do what it wants, where it wants.”

Within days of Bush’s speech, an interagency team of U.S. officials (working with their UK counterparts) had prepared a tough draft reso-
olution replete with rigorous demands on Iraq. As one U.S. official commented: “It had everything but the kitchen sink in it.” First floated on September 26, the draft declared that Iraq was still, and had been for a number of years, in “material breach” of its obligations, especially through its failure to cooperate with UN weapons inspectors. It required Iraq to provide the Security Council with a complete declaration of all its chemical, biological, and nuclear programs, as well as the locations of the work and research in these areas, within 30 days. Iraq had to provide UN weapons inspectors with immediate and unrestricted access to any sites in Iraq that the inspectors wished to visit—including the “presidential sites” that had been excluded in a 1998 deal with UN Secretary General Kofi Annan. The text, moreover, allowed any permanent member of the Security Council to order inspectors to visit certain sites, and authorized its representatives—including armed troops—to accompany the inspectors to the sites. The draft foresaw intelligence sharing between the inspectors and members of the Security Council, unlimited interviews with Iraqi scientists who may have worked on weapons programs, and the right to take those scientists and their families outside of Iraq to ensure that they felt free to talk. Finally, the draft resolution made clear that Iraq’s failure to comply with the resolution would constitute further material breach and authorize members of the Security Council to use “all necessary means” to restore international peace and security—UN code words for the use of military force.

Told by his advisers that such a resolution was “totally unsellable in New York,” Bush called Chirac on September 27 and also dispatched Undersecretary of State for Policy Marc Grossman to Paris and Moscow, accompanied by the Political Director of the UK Foreign Office, Peter Ricketts.

France, as the administration expected, opposed the proposed U.S. text, and French diplomats spent the next three weeks working to eliminate all those elements they believed could be used as a pretext for war. The French argued, for example, that as a practical matter, it was unre-
alistic to expect Iraq to allow all of its scientists and their extended families to leave the country. They felt that armed inspections would be unnecessarily provocative and could possibly lead to an accidental conflict. And they believed the phrase “all necessary means” gave too much of a blank check to the United States. Most important for France was to keep control over the decision-making process in the Security Council, where it not only had a veto and a key voice in the debate, but where the voices of other countries opposed to war would count, making American military action more difficult politically.

Thus, France continued to insist on a process that would require two resolutions, as Chirac had proposed in early September: one resolution to set the demands on Iraq, and a second to determine what to do about noncompliance. In the French view, without a second resolution, the Security Council risked abdicating its responsibilities for international peace and security.

Early on in the process, the French told the Americans that if Washington accepted the need for a second resolution before military action, France would accept a “close link” between the two. But the French were never willing to accept automatic authorization of force in case of noncompliance. The Americans refused, insisting that to be credible, the Council had to threaten to use force, not threaten to discuss the matter further.

The Americans and British formally presented their draft on October 2, but France and other Council members—especially Russia—continued to oppose it. By mid-October, with negotiations at a stalemate, France was claiming that a majority of Security Council members supported its view and began to threaten to put its own text to a vote if the United States did not take its views into account. Washington, now fearing that a failed attempt to get a UN resolution would be worse, in political terms, than not to have tried in the first place, began to seek compromise language that did not violate U.S. requirements but would still be acceptable to the French.
In the preparation of a draft formally circulated on October 23, the French and Americans took two major steps toward consensus. Washington agreed to drop the sensitive reference to “all necessary means” in exchange for French willingness to state that the failure to comply with the resolution would have “serious consequences.” The latter formulation did not have the same power as “all necessary means,” but the Americans felt it was clear enough, especially taken together with the assertion that Iraq was already in “material breach.”

The second and even more important compromise involved the United States agreeing that in case of violations of the resolution, the Security Council would “convene immediately . . . in order to consider the situation.” This formulation gave something to both sides: The French could claim that Washington had agreed to come back to the Security Council before acting, thus preserving the ultimate authority of the Council, while the Americans could, and did, insist that no further vote would be required to enforce the resolution.

Over the next two weeks, Powell, de Villepin, Straw, and Russian Foreign Minister Igor Ivanov engaged heavily (and directly) with each other and with the rest of the Council to try to reach consensus. At the suggestion of British UN Ambassador Jeremy Greenstock, the negotiators added a statement that the new resolution provided a “final opportunity” for Iraq to comply. The phrase pleased the French because it reaffirmed the commitment to allow Iraq the opportunity to avoid war, and it satisfied the Americans because it made clear that there would be no further chances to do so.

The concluding stage of the negotiation took place in a phone call between Bush and Chirac on November 7, when the two Presidents agreed on two final word changes, which were tiny in size but in fact quite important to the French. The first was to state that a violation of the resolution would result in the Council taking action to “secure” peace, rather than to “restore” peace, which the French believed implied less automatic action. The second and more important change was to
replace the word “or” with “and” in the part of operational paragraph four, which dealt with how alleged violations of the resolution would be handled. The new language stated that such violations would be handled in accordance with paragraphs 11 and 12—the former directing UNMOVIC to report violations immediately to the Security Council, the latter committing the Security Council to convene to consider the situation. This language reinforced the French argument that action was for the Council, not the Americans, to decide. The Americans did not share that interpretation but went along with the language as a means to close the deal, arguing that other aspects of the text—such as the reference to “serious consequences” in the event of Iraqi noncompliance—gave them the right to act without further Council approval. When the Russians agreed to the same text later in the day, all the key pieces for agreement were in place. On November 8, after France and the United States helped persuade Syria that a unified Security Council ensured the best chance for a resolution of the crisis without war, Resolution 1441 passed by a unanimous vote of 15-0.

In the final text of 1441, neither the French nor the Americans got everything they wanted, but both were satisfied. France knew it had accepted tough new demands on Iraq with a high threshold for compliance, but it also felt it had avoided a resolution that could have been used by the United States as a technical pretext for war even if Iraq were to disarm. The French knew that if Saddam blatantly violated the new resolution—which they understood was a real possibility—they would be expected to support military action. But they also held out the hope that the new requirements could actually bring about significant disarmament without war. France insisted that the new resolution made the UN inspectors—not any individual member of the Security Council—the arbiters of any disputes within the Security Council about whether Iraq was complying or not. Thus, Paris was confident that if Iraq took reasonable steps toward disarmament, this mechanism would prevent the hawks in the U.S. administration from propelling the country to war.
The United States, however, was also satisfied, because it had won support for a very tough new set of conditions on Iraq that it felt certain the Baghdad regime would never meet. The final version of Resolution 1441 stated that Iraq “has been and remains in material breach” of previous resolutions passed under Chapter VII of the UN charter, which governs the use of military force. The resolution required Iraq to submit a “currently accurate, full, and complete” declaration of all its chemical, biological, and nuclear programs, and obliged Iraq to provide unconditional access to UN weapons inspectors to verify the declaration, including interviews with Iraqi scientists. The resolution noted that false statements or omissions in the weapons declaration and failure “at any time” to “cooperate immediately, unconditionally, and actively” would constitute further material breach. The resolution thus gave Iraq a “final opportunity” to comply with its disarmament obligations, and it reminded the regime that it would face “serious consequences” if it continued to violate those obligations.

While some of the most enthusiastic American proponents of using force against Iraq denounced the new UN resolution as an American sellout to France, most observers tended to agree with former UN Ambassador Richard Holbrooke that it was “one of the best resolutions ever crafted in the UN.” By placing such demanding conditions on Iraq and lining up the international community behind a credible threat of force, the resolution provided the best opportunity yet to finally convince Saddam Hussein to comply with his obligations. And there was, in fact, good reason to believe that Saddam would either so blatantly violate the terms of the resolution that the Security Council would unite against him or that a credible threat of force would convince him to actually cooperate, and a war could be put off.

The apparent unity achieved in Resolution 1441, however, was illusory. The resolution was a worthwhile effort to reconcile different views about what to do about Iraq, and it provided a useful mechanism for dealing with the scenarios of either blatant noncompliance or full com-
pliance. It also “worked” in the sense of getting weapons inspectors back into Iraq—and even into Saddam’s palaces—a goal that had eluded the international community for nearly four years.

The resolution failed, however, to establish an agreed mechanism if members of the Security Council disagreed over whether Saddam’s actions constituted compliance. In legal terms, in fact, Resolution 1441 consisted of two contradictory resolutions in one. One reasonable interpretation of the text provided for the near automatic use of force in the event of noncompliance, and another equally arguable view of the text held that force could only be used when inspectors had reported back to the Security Council for a further decision. In the French view, if members of the Security Council disagreed on the interpretation of the resolution, it would be up to the weapons inspectors, and the Security Council as a whole, to decide what to do. In the U.S. view, however, that decision had already been made, and Washington had all the authority it needed to take action. In other words, key members of the Security Council not only did not agree on the interpretation of the resolution, but disagreed about the mechanism for resolving such differences.

In the event, Saddam Hussein’s response to 1441 revealed this divide within the international community. He cooperated enough to convince France and a number of other members of the Security Council that war was not necessary, while simultaneously convincing Washington and London that war was the only remaining option. It was at that point that the ambiguities of 1441—and the strategic differences that they were designed to hide—would come out.
That the transatlantic allies—primarily the United States and France—were going to diverge over Iraq began to become clear a month after Resolution 1441 was passed, when, on December 7, 2002, Iraq submitted its weapons declaration—12,000 pages of mostly old and incomplete data. The declaration denied that Iraq possessed any weapons of mass destruction programs or precursor agents, and failed to account for the chemical and biological warfare materials that UN inspectors had previously documented.

For the Americans, this was a clear sign that Iraq was not going to comply with the resolution. After taking some time to translate and evaluate the text, the American judgment, in the words of Secretary of State Colin Powell, was that the document was “anything but currently
accurate, full or complete.” It “totally failed” to meet Resolution 1441’s requirements, and its material omissions constituted “another material breach.” U.S. Ambassador to the United Nations John Negroponte declared on the same day that “Iraq has spurned its last opportunity to comply with its disarmament obligations.” For senior Bush administration officials—and indeed for the President himself—Iraq’s failure to be more forthcoming meant that force would almost certainly have to be used, whether all the allies supported it or not.

The French had a somewhat different view—not of the quality of the Iraqi document, but of what to do about it. Like the Americans, French experts deemed the Iraqi declaration incomplete. It “added little that was new,” the French Permanent Representative to the United Nations said, and thus “left doubts open about Iraq’s pursuit of prohibited weapons.” But the French view was that Iraq’s failure to clarify unresolved issues about its weapons programs only made it more important to move forward with inspections, in order to verify if the Iraqis in fact had such programs. Consistent with their interpretation of 1441, the French insisted that only the Security Council as a whole, and not individual member states, could declare Iraq to be in “further material breach.”

The French also insisted that, according to operational paragraph 4 of the resolution, further material breach only occurred when there were “false statements or omissions in the declarations submitted by Iraq and failure by Iraq at any time to comply with and cooperate fully in the implementation” of the resolution. In other words, the incomplete declaration by itself was not to be considered a sufficient breach of Iraq’s obligations under 1441 to justify an immediate war.

Other members of the Security Council—including the British—concurred with this interpretation, and did not support the American declaration of material breach. British Ambassador to Washington Christopher Meyer later recalled “having a very strong exchange with Scooter Libby, the vice president’s chief of staff, about this. [He] felt
that . . . Saddam Hussein [had] transgressed over the last 12 years, that a further declaration, which was a lying declaration, should itself be a reason for war. But we said, ‘No, that won’t run. It won’t wash in the Security Council.”

Faced with little support for an immediate military response, and against the advice of some administration officials, Bush decided to hold off on military action. According to U.S. officials, the Pentagon was not yet ready to act in any case, and Bush concluded there was no point in publicly announcing a path to war before the military was ready to wage one. The British, moreover, had promised the French, Russians, and Chinese that they would not support military action without at least giving Iraq a chance to cooperate with the weapons inspectors. UK Defense Secretary Geoff Hoon acknowledged the French argument that “Resolution 1441 clearly states that it is not only gaps in the declaration but deliberate obstruction of the inspectors by Iraq” that would constitute material breach. Tony Blair also felt strongly that chief weapons inspector Hans Blix—who had great credibility in Europe—should be given time to report on Iraqi cooperation. Blair was personally convinced that the report would be a damning one, thus bolstering the case for action.

After all the threats that Washington would not tolerate the slightest violation of 1441, many Europeans hoped that the lack of immediate American military action meant that war could perhaps be avoided after all. Indeed, throughout December and as late as January 2003, many French, German, and even British officials still believed that sufficient cooperation by Iraq might forestall war. “War is looking less likely,” Chirac’s diplomatic adviser Maurice Gourdault-Montagne privately told a group of senior French officials in the Elysée presidential palace during the first week of January. That same week, according to German officials, the German Embassy in Washington was still convinced—based on assurances from senior American officials that the President had not taken a decision—that war could be avoided, a view shared at
the time by Foreign Minister Fischer. In Britain, on January 5, Foreign Secretary Jack Straw publicly commented that with Iraqi cooperation, the odds in favor of a diplomatic solution had risen to 60-40. British strategist Lawrence Freedman agreed, saying there were “good grounds for supposing that [a war] may not happen. . . Having decided to follow a multilateral path on this matter, [Bush] will now find it difficult to stray.”

Over the course of January, however, many of these same European officials and analysts started to realize that war was practically inevitable—whether they liked it or not. The first sign came from the pace of U.S. military deployments to the region, which suggested that America was not going to wait to see how inspections and UN Security Council debates played out before deploying its fighting forces to Iraq. Already on January 3, Bush spoke to U.S. troops at Fort Hood, Texas, home of the army’s 1st Cavalry Division, and announced that the United States was “ready.” A U.S. military operation, he said, would be a noble one: “Should Saddam Hussein seal his fate by refusing to disarm, by ignoring the opinion of the world, you will be fighting not to conquer anybody, but to liberate people.” Newspapers began reporting that military units were “shipping out of U.S. bases almost daily,” and that the number of U.S. deployed troops could rise to 120,000 in the coming weeks. By mid-January some 140,000 troops, including elements of key fighting units like the 3rd and 4th Infantry Divisions, would receive deployment orders to Iraq.

The Europeans knew that proceeding with such a large and expensive deployment made it much more likely that the Americans would insist on using force before the summer, when the rising heat in the region would render military operations more difficult and risky. The deployment would cost billions of dollars, disrupt military family life across the country, and put U.S. credibility on the line, especially with the Gulf regimes that had made the difficult and domestically unpopular political commitment to host the American troops. The idea that
troop deployment schedules or weather conditions could determine whether America would go to war was widely condemned, and in any case, U.S. officials denied that this was the case. But the reality was, the more troops that were sent to the region, the less likely it was that they would be recalled before being used to remove Saddam, lest renewed Iraqi noncompliance later on require the United States to begin the whole costly buildup process once again.

Thus, the accelerating American military deployment was interpreted across Europe as a sign of the growing inevitability of war, and led to accelerated efforts by the war’s opponents to prevent it. On January 7, speaking to the French diplomatic corps, French President Chirac reiterated his insistence that Iraq fully comply with UN Resolution 1441 and reminded Iraq that it had been given a “final opportunity” to disarm. But Chirac also made clear that France would only support the use of force after an “explicit decision” by the Security Council “based on a report motivated by the inspectors”—in other words, not based on a U.S. decision alone. Just one day later, Foreign Minister de Villepin sent a letter to France’s 14 UN Security Council partners calling for the “immediate transmission of available information” to the inspectors. If the Americans had proof that Iraq was not complying, he felt it was their obligation to supply that proof to the inspectors. De Villepin then traveled to Moscow, where he praised “exemplary” French-Russian cooperation and announced that Russian President Vladimir Putin would be visiting President Chirac in Paris the following month.

In a further attempt to gauge the American position and to make clear that France was not yet ready to support war, Chirac dispatched his diplomatic adviser, Maurice Gourdault-Montagne, to Washington on January 13–14. He had meetings with Condoleezza Rice, Deputy Secretary of Defense Paul Wolfowitz, and Deputy Secretary of State Richard Armitage, all of whom dismissed the French case that more time should be given to inspectors. Rice bluntly dismissed the
Frenchman’s arguments, and Wolfowitz told him that the French position was “wishy-washy” and “irresponsible” at a time when everyone was at risk from Iraq’s weapons of mass destruction and their potential to fall into the hands of terrorists. Even Chirac’s office in the Elysée Palace, Wolfowitz said, was not safe from a potential chemical attack. Upon returning to Paris, Gourdault-Montagne told Chirac that he now believed the United States would go to war “no matter what.”

Despite the now unmistakable signals from Washington, France still opposed the use of force on both legal and political-strategic grounds.

Legally, Paris still argued that the conditions for using force in Iraq had not yet been met. Iraq’s weapons declaration was incomplete and cooperation with inspectors was not perfect, but progress was being made. In any case, the French insisted, only the Security Council could authorize the use of force, and according to Resolution 1441, only a report by the inspectors could serve as a trigger for action by the Council. Where Washington now argued that the inspectors’ scheduled January 27 briefing should be their final report, France (and the inspectors) argued that previous UN resolutions calling for continued periodic reports still applied and would last at least through the summer. In one senior French official’s words, accepting that the January 27 report would be the basis for a decision on war or peace would be a “complete change of the rules of the game.”

But the more powerful factors behind French opposition to war were political and strategic. Whatever the legal arguments, the reality was that France’s leaders preferred containment of Iraq to regime change, and now—by their own admission, thanks to the American military threats—containment seemed to be working. And it was also more politically popular in Europe, where public opinion across the continent wondered why the United States was planning to go to war against Iraq just as it was finally welcoming weapons inspectors, but doing little about North Korea, which was kicking such inspectors out.
When Gourdault-Montagne was asked by one of his American counterparts what France would do in case a “smoking gun” were found in Iraq, he answered that France would “thank the President for restoring the credibility of the UN.” In other words, France would continue to make the case for containment—rather than military force—whether WMDs were found or not. Some in Paris were even prepared to admit that the French legal case was weak but that did not matter. As one senior French official involved in the negotiations later admitted in private, “We accept that we lost the legal debate, but we thought we could win the political debate.”

The gradually diverging French and American policies were thus bound to clash, and the venue for the clash—and the turning point in the effort to reach consensus over Iraq—turned out to be a January 20 meeting on terrorism at UN Security Council headquarters in New York. American and French officials offer differing versions of what happened, but it’s clear that de Villepin, at the start of the French assumption of the rotating presidency of the Security Council in January 2003, called for a ministerial-level Security Council meeting on terrorism. The purpose was to underscore his belief that this, and not Iraq, should be the Council’s top priority. Secretary of State Powell was skeptical about the need for such a meeting and did not want to risk a debate about Iraq, so he told de Villepin that he did not want to attend. January 20, moreover, was Martin Luther King Day in the United States, and Powell, the first African-American Secretary of State, had been planning to commemorate it by attending a church service that day. De Villepin, however, called Powell—with whom he had a good working relationship—and persuaded him to attend the meeting, promising that Iraq would be kept off the agenda.

The night before the terrorism conference, Sunday, January 19, the two men met in Powell’s suite at the Waldorf-Astoria hotel and had a private discussion about Iraq. If de Villepin had any doubts about the report he had heard from Gourdault-Montagne that Washington was
bent on war, those doubts were removed by the comments of top administration officials on the Sunday television talk shows that aired the morning he and Powell were to meet. Rice, Rumsfeld, and Powell all argued that “time is running out,” and Rice stressed that President Bush already had “all of the authority necessary to deal with this very serious problem.” Echoing Cheney’s arguments from August, Powell added that if Saddam was not serious about disarming, “then it doesn’t make any difference how long the inspection goes on.” The officials seemed to be preparing the public for action and letting their diplomatic partners know that the United States was determined to act.

De Villepin, nonetheless, made clear to Powell that France was not ready to support a war. He insisted that pursuing inspections, and not force, was the right way to deal with Iraq. Citing Hans Blix’s view that Iraq’s cooperation was “passive” but not “active,” de Villepin told Powell that “you don’t go to war over an adjective.” Powell, however, responded with a warning to de Villepin not to “underestimate the resolve of the United States to settle this, without dragging it out.” Like Rice and Wolfowitz the week before, in their meetings with Gourdault-Montagne, Powell rejected the French argument that UN resolutions provided for ongoing interim weapons inspections reports, and insisted instead that the January 27 report would be the one on which a decision on force would be made. De Villepin thought Powell, both on television and in person, was starting to sound like some of Bush’s more hard-line advisers, and realized that the Americans were in fact planning to go to war.

At the UN meeting the next day, de Villepin stuck to his promise not to bring up Iraq, and did not even mention Iraq once in his presentation to the Council. German Foreign Minister Joschka Fischer did talk about Iraq, however, and warned that an attack on Baghdad would have “disastrous consequences for long-term regional stability [and] possible negative repercussions for the joint fight against terrorism.” Other speakers, including Russian Foreign Minister Igor Ivanov, also brought up Iraq in their remarks. Ivanov warned against “unilateral
steps that might threaten the unity of the entire [anti] terrorism coalition” and stressed that Russia was “strictly in favor of a political settlement of the situation revolving around Iraq.”

Caught off guard by the debate, Powell felt obliged to respond when it was his turn to speak. He departed from his prepared text and implored his colleagues to take seriously their commitments in Resolution 1441. “We must not shrink from our duties and our responsibilities when the material [on Iraqi weapons programs] comes before us next week,” he said, before using a variation of the phrase “must not shrink” three more times during his address.

After the Security Council session, several of the foreign ministers made brief informal statements to the press, but de Villepin, given France’s role as rotating Council president, held a more formal press conference. He said little about Iraq in his opening statement, though he did warn that “if war is the only way to resolve this problem, we are going down a dead end.” In response to questioning, however, de Villepin plunged into the Iraq debate. Asked about Iraq by a reporter, he asserted, in his usual animated and energetic way, that the United Nations should stay “on the path of cooperation. The other choice is to move forward out of impatience over a situation in Iraq to move toward military intervention. We believe that nothing today justifies military action.” When asked in a follow-up question if that meant France would veto a new resolution authorizing force, he responded, “Believe me, in a matter of principles, we will go to the very end.” It was the first time a French leader was so explicit about the possible use of a veto to block the United States.

The U.S. reaction to de Villepin’s comments was harsh. The Washington Post described the event as the “diplomatic version of an ambush,” a description State Department sources did not dispute. According to his close aides, Powell himself was furious. “Powell was very upset, because he felt that de Villepin had pulled a ‘bait and switch’ and acted in bad faith,” said a senior State Department source.
Powell was angry not only because he had been promised that Iraq would not be the subject in New York, but also because he felt that de Villepin was betraying an early agreement to support force against Iraq if Saddam did not comply. During the negotiations over Resolution 1441, Powell says he told de Villepin: “Be sure about one thing. Don’t vote for the first, unless you are prepared to vote for the second.” Now de Villepin and France seemed to be refusing to implement the Security Council resolution on which they agreed. De Villepin, meanwhile, denied there was such an agreement, and also felt a sense of betrayal. He believed Powell was committed to standing up to the other U.S. cabinet officials who were bent on regime change, and now he was backing down.

Powell’s sense that de Villepin had undercut him was no doubt genuine; he’d been the most prominent Bush administration proponent of taking the Iraq issue to the UN Security Council, and now that route was blocked because of the opposition of France. But Powell also had strong bureaucratic reasons to lash out at France. At home, Powell understood that whatever his personal preference might be, the United States was going to war. By January 20 the Pentagon had deployed over 100,000 troops to Iraq, and all the signs said the President was going to act, sooner rather than later. Powell, who had long experience in divided administrations dating back to the Reagan administration, knew that once such an important presidential decision was made, the Secretary of State had little choice but to get on board or resign—indeed, it was common practice to deny that there had even been a dispute within the administration. So Powell got on board.

As Powell’s friend General Anthony Zinni observed, Powell seemed to have concluded that “we’re going down this road and he wants to keep steering the train. The way to do that is not to be off to one side, but to be out front.” Within days, Powell, who only weeks before was arguing that inspections needed time to get up and running, was sounding like the administration’s hawks, and questioning the value of
The question isn’t how much longer do you need for inspections to work. Inspections will not work."

French officials continue to deny that the January 20 meeting was a deliberate ambush. They point out that de Villepin was not the one to introduce Iraq into the debate and insist that he could hardly have avoided the subject when asked about it at the press conference. They resented U.S. press reporting that gave the impression that de Villepin had deliberately misled Powell about the purpose of the meeting. But French claims at the time and later that de Villepin did nothing but restate existing French policy, perhaps in a somewhat dramatic way, are unpersuasive. It had only been a week since Gourdault-Montagne was dressed down by U.S. officials and returned to Paris with the news that the Americans were determined to act. If de Villepin wanted to stop that action from appearing inevitable, he would have had to raise a red flag, and a high-profile press conference in New York—even if genuinely organized initially for a different purpose—must have seemed an irresistible opportunity to do so. And certainly, if de Villepin’s strong antiwar message and implied veto threat had been a misunderstanding or taken out of context, there would have been ample time over the coming days for Paris to correct the impression.

It would quickly become clear, however, that Paris had no intention of doing so. De Villepin may not have set out to deliberately undercut Colin Powell, but there was now no hiding the fact that France had decided not to go along with an American war in Iraq.

The Franco-German Couple

Just two days after the clash in New York, Jacques Chirac met Gerhard Schröder in Paris for the long-scheduled celebration of the 40th anniversary of the Elysée Treaty. The treaty was a 1963 agreement between French President Charles de Gaulle and German Chancellor Konrad Adenauer to promote Franco-German friendship and foreign
and security policy unity. If Paris were looking for an opportunity to clarify what de Villepin had said in New York, Chirac could have used this high profile occasion to reemphasize France’s willingness under certain conditions to support war, and perhaps even to try to draw Germany toward a more moderate position. Indeed, many observers had expected, and many Germans had feared, that France would do just that. They expected Germany to be faced with the choice between continued isolation within Europe and a policy reversal, as France joined the U.S.-led coalition in order to maintain its world influence and reap some economic reward.

In the event, however, Chirac did the opposite. Meeting with Schröder in his Elysée office just before the anniversary celebrations, Chirac explained to Schröder that he remained unprepared to accept the inevitability of war, despite what the Americans were saying and doing. Schröder, still ostracized by the White House, and conscious of the German public’s continued strong opposition to war, welcomed the French stance, and the meeting ended with Chirac concluding they were “in agreement.”

At the press conference following the ceremony, Chirac made this agreement public and confirmed that France had no intention of backing down: “Germany and France have an identical judgment about this crisis that is essentially based on two ideas. The first is that the Security Council and only the Security Council can make the decisions, in conformity with the relevant resolutions that it has adopted. The second reality is that, for us, war is always an acknowledgment of defeat and always the worst solution, and therefore, everything must be done to prevent it.” France and Germany now had a common antiwar position, and hopes for transatlantic agreement were fading.

Some saw the hardening French position on Iraq as part of a cynical deal between France and Germany. Columnist William Safire of the New York Times, for example, called the Franco-German agreement a “stunning power play” in which France would compensate Germany’s
support on European issues like agriculture and the European Constitutional Convention by “double crossing the United States at the United Nations.” That view is too simple and overlooks the fact that both Chirac and Schröder were genuinely opposed to the war, a stance that had won them widespread domestic political support and helped transform their political fortunes. The agreements between France and Germany on agriculture and the constitution, moreover, were largely sealed in the fall of 2002; they need not have prevented Chirac from backing the Americans on Iraq in January 2003, and trying to persuade Germany to do the same.

It was true, however, that the new Franco-German solidarity was about more than opposition to the Iraq war itself. The evolving European political context was driving Chirac and Schröder—who had previously found little common political ground—together, and both saw an opportunity in the new situation to influence the future of Europe. Germany, for the first time in decades the demandeur in the bilateral relationship because of Schröder’s weak political position and Berlin’s frayed ties with Washington, now needed French assistance more than at any time since Schröder’s election. France, in turn, saw an opportunity both to restore the balance in Franco-German relations and to reestablish Franco-German leadership of the European Union, which had been suffering as the Union expanded and formerly peripheral members like Britain and Spain began to play greater roles. An agreement on Iraq, then, represented an opportunity for France to advance its vision of Europe at a time when EU expansion was forcing a redefinition of the very nature of the European project.

The Franco-German stance on Iraq was also an opportunity for Chirac and Schröder to isolate more Atlanticist leaders like Blair, Aznar, and Berlusconi vis-à-vis their antiwar publics. Chirac may have understood that he could not speak for “Europe” about Iraq, but he saw this as an opportunity to speak for “Europeans,” and to make the British, Spanish, and Italian leaders pay a price for falling into line behind the
United States. In his rapprochement with Germany, then, Chirac did not have to choose between his position on Iraq and his desire to play a leadership role in Europe. Both pointed in the direction of opposing an American-led war.

Whatever its reasons, the clear Franco-German stand against war led to a greater backlash from Washington. Indeed, on January 22, the very day Chirac and Schröder were presenting their common position in Paris, Secretary of Defense Rumsfeld practically defined their two countries out of Europe at a Pentagon press briefing. When asked about “European” opposition to the war, Rumsfeld commented: “You’re thinking of Europe as Germany and France. I don’t. I think that’s ‘old Europe.’ If you look at the entire NATO Europe today, the center of gravity is shifting to the East.” Powell also expressed his impatience, taking issue with those (like France and Germany) who called for more time by insisting it was already clear that Iraq would not cooperate. “Frankly,” Powell told Jim Lehrer on television, “there are some nations in the world who would like simply to turn away from this problem, pretend it isn’t there.” A few days later Rumsfeld compared Germany’s Iraq policy to that of some of America’s greatest adversaries: “There are three or four countries that have said they won’t do anything; I believe Libya, Cuba, and Germany are ones that have indicated they won’t help in any respect. . . .” It was a conscious slap at the Germans and a clear signal from Rumsfeld that the Bush administration was not prepared to give any ground.

Disputes Within Europe

As tensions between the United States and France and Germany deepened, so did the strains among the Europeans themselves. Long clear beneath the surface, they emerged in particularly stark daylight on the morning of January 30, when a joint letter of support for the United States from eight European governments appeared in the Wall Street Journal and several other newspapers across Europe. The letter, signed
by leaders from Britain, Spain, Italy, Poland, Hungary, Denmark, Portugal, and the Czech Republic, expressed solidarity with the United States and underscored the shared values that constituted the “real bond” between the United States and Europe. It cited past American “bravery, generosity, and farsightedness” and pledged support for the United States in the effort to “rid the world of the danger posed by Saddam Hussein’s weapons of mass destruction.” It underlined the signatories’ “backing for Resolution 1441” and their “wish to pursue the UN route.”

In fact, the contents of the letter were not particularly controversial; officials from France and Germany later said that they had no objection to the language in the text. The timing and symbolism of the letter, however, were highly significant. The idea of such a letter originated with Michael Gonzalez, the deputy editorial page editor at the Wall Street Journal Europe, who did not believe that the Franco-German vision of Iraq or transatlantic relations was shared by other European leaders. Gonzalez thus contacted the office of Italian Prime Minister Silvio Berlusconi to propose that Berlusconi write an op-ed piece setting out his own, more Atlanticist, views. Berlusconi liked the idea, but wanted to associate it with other like-minded leaders, so he contacted Spanish Prime Minister José Maria Aznar, who in turn got in touch with Portuguese Prime Minister José Manuel Durão Barroso and Britain’s Tony Blair.

The British initially showed little enthusiasm for the project, but when Aznar’s diplomatic adviser Alberto Carnero produced what Downing Street officials considered to be a “good text,” London got on board and encouraged the Spanish to reach out to other European leaders. Poland, Hungary, the Czech Republic, and Denmark all agreed to sign. Of the countries contacted, only the Dutch leaders declined to sign, not because they opposed the substance or the process, but because they were in the midst of an election. Blair also insisted that the piece be published not only in the Wall Street Journal, but in major
newspapers in all the signatories’ countries. The leaders from France, Germany, Belgium, and Luxembourg, who were opposed to the war, were not only not asked to sign, but were not even informed that the letter was being prepared.

The signatories of the “Letter of Eight,” and particularly Blair, Aznar, and Berlusconi, saw it as a good opportunity to express support for the United States on Iraq at a sensitive time. At least as important, however, was the opportunity to make a statement about the future of Europe, contrasting their own Atlanticist vision with the vision being put forth by Paris and Berlin. Only a week before, after all, France and Germany had used the Elysée Treaty celebration to reclaim their European leadership position and to insist on their special role as the “motor” of European integration. “For 40 years,” Chirac and Schröder had asserted, “each decisive step was taken in Europe thanks to the motor that Germany and France represent. . . . Experience shows that when Berlin and Paris agree, Europe can move forward; if there is disagreement, Europe marks time.”

The assumption that France and Germany were the natural leaders of Europe had long caused resentment in Europe. Britain considered itself to be just as important to Europe’s future as France and Germany were, especially in foreign policy. Spain, with a growing economy and ties to the vast Spanish speaking world, now saw itself as an up and coming European power that deserved to be treated as one of the “big guys.” Italy resented never being treated as an equal despite its economic weight. And all the smaller countries felt that the Franco-German vision of the EU gave excessive weight to the larger countries. Blair, Berlusconi, and Aznar also felt that Chirac and Schröder were deliberately undermining them politically by portraying themselves as the true spokesmen of Europe’s antiwar sentiment, while effectively labeling them lackeys of the United States. Here, then, was an opportunity to get a measure of revenge. They could make clear that the Franco-German vision of Europe was not the only one.
The idea of a public statement by eight European governments without consulting their EU partners was, of course, a distinct slap at the very notion of the common foreign policy that the EU was meant to be developing—and which even the signatories of the letter claimed to support. The rotating presidency of the EU, held at that time by Greece, was not informed about the letter, nor was European Commission President Romani Prodi or Javier Solana, the EU foreign policy high representative. Solana, who had spent the previous week painfully (and, he had thought, successfully) coaxing EU leaders into a common policy on Iraq, first heard about the publication on the radio, and was furious to have been cut out. The fact that the signatories were willing to proceed with such a divisive effort was thus a measure of the strength of their feeling about issues like the future of Europe and relations with the United States. Tony Blair told associates repeatedly that his goal was to have a united Europe that was pro-American, but that if that proved impossible, he would prefer a divided Europe that was part-ly pro-American to a united Europe lined up against the United States.

Not surprisingly, Washington—which contrary to widespread European suspicions had no role in the publication of the letter, although U.S. officials were aware of it—was delighted with it. Bush, who had from the beginning of his term pursued a deliberate strategy of maintaining close ties with conservative Atlanticist leaders in Europe like Aznar and Berlusconi, saw the letter as vindication of this approach. He wrote a personal note of thanks to Aznar, saying, “God bless you and Spain.” The French and Germans, meanwhile, were furious. The Germans denounced the signatories for blatantly underm-ining the EU’s Common Foreign and Security Policy. And French Foreign Minister de Villepin cancelled a trip to join Jack Straw for dinner at his official residence, citing a pretext of other pressing work. Even after the uproar, however, British and Spanish officials said they were so unhap-py with the French and Germans by then that they had no regrets. They pointed out that neither Berlin nor Paris seemed to have any problems
with their own unilateral statements about the war, which were uncoordinated with the EU or others.

The intra-European tensions over Iraq and over how to deal with the United States also spilled over into relations between Western and Eastern Europe. The publication of the Letter of Eight irritated a number of other countries in Central and Eastern Europe whose leaders agreed with the letter’s message but were not asked to sign. In particular, a group of 10 new democracies—Albania, Bulgaria, Croatia, Estonia, Latvia, Lithuania, Macedonia, Slovakia, Slovenia, and Romania—known as the “Vilnius 10,” after the Lithuanian city in which they launched their common bid to join NATO in May 2000, resented having been left out. At NATO’s Prague summit in November 2002, seven of them had just been invited to join the alliance (all but Albania, Croatia, and Macedonia), and the entire group had issued a statement on transatlantic solidarity and Iraq that was similar in tone to the Letter of Eight from which they had nonetheless been excluded. With the ratification of their NATO accession still to come, these countries were particularly keen to demonstrate, especially to the United States, their credentials as strong Atlantic allies committed to the alliance and its values.

The Vilnius 10 thus looked for an opportunity to issue their own statement of solidarity with the United States, and their ambassadors in Washington—who meet regularly to coordinate strategy—took the lead in drafting a new text in coordination with their capitals. They were assisted by Bruce Jackson, a former Pentagon official, Wall Street banker, and vice president of Lockheed Martin, who had developed close ties to the Central and East Europeans through his leadership of the United States Committee to Expand NATO during the 1990s. White House officials were aware of and supportive of the effort but did not want to get directly involved, so it was left to Jackson—who had close political ties to the Bush team and often advised the Central Europeans on relations with the United States—to help craft the message.
The Vilnius 10 text was issued on February 5. Like the Letter of Eight, it mainly stressed the signatories’ solidarity with the United States and their determination to enforce the Security Council resolutions calling for Saddam Hussein’s disarmament. As former communist states, many dominated by the Soviet Union, the leaders who signed it also insisted that their countries understood “the dangers posed by tyranny and the special responsibility of democracies to defend our shared values. The transatlantic community, of which we are a part, must stand together to face the threat posed by the nexus of terrorism and dictators with weapons of mass destruction.” It was music to the Bush administration’s ears, and its purpose was to make clear that NATO’s newest members would be strong supporters of the United States. The message was that it was the French and German governments who were isolated, not the United States.

If the Letter of Eight irritated the French and Germans, the Vilnius 10 text was seen as a direct provocation, especially in Paris. Particularly irritating to the French was the fact that the letter began with a reference to Colin Powell’s presentation of “compelling evidence” to the UN about Iraq’s weapons of mass destruction, despite the fact that none of the signatories had actually seen that evidence—Powell would not make his presentation until the day after the text was finalized. In other words, the Vilnius 10 countries were confirming France’s worst fears: that they were reflexively Atlanticist countries waiting to become Trojan horses for the Americans within the EU and challenge Franco-German leadership of Europe. According to his senior aides, Jacques Chirac was also deeply irritated with the notion that sovereign European countries, aspiring to EU membership, were taking instructions from an American “lobbyist” with ties to the Bush White House.

Chirac took the opportunity to express himself on the subject at a press conference following an EU summit in Brussels on February 17. Ironically, the summit had just issued a statement on Iraq that was meant to show that members had patched up their differences and
agreed on a course of disarmament first and use of force as a last resort. Chirac’s statement, however, made clear that the intra-European resentment had not disappeared. The EU candidates who signed the Vilnius 10 letter, Chirac asserted, had acted “a bit lightly.” After all, joining the European Union required “a minimum of consideration for others, a minimum of policy coordination. If, when a difficult subject comes up, you start giving independent points of view that have not been coordinated with the group you want to join, well, that’s not very responsible behavior.” The Central Europeans, then, had “missed a good opportunity to keep quiet.”

Chirac then went on to add the warning that the behavior of these candidates was not only wrong, but could cost them membership in the EU if they were not careful. “Beyond the somewhat amusing or childish aspects of the matter,” Chirac said, it was:

. . . dangerous. It should not be forgotten that a number of EU countries will have to ratify enlargement by referendum. And we already know that public opinion, as always when it’s a matter of something new, have reservations about enlargement, not really seeing exactly what their interest is in approving it. Obviously, then, [what the Central Europeans have done] can only reinforce hostile public opinion sentiments among the 15 and especially those who will hold a referendum. Remember that all it takes is for one country not to ratify by referendum, for [enlargement] not to happen. Thus, I would say that these countries have been, let’s be frank, both not very well brought up and rather unconscious about the dangers that too quick an alignment with the American position could have for them.

The statement was not only undiplomatic but will no doubt be remembered in Central Europe for a long time to come. It was also ironic, in that Chirac was furious with the Central Europeans for exact-
ly the same offense that he was committing in the eyes of the Americans and British—disloyalty to those who saw themselves as the natural leaders of an alliance. (Chirac, no doubt, would contest the analogy, asserting that the EU has a mission and mechanism for forging a common foreign policy, while the transatlantic alliance does not.) But just as Blair and the others would say that they did not regret the Letter of Eight, Chirac also remained unrepentant. “I don’t regret it,” he said months later. “I should regret it, but I don’t. When you decide to get together as a family, then at least when you take a different position from the rest of the family, you discuss it first. You warn people ahead of time. I learned about their position from the press. . . . That’s just not acceptable.” Many Central Europeans, to say nothing of the British, Spanish, and Italians, did not recall Chirac discussing all his own positions “with the family” before taking them, a pattern they saw as part of a double standard the French and Germans wanted to impose on the rest of the EU.

Chirac’s outburst after the EU meeting was not the only opportunity for the family to squabble. Just a few days after publication of the Vilnius 10 letter, in fact, Americans and Europeans from “old” and “new” Europe alike had the opportunity to discuss their differences at the February 7–9 meeting of the Munich Conference on Security Policy. The normally staid event, which usually consisted of defense ministers giving set-piece speeches about their commitment to the NATO alliance, was instead marked by bitter debates between American representatives and their French and German counterparts, as well as among Europeans. U.S. Secretary of Defense Rumsfeld, encouraged by the signs of solidarity from the leaders of 18 European countries, warned the French and Germans that they would be isolated if they opposed a war in Iraq. Rumsfeld called on them to support a position that would help the United Nations move “from a path of ridicule to a path of responsibility.” The Germans and French, however, were not persuaded. At one point German Foreign Minister Joschka Fischer
turned to the American delegation and said, in English: “Excuse me, I am not convinced!”

Just as striking as the ongoing transatlantic spat was the debate among Europeans, both in the corridors of the event and during the plenary sessions. Portuguese Defense Minister Paulo Portas also assailed Fischer, warning him of the dangers of excessive pacifism, and reminding him that pacifists were “wrong in 1939 . . . wrong in the 1980s . . . and wrong on Milosevic,” to which Fischer responded by questioning Portugal’s contribution to Afghanistan and comparing it negatively to Germany’s. At the same meeting, Bruce Jackson acknowledged to members of the press that he was indeed involved in the drafting of the Vilnius 10 letter, noting that “if France and Germany think they can run Europe or set up their own alliances, then so can we.” U.S. Senator Joseph Lieberman, critical of both the Bush administration and the antiwar Europeans, commented that the allies seemed like a “dysfunctional family” in need of therapy.

**NATO’s Crisis of Credibility**

So vitriolic had the Iraq dispute become by early February that it began to inflict collateral damage on even the most sacrosanct institution of the Atlantic alliance—NATO. Stung by the criticism that it had snubbed its NATO allies during the Afghanistan operation the previous year—and anxious to get European allies on board for a possible Iraq war—the United States already in November 2002 began to consider how NATO might be involved in a possible operation. On December 4, Deputy Secretary of Defense Paul Wolfowitz visited NATO headquarters to lay out four possible options. These included assistance to Turkey in the context of an Iraqi threat to Turkish territory (covered by NATO’s Article V defense guarantee); technical support to allies involved in a war; an actual military role in a war; or a postwar role for the alliance. By mid-January the proposals had been refined and
expanded, and Wolfowitz visited Brussels again to formally propose a list of possible tasks. These included sending AWACS surveillance planes and Patriot antimissile batteries to help defend Turkey; using NATO naval forces to help defend U.S. ships heading to the Persian Gulf through the Mediterranean Sea; enlisting NATO troops to guard U.S. and other bases in Europe and elsewhere; and substituting NATO forces for U.S. troops that might be redeployed from peacekeeping missions in the Balkans and elsewhere.

On the face of it, this was simply prudent contingency planning, and most of the NATO allies supported the preventive measures. Indeed, initially no ally objected to the planning taking place so long as it was not made public. In mid-January, however, word leaked to the press about possible NATO involvement, and France, Germany, Belgium, and Luxembourg insisted that such planning immediately stop. Leaders in those countries argued that taking action at NATO would be a premature acceptance of the notion that war was inevitable, a notion they vehemently wanted to forestall. On January 22, the day Chirac and Schröder were jointly pledging to oppose war in Iraq during the 40th anniversary celebrations of the Elysée Treaty, France and Germany formally blocked planning at NATO from taking place.

The Americans, however, did not want to take no for an answer. Eschewing the option of fulfilling the proposed tasks through bilateral deals with individual allies—and ignoring the fact that Turkey itself was lukewarm about a possible NATO role—the Americans pressed NATO to act, especially on the issue of Turkey’s defense. Invoking the NATO Treaty’s Article IV, which allows for consultations whenever one ally’s security might be threatened, the Americans insisted that the alliance prepare to come to Turkey’s defense in the event Iraq retaliated against Turkey during a possible war. This was seen in Washington as a good way to line up NATO support for an eventual conflict. To officials at the U.S. mission to NATO who wanted to see the alliance play a greater role, it was also a good way to “push the organization” lest its
perceived relevance, already shaken by its exclusion from Afghanistan, fade further.

The dispute about NATO’s potential role came to a head at a February 10 meeting of NATO ambassadors in Brussels, which led to angry exchanges and even shouting matches not normally heard at meetings of the North Atlantic Council. The meeting pitted representatives of France, Germany, and Belgium, all of whom argued that NATO planning was unnecessary and unnecessarily provocative, against representatives of other allies, led by those of the United States and Great Britain, who argued that the defense of an ally should not be ignored. According to one participant, after UK Ambassador to NATO Emyr Jones-Parry had sharply criticized the position of his French, German, and Belgian counterparts, he was told he “could not say things like that at NATO,” to which he responded “I just did.” But the opponents of a NATO role would not budge. As Belgian Foreign Minister Louis Michel put it, NATO planning to defend Turkey “would signify that we have already entered into the logic of war, that . . . any chance, any initiative to still resolve the conflict in a peaceful way was gone.”

U.S. officials were furious—and also seized a good opportunity to castigate their opponents on the war. U.S. Ambassador to NATO Nicholas Burns called the French, German, and Belgian position at NATO “most unfortunate” and said that it created a “crisis of credibility” for the alliance. Other Americans, including the most senior officials, were less diplomatic: Secretary of State Colin Powell called French, German, and Belgian policy “inexcusable”; Defense Secretary Donald Rumsfeld said it was “shameful”; and former United States Ambassador to the United Nations Richard Holbrooke said it was “disgraceful.” Congressman Tom Lantos, a Democrat from California, said that he was “particularly disgusted by the blind intransigence and utter ingratitude” of the French, Germans, and Belgians. Powell feared that the alliance was “breaking itself up because it will not meet its responsibilities.”
In an attempt to break the deadlock, on February 12 the United States put forward a scaled-back proposal. The new plan maintained the call on NATO allies to provide AWACS, Patriot missiles, and chemical and biological weapons protection units to Turkey, but eliminated Washington’s request that European forces replace allied forces that were guarding U.S. bases in Europe or those sent from their current posts to the Gulf. The Americans also began to up the ante by talking about other ways to proceed if collective agreement could not be reached. One of these was to use NATO’s Defense Planning Committee, a body that France had withdrawn from in 1966, to plan for Turkey’s defense; that would not eliminate the challenge of winning German and Belgian support, but it would at least marginalize France. The other option was to have the Supreme Allied Commander Europe (SACEUR) use his “delegated authority” to defend Turkey if no collective NATO decision were made. In a little noticed North Atlantic Council (NAC) decision of February 2000, NATO had decided that in time of crisis or war, SACEUR would have the authority to defend NATO territory and airspace. Washington, NATO Secretary General Robertson, and NATO SACEUR James Jones had already agreed to proceed on that basis if an agreement at the NAC could not be reached, and made it clear to the recalcitrant allies that they were prepared to do so.

Neither the scaled-back plan nor the threat to go around the NAC, however, was enough for Belgium and France, which continued to insist that a NATO decision to protect Turkey was an implicit acceptance of the case for war. A French government spokesman asserted: “We cannot, via a decision of NATO, give our implicit support to an armed intervention in Iraq and thus prejudge decisions which belong to the Security Council.”

Germany, however, began to look for a way out of the crisis. Unlike France, Germany had depended so directly on NATO for so long that Berlin was increasingly uncomfortable about the damage that was being done to the alliance and to relations with Washington. With
Turkey now directly requesting support under NATO’s Article IV consultation mechanism (previously, Washington was requesting help on Turkey’s behalf), Berlin decided that it did not want to hold out any longer. On February 13, German diplomats told the French that they were prepared to accede to the scaled-back proposal at the Defense Planning Committee (DPC) by the weekend of February 15.

Belgium would remain a lone holdout for another 24 hours, but finally Brussels also gave in, and on February 16, NATO’s 18 members of the DPC put two months of squabbling behind them and agreed to do collectively what most individual members had long agreed to do anyway.

The NATO dispute demonstrated just how tense Atlantic relations had become and showed how the differences over Iraq could spill over into other areas of supposed allied cooperation. And as on many other occasions, there was plenty of blame to go around. Knowing that several NATO members were not yet willing to proceed with NATO plans for Turkey’s defense, the United States could easily have avoided the controversy and ensured that the defensive measures were taken on a bilateral basis. During the Cold War, Washington never made support for its out-of-area activities—such as the Korean or Vietnam wars—a litmus test of loyalty to the alliance as a whole. And given Washington’s snubbing of NATO in Afghanistan little more than a year earlier, it was hard to argue that it pushed a NATO role this time out of devotion and loyalty to the alliance.

The Americans who denounced the German and French positions, moreover, overlooked the fact that Turkey itself was never particularly concerned about having NATO play a role, and that both France and Germany were prepared to do whatever was necessary to actually help Turkey, just not to have NATO do it. As a German official put it, “We promised to supply the Patriots to Turkey bilaterally and asked the United States please not to force us to be an obstruction within NATO. But the Bush administration was determined to make life difficult for
Schröder by having Germany vote yes to the deployment, thus undermining the chancellor’s own position against the Iraq war. That was a really nasty bit of political game playing, and we viewed [it] as bullying, pure and simple.” The French Defense Minister also insisted that “France would be one of the first at [Turkey’s] side” if it were really under threat.

But if the American determination to involve NATO was a trap, the French and Germans certainly fell into it. Whatever the French and German pledges of bilateral support, it was difficult for Americans and other supporters of the alliance to understand how certain allies could fail to heed a request by another for contingency planning for a possible attack. Given that France itself had consistently said that the use of force remained an option, it was hard to argue that contingency planning in NATO would be anything other than an expression of solidarity and prudent preparation. No matter how much the French, Germans, and Belgians insisted that their solidarity with Turkey was complete, the way events transpired left an impression of allies unwilling to stand together in a time of need. It would have been much easier for those allies, and much healthier for the alliance, to have quietly accepted the American proposal in January while simultaneously emphasizing that their acceptance did not constitute approval of an attack on Iraq. Instead, the result was that Americans who were already skeptical about relying on NATO to pursue common transatlantic interests would now become even more reluctant to do so.

Losing the French

By early February the international community was deeply divided over Iraq. The United States and United Kingdom were increasingly determined to take action, and they had the support of Spain, Italy, Poland, and other allies. Unfortunately for them, however, the opposition to the war, especially from France, was not declining—it was grow-
ing. And France’s determined opposition, in turn, emboldened others to believe that perhaps the war could still be stopped or the Americans denied legitimacy after all.

Many Americans would later come to conclude that Paris had never really taken the military option seriously and that Chirac, as columnist Thomas Friedman later wrote, “[never] intended to go to war against Saddam, under any circumstances.” In fact, however, while it is impossible to know for sure, given the French president’s near total control of such decisions in France, this was probably not the case. Chirac had been prepared to support war under certain conditions—including blatant Iraqi obstruction of weapons inspectors, refusal to destroy any illicit arms that were found, the discovery of a “smoking gun” too important to ignore, or an Iraqi military provocation. But during the winter of 2002–2003, developments in Iraq (greater cooperation on weapons inspections than France had expected), in Europe (strong and growing opposition to war), and at the Security Council (the reluctance of other important members to back the Americans), persuaded him that those conditions were not met.

As late as January 7, 2003, Chirac was still making contingency plans for participating in an eventual war, and warning his armed forces to “be ready for any eventuality” in the context of implementing Resolution 1441. Chirac had authorized his chief of staff, Henri Bentegeat, to send General Jean-Patrick Gaviard on a secret mission to Washington for discussions about a potential French contribution of some 15,000 troops, 100 airplanes, and use of significant naval assets, including an aircraft carrier group in case of French military participation in Iraq. And in Paris, officials had concluded that blatant Iraqi noncompliance—such as refusing inspectors access to weapons sites or refusing to destroy any prohibited weapons found—would mean that France would accept and support military action against Iraq.

Events on the ground during January and February 2003, however, were pushing the French—and with them, many other Europeans—in
the opposite direction. First, not only had the inspectors found no “smoking gun”—which would have made French opposition difficult to sustain—but Saddam’s cooperation was actually turning out to be better than France had initially expected. As de Villepin put it in his January 20 press conference, the UN weapons inspectors were now conducting some 300 inspections per month, and the process was “satisfactory.” De Villepin concluded: “Already we know for a fact that Iraq’s weapons of mass destruction programs are being largely blocked, even frozen. We must do everything possible to strengthen this process.”

The French, in fact, had never expected full cooperation and were therefore not surprised when it did not materialize. In October 2002 a senior French official responsible for Iraq told a group of visiting Americans that he would consider 70 percent a reasonable—and acceptable—level of cooperation to expect. Thus, when Saddam actually agreed to let inspectors visit his palaces and other “sensitive sites” and to conduct interviews with at least some scientists, the French thought real progress was being made.

France’s conviction that inspections were working reasonably well was only strengthened by the presentations made by weapons inspectors Hans Blix and Mohamed ElBaradei at the UN Security Council on February 14. Blix’s first report to the Security Council, on January 27, had been quite harsh, concluding that Iraq “appears not to have come to a genuine acceptance, not even today, of the disarmament which was demanded of it.” Now, three weeks later, Blix still had a number of unanswered questions, but was able to report that at least where the inspections process was concerned, “The situation has improved.” Those inspections, he added, “are effectively helping to bridge the gap in knowledge that arose due to the absence of inspections between December 1998 and November 2002.” In addition, Blix challenged a number of the allegations made by U.S. Secretary of State Powell in his UN presentation on February 5, asserting that he had no evidence that Iraqis had been tipped off about any of the inspections and claiming
that some of the reported movement of munitions to which Powell had referred could have been “routine.” ElBaradei also painted an improved picture, concluding that while a number of issues were still under investigation, the inspectors had “to date found no evidence of ongoing prohibited nuclear or nuclear-related activities in Iraq.” France may have felt obliged to support a war if the inspectors were giving negative reports, but Paris was certainly not going to cut them off when they said they were making progress.

At the same time, in part as a consequence of Iraqi cooperation with the inspectors, world and European public opinion turned even more clearly against the war. In France itself, for example, those opposed to U.S. and allied military action rose from 65 percent in September 2002 to 77 percent by February 2003. In Britain, the percentage of those who approved of the way Bush was handling Iraq fell from 30 percent in September 2002 to 19 percent in January 2003, and the percentage that approved of Blair’s handling of Iraq fell from 40 to 26 percent over the same period. And in Russia, opposition to military action in Iraq rose from 79 percent in November 2002 to 87 percent in March 2003.

European public opinion also began to express itself. The weekend of February 15, one day after the weapons inspectors spoke to the UN, saw some of the largest public protests in decades, with nearly one million people in London (the largest protest in British history), one to two million in Rome, and nearly one million in both Madrid and Barcelona. In Berlin there were 300,000 to 500,000, and in Paris some 100,000, the lower numbers in part due to more public satisfaction with their governments’ antiwar stands. By mid-February, Chirac—an instinctive politician who harbored aspirations to be a leader of Europe—had concluded that the vast majority of French and European public opinion agreed with his strong opposition to the war and not with the support other European governments were giving it. Having so recently only barely survived his own elections in France, when he got 19 percent of
the vote in the first round of the presidential race, the opportunity to lead a unified French public opinion, including the Muslim population, and European and world opinion, was too much to resist.

Finally, and critically important, was the interaction of the positions of all the countries opposed to the war. Russia, another permanent Security Council member, was not selling out to the United States for economic compensation, as many had predicted. China was keeping a low profile, but also making clear that it did not support the use of force. Germany, strongly opposed to the war and in any case ostracized by the White House, was unlikely to waver. Even Turkey, a major U.S. ally, was deeply opposed to war—polls there were showing 94 percent of the public against it—and still refusing to grant U.S. access to bases. Without Turkey, the French believed, an invasion of Iraq might not be possible. And finally there were the so-called “Undecided Six” on the Security Council—Chile, Mexico, Guinea, Cameroon, Angola, and Pakistan. Leaders of these countries were probably willing to support war if the permanent members of the Council were united, but they did not want to take such an unpopular decision so long as countries like France and Russia remained opposed. The applause de Villepin received at the end of his antiwar Security Council statement on February 14—only Nelson Mandela had ever been similarly applauded in the entire history of the UN—was hardly likely to persuade the French to back down. As former U.S. Assistant Secretary of State Martin Indyk later wrote, “If everyone else had been on board, the French wouldn’t have dared to try to block the resolution. The reality is that the French were in respectable company: The Russians and the Chinese were also determined to veto. The Mexicans, Canadians, and Chileans—our closest friends in the hemisphere—were not with us.”

Americans who were baffled by France’s opposition to war even after it became clear that Bush was going to act—and that no one could stop him—thus missed the point. Actually stopping the war may well have been a French aim early in the process, but by mid-January even
the French realized the war was almost inevitable. By then, however, opposing the war had become a matter of principle—and of politics. The French genuinely thought the war was a bad idea and worried that a Western occupation of Iraq could turn into a quagmire that would serve as a recruiting tool for al Qaeda. But equally important, they were simply not prepared to bow to American leadership when so much of the world disagreed with the policy of the United States. As Robert Kagan put it at the time, “The French expect to fail in their effort to prevent war, but they expect the war and its aftermath to bring disaster both for the United States and for those European leaders who have thrown in their lot with Bush. When the dust settles, the French believe their brave stance will be vindicated before the court of European public opinion.”

The Failed “Second Resolution”

France’s unwavering opposition to the war created problems for the Americans, who would have preferred a consensus for action. But the real challenge was for Britain’s Tony Blair. In the face of hostility toward the war from his Labor party and public opinion, Blair had promised in December 2002 that he would only support a war with UN approval—or if “the spirit of the UN resolution was broken because an unreasonable veto was put down.” With veto-wielding France now clearly determined to block his efforts at the UN, Blair’s only hope was to isolate the French by winning the support of a majority of Security Council members for a new resolution authorizing the U.S.-led coalition to take action. If Blair could get the 9 out of 15 votes needed to pass a resolution, and could avoid a veto by Russia or China, France would be obliged either to go along or to veto alone, leaving the British with at least a “moral majority” at the UN.

The Americans had long claimed that no “second resolution” was necessary to authorize war—indeed, they had fought hard and success-
fully to avoid such a requirement in 1441. As late as January 31, despite a Blair visit to the White House designed to persuade President Bush to support returning to the UN, Bush was still publicly noncommittal. Queried at a press conference with Blair at his side, Bush would say only that “should the United Nations decide to pass a second resolution, it would be welcomed if it is yet another signal that we are intent upon disarming Saddam Hussein.” But, the President insisted that “1441 gives us the authority to move without any second resolution, and Saddam Hussein must understand that if he does not disarm for the sake of peace, we, along with others, will go and disarm Saddam Hussein.” It was not the ringing statement of support for a second resolution that Blair was looking for.

To maximize their chances of winning support, the British began to consider formally introducing a series of “benchmarks” or “disarmament tasks” into the new resolution that would concretely define what the Iraqi regime would have to do to avoid the use of force. This, the logic ran, would make it more difficult for the French and others to claim that Iraq was not in violation of UN demands. The benchmarks would include accounting for certain types of prohibited weapons and materials for prohibited weapons, and permitting full access to Iraqi scientists. But Washington, fearing that Saddam could comply with specific tasks but still retain an overall weapons of mass destruction capability, remained opposed to formally introducing the benchmarks into the proposed second resolution, at least for the time being.

With Blair facing a critical vote in Parliament that could determine not only whether Britain could support the use of force in Iraq, but even Blair’s political future, the Americans decided in mid-February to support their embattled friend: The United States and Britain would table the second resolution in New York by the end of the month.

France, however, with support from Germany and Russia, remained hostile to the plan. Benchmarks or not, France remained unprepared to legitimize a war on Iraq, and it did not believe the
United States had the necessary votes to pass a new resolution authorizing war. At the same time, however, the French also wanted to avoid a situation that would oblige them to wield a veto in New York, which they had not done against a U.S.-supported resolution since 1956. It was an ironic twist. The Americans, who claimed they needed no second resolution, were now insisting on bringing one to a vote. At the same time, France, which had fought so hard to require such a resolution, now suggested that the United States and Britain avoid coming back to the Security Council.

The French and the Germans had been advising the Americans for almost a month not to go back to the UN. On February 21 the French ambassador to the United States, Jean-David Levitte, went to the White House to make the proposal formal. Levitte met with Deputy National Security Adviser Steven Hadley. Acting on direct instructions from the Elysée, Levitte told Hadley that going back to the UN would undermine Bush’s argument that the United States already had the authorization it needed to use force in Iraq. France also believed, Levitte said, that the U.S. would fail to get nine votes in favor of the new resolution. This meant that even in the absence of a veto by France or Russia, the United States would be acting illegally, which would be worse than foregoing the resolution in the first place.

Thus, Levitte proposed a “gentlemen’s agreement” in which the United States would avoid forcing France to give UN sanction to a war it did not support, and in exchange the French would “agree to disagree” about the justification for using force. The model Levitte suggested would be the “yellow light” that the United States and its NATO allies got from Russia before the Kosovo operation in 1999—no UN approval, but an agreement not to create a crisis. France would of course make clear its continued opposition to war and question its legality, but the proposed approach would avoid the huge rupture that would occur if the United States insisted on going back to the UN, where France would feel obliged to oppose it.
Hadley said he appreciated Levitte’s arguments, but that it was too late. The United States did not need the second resolution, but Blair did, and the United States needed Blair. Contrary to what the French believed, moreover, Hadley said the White House was confident that it would win the nine votes. U.S. diplomats at the UN were reporting with cautious optimism that most of the undecided permanent members would ultimately vote with the United States. If they did, then the ball would be in France’s court, and responsibility for a clash in New York would lie with Paris and not Washington. The United States was thus determined to go ahead, and an unseemly competition was engaged in to see which side really could win the nine votes. With Spain and Bulgaria clearly in the American-British camp, and with France, Germany, Russia, and China solidly against a second resolution, it would be the “undecided six” elected members of the Council—Angola, Cameroon, Chile, Guinea, Pakistan, and Mexico—that would be decisive.

The American and British effort to win Council members over to their side suffered an early setback on March 1, when the Turkish parliament voted to deny the United States permission to launch an attack on northern Iraq from Turkish soil. In fact, more members of the Turkish parliament voted in favor of a resolution to allow U.S. troops to use Turkish territory than voted against it (the vote was 264-250), but under Turkish parliamentary rules, the 19 abstentions counted as no votes, which meant that the resolution had failed. For opponents of the war, it was one more reason to stand firm in opposition. If the United States could not even win support from one of its closest strategic allies—the use of whose territory seemed to be a critical element in the war plan—perhaps there was a way to stop the war after all.

On March 5 the foreign ministers of France, Germany, and Russia met in Paris to try to do just that. Stressing what they claimed was Iraq’s increasing cooperation with weapons inspectors following the destruction of some prohibited Al Samoud missiles that the inspectors had
said violated UN resolutions, the three foreign ministers stated their opposition to war—and to a second resolution—in no uncertain terms. “We will not allow a proposed resolution to pass that authorizes the resort to force,” a joint declaration stated. “Russia and France, as permanent members of the Security Council, will uphold all their responsibilities on this point.” French Foreign Minister de Villepin was equally clear, insisting categorically that “there will be no second resolution opening the way for the Security Council to authorize the use of force.”

But the Americans would not back down either, and the following day Bush publicly called de Villepin’s bluff. At a press conference in the East Room of the White House, Bush insisted that the United States was going to push ahead with the second resolution no matter what. “[The resolution says Saddam Hussein] is in defiance of 1441. . . . And it’s hard to believe anybody is saying he isn’t in defiance of 1441, because 1441 said he must disarm. […] No matter what the whip count is, we’re calling for the vote.” Doing so, Bush suggested, would oblige other countries to choose between U.S. leadership and Saddam Hussein: “We want to see people stand up and say what their opinion is about Saddam Hussein and the utility of the United Nations Security Council. And so, you bet. It’s time for people to show their cards, to let the world know where they stand when it comes to Saddam.”

With the undecided six still undecided—on March 8 their UN ambassadors met at a hotel in New York and agreed that they were not yet prepared to support the resolution—the French not only showed their cards, but played them. On March 9, Dominique de Villepin undertook an extraordinary trip to Angola, Guinea, and Cameroon to seek to persuade those countries not to support the resolution. In Yaounde, the Cameroonian capital, he repeated that France would “not let a new resolution pass that would open the way to war on Iraq” and that France would “assume its responsibilities as a permanent member of the Security Council.”
The Americans and British would later characterize the de Villepin trip as the height of treachery, an example of France not only blocking the American plans on his own country’s behalf, but lobbying other Security Council members to do the same. But the Americans and British were hardly passive either. In fact, Colin Powell later acknowledged that he was on the phone with the very capitals that de Villepin was visiting “before he landed at each stop. [I was] making sure he did not get three African votes.” And London also played the influence game. British Foreign Office Minister Valerie Amos went to the same countries at de Villepin, Blair’s diplomatic adviser, David Manning, traveled to Chile and Mexico, and Blair worked the phones with his undecided six counterparts.

Both sides were thus engaged in furious lobbying, but neither was having much luck. None of the undecided six wanted to risk its relationship with the United States by standing in the way of a war that Washington seemed almost certain to wage. But at the same time, with France and Russia threatening vetoes and the populations in the undecided countries still overwhelmingly hostile to war, they also did not want to end up in a position of supporting an unpopular Security Council resolution that was in any case going to be rejected. The enormous pressure felt by the undecided six from both sides was perhaps best expressed by a Slovak official not long after Slovakia’s term on the Security Council ended in January 2003. Coming across a French official with whom he was well acquainted, the Slovak summed up his country’s feelings by raising his eyes skyward and putting his hands together, saying, “Thank God we got off the Security Council in time.”

Still under pressure to find a compromise that would make a second resolution possible, U.S. and British officials began in early March to show new openness to the formal introduction of benchmarks. Some of the undecided six representatives in New York were hinting that such a step might be enough to get them to support the new resolution. Over the weekend of March 8–9, British Ambassador to the UN
Jeremy Greenstock thus developed a list of five specific disarmament tests for introduction into the resolution. These required specific Iraqi progress in arranging unmonitored interviews of weapons scientists and technicians, and for Iraq to provide substantive information on alleged stores of VX nerve gas, outstanding stores of anthrax, prohibited ballistic missiles, and remotely piloted aircraft. He submitted his list to Blix’s team, which approved the five benchmarks with only minor changes, and—at the suggestion of Deputy Executive Chairman Dimitrios Pericos—suggested adding a sixth point: getting Saddam to go on TV to announce that he had lied about the weapons. Such a requirement would truly test whether Saddam had fundamentally agreed to comply with disarmament demands or not. The British then added the six benchmarks to the proposed resolution, along with a new deadline for compliance of March 17. Many of the undecided six had been pushing for a later deadline—the Guineans suggested 45 days, for example—but such a delay would put off possible combat until the heat of the summer, which Greenstock knew would be a nonstarter for the Americans.

France’s response, and what would prove to be the fatal blow to prospects for a second resolution, came almost immediately, in the form of a live, televised interview on March 10 with Jacques Chirac. The interview began with Chirac explaining France’s opposition to war in Iraq in terms of its desire to “live in a multipolar world,” an answer that irritated many Americans and British, who saw in it the confirmation that challenging American hegemony was the true driver behind French policy. But the decisive moment was when Chirac said that France would veto any new ultimatum to Iraq “whatever the circumstances, because France believes this evening that there is no reason to make war to reach the objective we have given ourselves, the disarmament of Iraq.”

Chirac’s assertion that he would block a new resolution “whatever the circumstances” was the last straw for the Americans and British,
who portrayed it as the unreasonable position of a man determined
to oppose war on Iraq no matter what. In fact, as was clear from the
context of the discussion, Chirac’s references to “whatever the cir-
cumstances” was a reference to the circumstances of the vote in
New York—whether or not there were nine votes in favor—not what
was happening on the ground in Iraq. Still, his comments made clear
that he was not going to back down, and Washington and London were
going to have to go to war without UN approval. Thus, American and
British officials had a strong interest in emphasizing that they would be
doing so only in the face of perfidious French opposition, rather than
because they could not muster a majority on the Council. When Blair
called Chirac later that week for a clarification of his remarks, Chirac
explained that he was open to considering benchmarks and new dead-
lines for inspectors, but that he could not accept any ultimatum that
referred to an “automatic” use of force.

With that, any remaining hopes for a second resolution were
doomed. The undecided six wanted political cover and were not pre-
pared to vote for a resolution that France was going to veto. And so
long as France was not prepared to accept “automaticity,” any other
proposals for extending the deadline before military action would be
rejected by the Americans. On March 11, Canada proposed giving Iraq
a deadline of three weeks to “demonstrate conclusively” that it was
implementing required disarmament tasks and “cooperating actively
on real disarmament”—but the proposal was dismissed immediately
by the White House as a “nonstarter.” Three days later Chilean
President Lagos came forward with his own proposal to grant Iraq
three more weeks to fulfill a series of benchmarks similar to the six
outlined by the United Kingdom. But this too was immediately
rebuffed in Washington as a mere delaying tactic. White House press
spokesman Ari Fleischer referred back to his reaction to the similar
Canadian proposal of a few days before: “If it was a nonstarter then, it’s
a nonstarter now.”
Analysts would later speculate about what might have happened had France agreed to the Canadian or Chilean proposals, accepting a degree of automaticity of military action in exchange for extending the deadline for military force by a few more weeks. Some British officials believe that Blair, in a difficult political situation at home, would have had to accept the proposal, thus obliging the Americans either to accept it as well or lose their valued British partner. Others speculated about what would have happened if Washington had gone along with the new proposals, hypothesizing that the result would have been an isolated France and a stronger case for war at the end of the process. But the answers to these questions will never be known. France refused to accept automaticity at the end of the process, and Washington was not prepared to risk delaying the war for several weeks, only to find itself back where it started—with France, Germany, and Russia still opposing the use of force and still advocating yet another “final” ultimatum.

By the time Chirac spoke of a possible 30- or 60-day deadline on March 16, Washington had already decided to act without putting the second resolution to a vote, and Bush was attending a prewar summit in the Azores with Blair, Aznar, and Portuguese Prime Minister Barroso. On March 17, Bush appeared on national television to announce a 48-hour ultimatum for Saddam Hussein to give up power or face an invasion, and two days later that invasion began with a massive bombardment of a bunker where the Iraqi leader was thought to be hiding. The battle over whether to invade Iraq was over, and the battle to remove the Iraqi regime had begun.
The diplomatic disagreement over Iraq produced the worst transatlantic crisis in nearly 50 years. By the time the war began, relations between the United States and some leading European governments were so strained that the very future of the alliance was open to question. The degree of divergence across the Atlantic seemed to confirm arguments made well before the crisis that Europeans and Americans disagreed so significantly in their analysis of the world that they were fated to go their separate ways. And whatever goodwill and desire to cooperate may have still existed in the run-up to the crisis appeared to have been destroyed by the crisis itself.

There is no doubt that structural and cultural divergences pushed Americans and Europeans apart over Iraq. Americans’ new sense of
vulnerability, immense military power, and genuine belief in their ability to change the world led most of them to believe it necessary and possible to go to war. By contrast, Europeans’ concerns for stability, aversion to war, and preoccupation with important matters closer to home led most of them to oppose doing so. In this context, serious policy disagreement over Iraq was probably inevitable. What was not inevitable, however, was that this legitimate disagreement over what all had to admit was a painfully difficult issue would degenerate into a crisis that threatened the very existence of the alliance itself.

The real story of the Iraq crisis was neither the simple American-British narrative about how the French and Germans betrayed them for commercial or some other nefarious reasons, nor the European argument that the Americans and their allies launched a war without justification or regard for its consequences. In fact it was the toxic interaction of the two sides’ diplomatic approaches and the vicious circle they created that pushed the alliance to the brink. Hard-line, uncompromising, and undiplomatic advocates of war in America, utterly convinced that justice and prudence were on their side, only encouraged public opinion and several leaders in Europe to resist and resent American policy. That resistance and resentment, in turn, only strengthened the hard-liners in America and undermined those who claimed that they could successfully work with Europe and the rest of the international community, which completed the vicious circle.

Neither the Americans nor their European critics seemed to take into account the potential impact of their policies on the Atlantic alliance; indeed, some even seemed to want to undermine it. Serious mistakes and miscalculations, along with a number of contingent factors outside of anyone’s hands, turned what might have been just another in a long line of transatlantic disputes into a clash of historic proportions.
Bad Moves and Bad Luck

Though in retrospect the transatlantic clash over Iraq certainly appeared to be the result of inexorable structural forces, a careful examination of that clash shows that it was not. Obviously, Americans and Europeans had disagreed for years about how to deal with Iraq, and the Bush administration certainly came to a different conclusion from some key European governments in the winter of 2002–2003. As late as January 2003, however, it was not only possible, but in fact it still seemed likely, that defiance by Saddam Hussein would rally the international community to support the use of force against Iraq in accordance with UN Security Resolution 1441. After all, Saddam had long demonstrated a remarkably consistent capacity to miscalculate opponents’ reactions to his actions, and there was every reason to believe that this time, too, he would refuse to cooperate with UN Security Council demands, creating a pretext for war. It was also possible that the United States, having agreed to go to the United Nations and make disarmament its key objective, would agree to forego an immediate attack on Iraq.

That neither of these scenarios came to pass resulted from a combination of inexplicable Iraqi decisions and the unfortunate choices of the leaders who happened to be in power in the United States and Europe. Why Iraq, even when facing a credible military threat, never accounted for its prohibited weapons—especially if in fact those weapons no longer existed—may never be known. Whatever the reasons, Baghdad managed, whether deliberately or by accident, to calibrate its cooperation with UN disarmament demands to split the United States and Europe on the question of the necessity of war in Iraq. Under those circumstances, a U.S. administration that assumed for itself the right and duty to take unilateral national security decisions to defend America and its interests resolved to overthrow the Iraqi regime. Meanwhile, the personalities and political situations of
the leaders in Germany, France, and Russia led them to challenge that right. The result was a diplomatic disaster.

Both sides made some real miscalculations. Bush administration officials, hewing to a theory of leadership that weaker allies would have little choice but to follow America’s lead if the direction of U.S. policy were clearly spelled out, never believed that opponents in Europe would dare challenge U.S. power. They were thus surprised and appalled when France, Germany, and Russia—let alone Mexico, Chile, Cameroon, and others on the Security Council—did just that. The Americans, so convinced they were right about what to do in Iraq, vastly underestimated the resistance to war in Western Europe, in Turkey, and in the rest of the world. For their part, many Europeans—particularly the French—for too long did not believe that even the assertive, unilateralist Bush administration would, in the face of widespread public opposition, be able to go to war based mostly on alleged flaws in a highly technical Iraqi weapons declaration. They thus misread Bush as badly as some in Washington misread the French.

Another important miscalculation—which derived in part from the underestimation of opposition to war—was the British decision, with reluctant American support, to insist on seeking a “second resolution” authorizing military action against Iraq. There were, of course, real reasons for Blair to desire such a resolution, and even to believe that he could achieve one. Faced with strong domestic opposition to the war, Blair had always insisted that he would only act with international legitimacy and support, and acting without explicit UN support would have appeared to violate that pledge. Having been assured by Blair that he would get a second resolution, moreover, numerous members of Parliament from Blair’s Labor party had repeatedly promised their antiwar constituents that they would only support a war backed by the UN, and were reluctant to break that pledge.

Ultimately, however, pursuing the new UN authorization turned out to be a misstep that significantly raised the stakes in the growing
contest with France. Had Blair gone along with the United States’ original preference to declare that they already had all the legal and moral authority to act—as even the French were by then urging them to do—much of the hostility that emerged in February and March 2003 could have been avoided. The United States and Britain would still have acted, and the French, Germans, and Russians would still have opposed the war, but the mutual resentments and accusations of acting in bad faith—both across the Atlantic and within the European Union—would have been much less fervent.

The combustible interaction of politicians on both sides also deeply exacerbated the transatlantic split. On the American side, the self-assured, moralistic, and often condescending attitude of much of the Bush administration—particularly Defense Secretary Donald Rumsfeld and Vice President Richard Cheney, but often the President himself—made many Europeans even more determined to resist American leadership. From the start, Americans, including the President, gave the impression that they considered the Iraq decision—and indeed all decisions about global peace and security—solely for them to make, and that Europeans had little choice but to follow their lead or get out of the way. This was an attitude almost designed to provoke opposition from those in Europe who were reluctant to accept unquestioningly the virtues of American leadership or the merits of a unipolar world.

Bush’s deep personal unpopularity in Europe going into the conflict—his track record on issues ranging from the environment to the death penalty to missile defense—only made things worse. Europeans were being asked not only to support a war the wisdom of which they strongly questioned, but to give political backing to a leader whose priorities they did not share and whose vision of leadership seemed to offer them little in return for their support. A different American leadership may or may not have decided to confront Iraq in 2002, but it would almost certainly have placed a higher premium on interna-
tional agreement—and faced less overall hostility—than the Bush administration did.

Europe’s particular constellation of leaders and political circumstances also contributed to the severity of the clash. German Chancellor Gerhard Schröder’s willingness to pander to voters (and divert their attention away from Germany’s economic crisis) by launching a categorical antiwar campaign broke with a longstanding tradition of German Atlanticism and caused deep resentment in Washington. A pure and instinctive politician, Schröder differed greatly from his predecessor, Helmut Kohl, who thought in geopolitical terms and put a high premium on foreign policy and relations with the United States. And at the very time when the United States was forcing Iraq onto the global agenda, Schröder happened to be facing the fiercest electoral battle of his political life.

The Atlanticism Schröder seemed interested in promoting the year before—when he pledged “unlimited solidarity” with the Americans after 9/11 and forged a surprisingly good initial relationship with George W. Bush—was sacrificed on the altar of domestic political expediency. Had the United States delayed the launch of its campaign to rally domestic and international opinion for a showdown with Iraq until after the German election, there may have been no public clash with Germany. It does not appear, however, that the White House—or the Vice President’s office—ever considered doing so. According to scholar Stephen Szabo, when asked whether Vice President Cheney had considered the potential impact on the German election of his tough Iraq speech in August 2002, a close confidant of Cheney’s responded, “Why should he care about the reaction in Germany?”

The political leadership that happened to be in power in France also made the transatlantic clash far more severe than it needed to be. President Jacques Chirac was an assertive Gaullist who had long personal relationships with leaders in the Middle East and strong views about the region. As such, he was the perfect foil for a Bush adminis-
tration that saw the United States as the natural leader of the free world. Chirac’s foreign minister, Dominique de Villepin, was a part-time poet and an avowed admirer of Napoleon who had recently written a book glorifying the “hundred days”—the former Emperor’s failed attempt to reconquer Europe after escaping from prison. De Villepin wrote that “not a day goes by without me inhaling the perfume of the discreet violet,” the flower worn by those who sought to help Napoleon retake France, and he approvingly cited the former Emperor’s motto, “Defeat or death, but glory in any case.” This was not a worldview likely to find admirers among the foreign minister’s more pragmatic (and prosaic) counterparts in the Bush administration.

And just as a different American leadership would probably have handled Iraq very differently than the way the Bush administration did, a different leadership in France would likely have pursued a less confrontational French policy. According to former French Foreign Minister Hubert Védrine, had the Socialists won the April–May 2002 elections, they would still have opposed the war, but it is unlikely that they would have launched such an all-out campaign to stop the United States.

In other words, the crisis that in some ways seemed to be the inevitable result of powerful centrifugal forces splitting the Atlantic alliance might have been far less severe—or even avoided altogether—under slightly different circumstances. If either Florida’s famous butterfly ballot had not deprived Gore of that state’s electoral votes or if fringe presidential candidate Christiane Taubira had not kept leading Socialist candidate Lionel Jospin out of the second round of the French presidential election by taking 2.3 percent of the vote, the diplomacy of 2002–2003 might have been significantly different. These were not exactly tectonic forces.

In Turkey, too, contingent factors played a major role. Turkey’s opposition to the war, as already noted, played a significant role in bolstering others, in France, Germany, and elsewhere, who hoped to avoid
a war. The irony, however, was that Turkey’s opposition was also to a large degree accidental. The Turkish public was genuinely and deeply opposed to war, but the Islamist-oriented government that was elected in November 2002 nonetheless went to great lengths to support the United States. Faced with a U.S. request for access to Turkish territory for forces that would invade Iraq, the governing Justice and Development party supported that request and asked its members of parliament to do the same, which more than 70 percent of them did.

The powerful Turkish military, however, and the opposition Republican People’s Party, did not want to implicate themselves in such an unpopular decision and decided to allow the ruling Islamists to take the heat for it, assuming—that the measure was going to pass anyway. Even then, when the vote took place on March 1, 2003, more members of parliament actually voted for the resolution than voted against it, but the resolution failed. As noted in the previous chapter, according to Turkish parliamentary rules, the 19 abstentions were effectively counted as votes against the resolution. For several minutes after the vote, the parliament did not even realize that it had rejected the measure.

None of this is to say that there were not genuine divisions across the Atlantic. But it is clear that a large number of contingent factors came together to turn what might have otherwise been just one more major diplomatic challenge for the Atlantic alliance into a crisis that risked tearing it apart.

America’s Role

Whatever the reasons for the transatlantic clash, what is certain is that both sides deeply resented the positions taken by the other, and accused their opponents of bad faith. The core of the European complaint against the United States was that the Bush administration decided unilaterally and early on—possibly from the beginning of the admin-
istration in January 2001—that it was going to invade Iraq, and that the whole process of seeking international support and allied involvement throughout 2002–2003 was not sincere.

The criticism is not entirely fair. While it does seem clear that Bush decided as early as the fall of 2001 that he was going to change the Iraqi regime one way or another, he also allowed for the possibility of foregoing an invasion if Saddam genuinely disarmed or was removed from power from within. Indeed, Bush prepared the ground politically for this outcome when, in an October 2002 speech (and on other occasions), he asserted that Iraq’s effective disarmament would essentially constitute “regime change,” since complying with UN Security Council resolutions “would also change the nature of the Iraqi regime itself.”

By signing on to Resolution 1441 in November 2002, Bush ran a risk that Saddam would comply with the disarmament demands placed upon him, thereby undermining the legal and political basis for war. If Saddam had actually accounted for his past weapons programs, it would have been difficult for Bush to act, especially since Britain—America’s closest ally, and key to the perceived legitimacy of an invasion—may not have been able to support military action in those circumstances. Only after Iraq’s December 7 declaration clearly demonstrated that Saddam Hussein had no intention of adhering to Resolution 1441 did that caution disappear. And while it was true that Bush ended up launching a war without UN support in March 2003, the United States had a strong case that Iraq had failed to cooperate “immediately, unconditionally, and actively” with UN weapons inspectors as called for in the resolution. Opponents of war can argue that war was inadvisable in the spring of 2003, but it is hard for them to make the case that there were no legal grounds for it based on 1441 and past resolutions.

That said, the European complaint that the American decision-making process and diplomacy about Iraq violated reasonable alliance norms and expectations is valid. Bush’s speech to the UN General
Assembly on September 12, 2002, appeared to recognize U.S. obligations to seek and to achieve some undefined degree of international legitimacy for regime change in Iraq. In particular, he committed the United States to seek UN support for a new resolution that would oblige Iraq to disarm. The problem, however, was that many American actions, statements, and policies prior to and following the speech suggested that the multilateral approach was pure form—it was not about collective decision making or even real consultations, but simply an effort to win legitimacy for decisions that had been and would be taken by Washington alone. After all, Bush had asserted that if the UN did not agree with him, he reserved the right to act alone or with like-minded partners. Even more important, in the weeks just before and after the speech, some of the President’s top advisers expressed their absolute lack of faith in the main alternative to war that Bush proposed: a new containment regime backed up by reinforced inspections.

As the diplomatic process moved forward, there was little evidence that Bush was ever prepared to take allied views into account or to fundamentally change his own course if allies objected to it. The President’s firm conviction, as asserted in his January 28, 2003, State of the Union address, was that “the course of this nation does not depend on others.” He would decide if America felt threatened, and act accordingly. “When it comes to our security,” Bush asserted in March 2003, “we really don’t need anybody’s permission.” The hope and expectation, as Bush and his senior advisers had often asserted, was that U.S. determination would lead others to follow. But if they did not, then so be it. “At some point we may be the only ones left,” the President conceded when referring to the war on terrorism. “That’s okay with me. We are America.”

The degree to which allied and other views actually counted to the administration was revealed in the way one senior administration official explained the role of other Security Council members to one of his counterparts, a foreign diplomat, in February 2003: “You are not
going to decide whether there is war in Iraq or not. That decision is ours, and we have already made it. It is already final. The only question now is whether the Council will go along with it or not.” The official’s honesty was perhaps admirable, but the sentiment he expressed was unlikely to persuade allies that their role was anything more than that of a rubber stamp.

The most concrete proof that Bush had already made up his mind was the rapid and early deployment of large numbers of troops to Iraq. As even the French admitted, a military deployment to the region was a necessary component of reinforcing the credibility of the threat inherent in Resolution 1441. But the Pentagon’s decision to deploy over 100,000 troops in early 2003, without any provisions for maintaining the deployment for more than a few months, put America’s credibility at stake in a way that suggested Washington was deliberately closing off the nonmilitary option. By mid-January, military experts were warning that the troops could not be maintained in the desert all summer, while Middle East specialists were warning that they could not be withdrawn without a loss of credibility.

Donald Rumsfeld had a reputation as a master bureaucratic operator who successfully outmaneuvered opponents by creating facts on the ground. And there is every indication that the Pentagon’s deployment strategy was part of a process designed not only to make a military option credible, but to make backing away from that option difficult. Even the timing of Bush’s decision to go to the Security Council seemed part of an administration plan to go to war according to its own timetable in the winter of 2002–2003. By failing to go to the UN until mid-September 2002, Bush appeared to deliberately narrow the window of opportunity to test the proposition that Saddam could be disarmed through inspections backed by force. That might have been a good way to set up a war, but it was not likely to persuade critics that the stated U.S. goal—ensuring that Saddam had no weapons of mass destruction—was the actual goal.
The often changing—and often exaggerated—presentation of the American case for war also contributed to the impression that the Bush administration was selling a precooked policy, rather than genuinely allowing allies into the decision-making process. As they built the case for overthrowing Saddam, administration officials at various times emphasized weapons of mass destruction, terrorism, humanitarian concerns, regional security, the need to enforce UN Security Council resolutions, or the need to begin the democratic transformation of the Middle East. There was nothing inherently wrong with listing a range of considerations, and in fact all of these issues were real—indeed, this accumulation of factors bolstered the case for war. But by the winter of 2002–2003, the Bush administration did not act as if it were trying to make a case for a collective decision. Rather it was selling a product that it had already decided, on its own and for its own reasons, to produce.

The case that force had to be used to implement a series of UN Security Council resolutions dating back 12 years, for example, was strong one, but it was not particularly credible coming from an administration that had made clear its disdain for international organizations. It was hard to believe that preserving the sanctity of the UN was anywhere near the top of the Bush team’s list of reasons to invade Iraq. Similarly, there were good humanitarian arguments in favor of an effort to liberate 25 million people from the grip of one of the world’s most brutal regimes, but again, this seemed less than compelling coming from an administration that had expressed great skepticism about nation-building and humanitarian intervention. Even Paul Wolfowitz, one of the senior administration officials most strongly in favor of using American military power to do good in the world, acknowledged that improving the lives of Iraqi citizens was by itself “not a reason to put American kids’ lives at risk.”

Another potentially compelling case for war would have been a demonstration either that Saddam Hussein was involved in the
September 11, 2001, terrorist attacks or that his regime had links to al Qaeda. Despite allegations and tremendous efforts to prove such links, however, the administration consistently failed to do so. Rumsfeld, for example, frequently asserted the existence of al Qaeda fighters in Iraq. He suggested that the Islamic extremist group Ansar al-Islam was further proof of Saddam’s complicity with Islamic terrorism, despite the fact that the group operated in the northern part of the country controlled not by Saddam but nominally, at least, by Kurdish allies of the United States. Vice President Cheney also often alleged a Saddam–al Qaeda link and repeatedly suggested that Iraq might have had a role in 9/11.

Bush was more circumspect, but he never hesitated to invoke 9/11 as a way of making his case for invading Iraq, beginning many of his major speeches with a reference to the terrorist attacks, and frequently mentioning them in association with the case for getting rid of Saddam Hussein. Even the cautious Secretary of State Colin Powell often asserted a Saddam–al Qaeda link in making the case for war. Powell even suggested that an Osama bin Laden audio tape calling on his followers to resist an American attack on Iraq was a sign of bin Laden being “in partnership with Iraq”—even though bin Laden denounced Saddam and his regime as “infidels” in the very same tape. The problem with these unproven allegations was not just that no other country believed them, but the impression they give that the Americans were willing to do or say anything to win their case for war. This only made things worse for an administration that was already deeply unpopular in Europe and unlikely to receive the benefit of the doubt.

The administration’s inability to agree internally on the primary justification for regime change in Iraq led it to settle—“for reasons that have a lot to do with the U.S. government bureaucracy,” Wolfowitz said—on weapons of mass destruction. This decision made a lot of sense, since destroying Iraq’s WMDs was the key demand of numerous UN Security Council resolutions. By most accounts, Saddam was so
addicted to such weapons that he would be unlikely to give them up, thus creating a strong legal and political case for war.

The problem, however, was that once the renewed inspections process began to suggest that Iraq’s weapons programs might not be as developed as the Americans had claimed, the WMD case for war weakened dramatically. The Bush administration continued to assert that it had evidence of large Iraqi prohibited weapons programs and even stocks of weapons. But it was never able to provide solid proof to allies who were not inclined to take such assertions at face value, especially given the administration’s apparent determination to use the WMD risk as a pretext to wage war for a range of other reasons. As James Rubin put it, “much of the world believed that Washington was so determined to overthrow Saddam that it would never take yes for an answer—even if the Iraqi leader did comply with international ultimatums.”

In making its case to the American people and the world, administration officials dispensed with all the caveats that, it later turned out, were in the intelligence assessments they had received. In August 2002, for example, Cheney expressed his conviction that “Saddam will acquire nuclear weapons fairly soon,” and asserted that there was “no doubt that Saddam Hussein now has weapons of mass destruction.” Two weeks later Bush told the United Nations that Iraq was likely to possess stockpiles of VX, mustard gas, and other chemical agents, and that it was expanding and improving facilities capable of producing such agents. He also warned that Iraq had made several attempts to buy high-strength aluminum tubes to enrich uranium for a nuclear weapon, and that if it acquired fissile material it “would be able to build a nuclear weapon within a year.” In October, Bush made the unqualified assertion that Iraq “possesses and produces chemical and biological weapons” and that it was “seeking nuclear weapons.” He warned that we had to act on this “clear evidence” lest the “final proof . . . come in the form of a mushroom cloud.”
The assertions continued the following year, even as weapons inspections in Iraq failed to find evidence of the prohibited programs and began to report progress in their work. In his State of the Union Address in January 2003, Bush repeated the allegations about an Iraqi nuclear program, this time adding the dramatic assertion that “the British government has learned that Saddam Hussein recently sought significant quantities of uranium from Africa.” He did not reveal at the time that the reason for attributing the intelligence to the British government was that U.S. intelligence services disputed the claim. For that reason, it had been removed from a speech he’d given in Cincinnati just three months before.

Similarly, Secretary of State Powell, in his UN presentation on February 5, asserted that “[there] can be no doubt that Saddam Hussein has biological weapons and the capability to rapidly produce more, many more . . . One conservative estimate is that Iraq today has a stockpile of between 100 and 500 tons of chemical weapons agents. . . . Saddam Hussein has chemical weapons . . . and we have sources who tell us that he recently has authorized his field commanders to use them.” Powell then repeated the allegations about aluminum tubes and asserted that “Saddam Hussein is determined to get his hands on a nuclear bomb.” In March 2003, even after the war had begun, Rumsfeld went so far as to claim that “we know where [the WMDs] are. They’re in the area around Tikrit and Baghdad and east, west, south, and north somewhat.”

These American officials no doubt did believe that Saddam Hussein had prohibited weapons programs. Most observers in the United States, the UN, and even France and Germany, agreed with that core assessment. Certainly it was unlikely that the Bush team would have pinned the case for war on finding WMDs they knew did not exist. Still, their willingness to exaggerate what they thought they knew about Iraqi weapons capabilities—making unqualified and unproven assertions that went well beyond what the UN weapons inspectors and
other national intelligence agencies believed—created problems both at the time and later. It contributed to the original perception that Bush had long before decided to go to war for other reasons, and that the entire UN process, including the inspections, was just for show.

When it turned out that many of the confident American assertions were wrong—Saddam apparently did not have WMD stockpiles, the aluminum tubes were probably not nuclear related, the Africa uranium claim was largely based on forged documents, and the Iraqi nuclear program was far less developed than alleged—American credibility was damaged further. Europeans had been berated for failing to go to war to eliminate an Iraqi WMD capability that, it now appears, did not exist.

The Bush administration also made the crisis over Iraq worse than it needed to be by elevating the issue of military preemption to the level of “doctrine.” While trying to persuade the world that force should be used to deal with Saddam, Bush identified Iraq as part of an “axis of evil,” along with North Korea and Iran. He then formally declared America’s readiness to act, alone if necessary, not only preemptively, against imminent threats, but even *preventively*, against potential threats. Treating the issue in this way turned a winnable debate about how to deal with Iraq into a call to set a precedent that the United States could take military action wherever and whenever Washington saw fit. This may not have posed a problem for Americans, but for others, even close allies within the Atlantic alliance, it amounted to the death notice of a rules-based international system and an end to their already limited ability to influence the American superpower. Bush seemed to be asking not for an exception to that system to deal with a particular problem—as NATO did in Kosovo in 1999—but for a blank check to take similar action whenever the President of the United States deemed it necessary. For many in Europe and beyond, this assertion of national, indeed personal, infallibility made it harder for them to sign on to the U.S. position on Iraq.
American rhetoric and policy toward some longstanding allies also unnecessarily exacerbated the crisis. Instead of acknowledging the reality that large majorities of the citizens in the European democracies (and the rest of the world) were against the war, and that the allies had legitimate concerns, Washington deemed any dissent to be disloyal that could only be explained by nefarious motives. Bush himself appeared genuinely incapable of grasping that even democratic allies did not accept it as a given that Americans always had pure motives and sound policies and that America was a “good nation,” as the President kept insisting. It was easier to attribute the failure to win support for a war in Iraq to the greed and corruption of French politicians or the domestic political myopia of the German chancellor than to acknowledge that those who agreed with the United States were actually a small minority around the world.

Many of the French and German decisions about the war were unfortunate, even wrong. But instead of responding to them with humility born of strength—as Lyndon Johnson did when de Gaulle ejected U.S. troops from France—Washington responded with petulance. Instead of stepping up engagement, Bush hardly spoke to Chirac and Schröder throughout the entire run-up to the war, preferring to deal only with those allies who supported him. Rumsfeld denounced France and Germany as “old Europe” and compared Germany to Libya and Cuba—despite the fact that Germany ended up making a greater material contribution to the war effort than many of the official members of the administration’s coalition. Berlin gave the United States basing and overflight rights, maintained chemical and biological warfare detection vehicles in Kuwait, and deployed antimissile defense systems to Turkey, but Rumsfeld preferred to ostracize his German counterparts rather than acknowledge their contributions.

Toward France, the American response was even harsher. It included changing the name of French toast to “Freedom toast” on Air Force One and French fries to “Freedom fries” in the House of
Representatives cafeteria. Such measures may have given some sense of satisfaction to their angry sponsors, but they hardly enhanced America’s stature in most of the world, where they were seen to be silly and inappropriate. More substantively, the French were punished for their lack of loyalty by the Pentagon, which banned high-level U.S. military participation in the annual Paris Air Show and lobbied defense industry executives not to attend the show. In addition, the Pentagon prevented France from participation in long-planned military exercises, and Rumsfeld excluded the chief of the French air staff from a U.S.-hosted conference of air force commanders.

French visitors to Washington were berated by their counterparts, especially in the Pentagon, where officials like Paul Wolfowitz and Undersecretary of Defense for Policy Douglas Feith accused them of defending Saddam Hussein. To a French defense ministry visitor who had come to the Pentagon in December 2002 to discuss possible French participation in a war, Feith said, “We don’t want you involved! You think you can be Saddam’s lawyer for two months without consequences!” Instead of discussing the possible French support, Feith made the derisory proposal that if France wanted to help, it could provide medical units to the Sinai and fighter planes for Iceland to free up the four planes that the United States had deployed there.

American officials did not shy away from treating the UN weapons inspectors the same way, Cheney reportedly telling Hans Blix that if the administration found fault with his judgments, “we will not hesitate to discredit you.” Separately, Wolfowitz ridiculed the inspectors’ reluctance to claim knowledge that Iraq retained WMDs, telling them, “You do know they have weapons of mass destruction, don’t you?”

The administration’s aggressive campaign to bully its allies and denounce its critics was not only ugly, it was counterproductive. Far from cowing those critics, it reinforced the administration’s reputation for arrogance and self-righteousness and only led the critics to dig in. The policy of berating opponents of the war, moreover, seemed to be
based on an absolute conviction that all would go so well in Iraq—military victory, liberation, stabilization, and democratization—that the critics would soon be lining up to beg for forgiveness and a share of the spoils. When it turned out that the occupation of Iraq would instead be costly and deadly—as many of the skeptics both in the United States and in Europe had warned—the administration was hardly in a position to win the support of the Europeans whose arguments it had ridiculed. As Senator Joseph Biden put it in the summer of 2003, by snubbing our allies, we “missed an opportunity, in the aftermath of our spectacular military victory, to ask those who were not with us in the war to be partners in the peace. Instead we served ‘freedom toast’ on Air Force One. Wasn’t that cute?”

Finally, U.S. diplomacy in the Iraq crisis was not only lacking in quality, it was insufficient in quantity. Bush’s failure to engage directly with his French and German counterparts did not, as some predicted, lead them to back the American position out of a fear of isolation, but instead foreclosed any opportunity to persuade them either of the wisdom of the American course or at least the merits of not attempting to block it. In the German case, Bush’s isolation of Schröder may have actually pushed him into the arms of Chirac at a time when his preference might have been to mend fences with the United States, had he been allowed to do so.

Diplomacy was also lacking at the next level down. In the run-up to the first Gulf War, then–Secretary of State James Baker visited forty-one countries on five continents. In comparison, as Ivo Daalder and James Lindsay have pointed out, Colin Powell hardly traveled anywhere in the months prior to the Iraq war, and he did not take a single trip “for the sole purpose of securing foreign support for a military undertaking that was far more challenging and controversial.” Powell made just one trip to Europe in the run-up to the war—for 24 hours to Davos, Switzerland, in January 2003 to give a speech—but chose not to stop in Paris or Berlin, despite their key roles as Security Council
members opposed to the war. Nor did he go to Ankara, whose support for an eventual war was as critical as it was uncertain.

Powell would later claim that modern technology like e-mail and telephones rendered personal diplomacy less important than it used to be, and that he saw his European counterparts frequently at UN meetings in New York during this period. But that view understates both the symbolic and practical importance of personal engagement on the ground in the foreign countries themselves. By limiting contacts with key allies in Europe, the Bush administration only reinforced the impression that they had little interest in or respect for the views of others, and that matters of war and peace were for Washington to decide.

The European Side

The United States did not make it easy for its European allies to support a war in Iraq. But it takes two to make a crisis, and if the Bush administration failed to live up to the standards of alliance behavior set during and after the Cold War, so, too, did some of its European counterparts. The Europeans who opposed the war did so at least in part to prevent an administration they strongly disagreed with from concluding that it had a blank check from Europe to pursue foreign policy as it saw fit. The problem with this stance was that it put an issue of principle and theory ahead of what was for the Bush administration and many Americans an urgent, practical issue of national security. As a result, their opposition only reinforced many Americans’ prejudice that trying to work with Europeans was time consuming and ultimately futile.

That many Europeans were aware of this dynamic is evidenced by the superficially surprising willingness of most European leaders to support the United States over Iraq. Despite strong public opposition to the war and the huge unpopularity of the Bush administration in
every country in Europe, a majority of European countries—led by Britain, Spain, Italy, Portugal, and the Central Europeans—ended up backing the United States. They did so in various ways—whether in the Letter of Eight or the Vilnius 10 letter, their votes on the Security Council (Britain, Spain, and Bulgaria), or by providing actual military support once the war came and in its aftermath. Of all of the members of either NATO or the European Union (a total of 23 countries), only the governments of France, Germany, and Belgium made active efforts to stand in Washington’s way.

Some leaders, notably Tony Blair, seemed genuinely convinced of the need for military action. Blair consistently made clear that he was not just supporting the war because the Americans were “telling him to,” but because he “believed in it.” Most of these European leaders, however, also—or even primarily—backed Washington out of a sense of loyalty to the alliance and because of their belief in the enduring value of American leadership. Whatever the sins of American diplomacy in the run-up to the war—and Europeans across the board thought there were many—the leaders of these countries ultimately concluded that those sins were not so grave as to merit opposing an American-led war and risking the future of transatlantic cooperation. The leaders in France and Germany disagreed, and the result was the completion of the vicious circle.

Germany was the first to depart from alliance norms, which was surprising, given its strong tradition of trying to join consensus both within Europe and across the Atlantic. In a desperate effort to win votes in the summer of 2002, Gerhard Schröder wrote himself out of the diplomacy over Iraq. His declared refusal to support the use of force against Iraq even if authorized by the UN Security Council was, simply put, irresponsible. It went against everything German foreign policy had stood for since the founding of the Federal Republic. Germany’s decision to stand with France in blocking NATO’s preparation for the possible defense of Turkey in the context of an Iraq war was also diffi-
cult to defend. Whatever the American motives in calling for a NATO role in planning for the defense of Turkey, Germany’s decision to refuse that role was deeply damaging to the notion of NATO as a defense alliance on which its members could rely. For over 50 years no country had benefited more from that understanding of NATO than Germany itself.

Some of the German rhetoric during the run-up to war, and especially during Schröder’s political campaign, was also distinctly unhelpful—it paralleled and contributed to the anti-European rhetoric heard in the United States. Schröder appeared to discover during the campaign not only that his antiwar stance was winning him support, but that he did even better when attacking Bush personally. Thus Schröder not only did nothing to counter the widespread view in the German public and press that Bush was a trigger-happy cowboy who only wanted Iraq’s oil, he actively encouraged and took advantage of that view.

The climate created was one in which the justice minister’s comparison of Bush to Hitler was only a particularly egregious—and worse for her, public—example of the general tone of the German debate. Schröder’s response to that insult to the President—a letter to Bush that essentially said, “I’m sorry you chose to be offended by something my minister did not say”—might not have merited the highly personalized American response it got, but it was deeply inept. More important, the letter hardly seemed to be the response of a leader who cared about his relationship with the President of the United States or the enduring health of the Atlantic alliance.

In short, German policy—the denunciation of American “adventures,” the refusal to back even a UN-sponsored military action, and the objection even to NATO’s planning for the defense of an ally—was a gift to the hard-liners and unilateralists in the American administration. If Europeans, the thinking went, especially those on the Security Council, were unprepared to enforce UN Security Council resolutions,
implement NATO defense guarantees, or take seriously the issue of WMD proliferation, why should the United States agree to take seriously their argument to act through international institutions?

French policy was even more damaging to the concept of alliance. French arguments against the war derived at least in part from legitimate and reasoned principles. They were not merely the result of commercial interests, a reflexive desire to resist American power, or an unwillingness to face up to genuine threats. Like most Europeans, much of the world, and many Americans, the French feared that a war on Iraq could undermine the war on terrorism, destabilize the region, provoke the use of weapons of mass destruction, and lead to a difficult, costly, and possibly futile occupation of Iraq. Some of those concerns have proven unfounded, but others appear to have been validated by events. Certainly, the bloody, expensive, and uncertain experience of occupying Iraq has shown that French fears of the consequences of an invasion were not simply the product of anti-American fantasies.

But opposing the war was a different matter from opposing the United States—particularly after it had become clear that Washington was going to act. However arrogant and even misguided American policies might have been, they did not merit France’s all out attempt to deny legitimacy to the operation once it had been decided. The French position that they would only support military action in Iraq if it was authorized by the UN Security Council was disingenuous given that, in the event, France itself held the key to that authorization. The French argument that containment and weapons inspections might have been a better policy course to pursue than a full-scale invasion and occupation of Iraq was not unreasonable. Nonetheless, Paris agreed in the fall of 2002 to a UN Security Council resolution obliging France to support “serious consequences” if Iraq failed to fully comply with that resolution, which even Paris acknowledged Iraq had not done. It was perfectly acceptable for France to conclude, as did many other countries, that even at that point force should not have been used. But without having
deployed a single soldier to the Gulf region to reinforce the threat of action, for Paris to use its position on the Security Council to prevent the Americans from acting in those circumstances was not the act of an ally.

The French had a point, of course, that for the Security Council to be meaningful, it could not simply be a rubber stamp for American action. That is, regretfully, what many in the Bush administration apparently wanted it to be. But in the circumstances of 2003, French agreement to back the enforcement of Resolution 1441 and over a dozen previous resolutions would not have been an abdication of the Security Council’s responsibility. Even if France felt that containment remained a better option than war, it could not argue that the Americans had no justification for their reading of Resolution 1441 and that Washington would be violating international law by acting. Paris could at that point have preserved what it felt was the moral high ground by refusing to associate itself with the war and withholding a positive vote in favor, but by accepting that the veto of a second resolution authorizing war was inappropriate.

Indeed, to the extent that French policy at the UN was designed to preserve the authority and role of the Security Council, the veto threat was almost certainly counterproductive. Had France forced the United States to go through the difficult UN process and then ultimately given authorization to action, it would have strengthened those in the United States who remained convinced that using international institutions was worth all the effort. Instead, the French only convinced many Americans that the hard-liners were right, that the UN was a deeply flawed organization, and that there is no point going back to it the next time around.

Once Paris had decided to oppose the war, a decision that only came gradually with the progress of weapons inspections and the growth of public opposition, there was little French diplomacy could do to avoid a serious clash with London and Washington.
Unfortunately, however, French diplomacy not only did little to prevent transatlantic relations from deteriorating, it almost seemed designed to undermine what little trust and confidence did exist. Jacques Chirac’s enduring refusal not only to authorize military action but even to accept a firm deadline for compliance backed by force, as many countries were proposing in early 2003, was an abuse of France’s position on the Security Council. His coopting the isolated Schröder in January 2003—and his surprising outburst at the Central Europeans following the publication of the Vilnius 10 letter a few weeks later—also seemed to indicate that there was more to his antiwar stance than he was letting on. At a minimum, his diplomacy allowed critics to credibly argue that Chirac was out as much to restore Franco-German hegemony over European affairs as he was to prevent a war he thought ill-advised.

Chirac often complained when the Americans refused to take his antiwar stand at face value and accused him of seeking to dominate Europe or to undermine the United States. His denials would have been more persuasive, however, had he and other French leaders not continually spoken of Europe in just such a way. For years Chirac had identified his geopolitical goal as the construction of a multipolar world in which Europe would be as important an actor as the United States. When asked on national French television in March 2003 why he opposed the war in Iraq, for instance, Chirac’s very first answer was not fear of casualties, destabilization of the Middle East, or the threat of weapons of mass destruction, it was “because we want to live in a multipolar world.” Whether deliberately or not, Chirac was essentially admitting that at least one of France’s objectives was to constrain American power.

The diplomacy of French Foreign Minister de Villepin only exacerbated the problem. Whatever de Villepin’s priorities during the diplomacy over the Iraq issue, maintaining decent relations with the United States and the viability of the Atlantic alliance did not seem to be
among them. By undercutting Secretary of State Colin Powell at the UN in January 2003, for example, de Villepin undermined his best potential ally within the Bush administration and the most important American voice in favor of working closely with international institutions and European allies, which presumably were French goals. De Villepin’s habit of casting his actions in terms of lofty philosophical principles and moral absolutes also infuriated his American and British interlocutors. They did not believe the French were behaving as “the guardians of an ideal . . . the guardians of a conscience,” as de Villepin claimed, but rather, that France was failing to abide by the basic principle of enforcing a UN Security Council agreement reached by consensus only a few months before.

The French foreign minister was also capable of demonstrating a level of arrogance that matched that of some of the Americans, and it served him and his country no less badly. When asked after a speech in London in late March 2003 who he wanted to win the still-ongoing war, de Villepin refused to answer. He refused not because there was any doubt that he wanted the Americans to prevail—as he had said publicly many times—but because he resented the question. Thus he only deigned to tell the reporter, “I will not answer you. You have not listened to what I have said.” The result, however, was extensive and deeply damaging press commentary about how the French were ambiguous about which side they were on.

Similarly, after the war was over and the occupation began to prove more difficult than many of the Americans had expected, de Villepin did much more than quietly note that these difficulties were among the reasons why France opposed the war, which might have won some begrudging credibility from the Americans. Instead he bragged about how, by opposing the war, “France and the Pope” had saved the world from a “clash of civilizations,” and told interlocutors that the Americans did not understand the region and needed France in order to succeed. As one former American statesman commented, noting the
irony of de Villepin’s professional origins in the French Foreign Service, “the problem with the French foreign minister is that he’s not a diplomat.”

The French often said that their opposition to the war was in fact the action of a friend, since friends should always tell each other when they think they’re making a mistake. That the French should have been honest with the Americans about their concerns about the consequences of war is correct, and the Americans should have been less sensitive about hearing French opposition. But once the French had tried and failed to stop the Americans from acting, the duties of alliance and a proper understanding of world order should have led Paris to support their friend and at least wish it well, not put further obstacles in its way. It was the refusal to do so, much more than the failure to actively support the United States, that distinguished France from even Germany and Russia, and caused such a deep rupture in transatlantic trust.

In defining the problem of U.S.-French relations of a different era, Henry Kissinger wrote:

... [the] conflict between France and the United States became all the more bitter because the two sides, profoundly misunderstanding each other, never seemed to be talking about the same subject. Although they were generally unpretentious personalities, American leaders tended to be cocksure about their practical prescriptions. De Gaulle, whose people had turned skeptical after too many enthusiasms shattered and too many dreams proved fragile, found it necessary to compensate for his society’s deep-seated insecurities by a haughty, even overbearing, demeanor. The interaction of the American leadership’s personal humility and historical arrogance, and de Gaulle’s personal arrogance and historical humility, defined the psychological gulf between America and France.
By 2003 that gulf had, if anything, become greater, and the tempering ingredients of personal humility on one side and historical humility on the other seemed to have disappeared. What remained was personal and historical arrogance on both sides. The result was not only a failure to agree about Iraq, but such damage to the world’s most successful alliance that it was a legitimate question whether it would endure.
Even before the crisis over Iraq, commentators on both sides of the Atlantic proclaimed that the United States and Europe were growing apart strategically, culturally, and even morally. With America’s emergence as the sole superpower, the two sides of the Atlantic no longer shared the same interests, the same values, or even the same understanding of world order and international law. The transatlantic alliance was dead or soon would be.

In this view, no tears had to be shed over the alliance’s death, however, for it no longer mattered much for either side. An exceptionally powerful America could easily manage the world alone or with ad hoc coalitions assembled on the basis of short-term mutual interest and decisive U.S. leadership. A self-absorbed Europe was happy to free ride
on the American order, sniping in moralistic tones from the gallery while standing aside and focusing its energies on internal European challenges. The Iraq crisis appeared to confirm this view. In the absence of a Soviet enemy to focus the mind, neither side was willing to subordinate its views on Iraq to the greater good of the Atlantic alliance.

No observer of recent events could fail to notice that the United States and Europe have different attitudes toward power, military force, and sovereignty, or even that the divide is growing. The question, however, is whether these differences are now so fundamental that the United States and the nations of Europe can or should dismiss the transatlantic alliance as irrelevant, concluding that they either do not need each other or that they might find better allies elsewhere. The answer is no.

The Atlantic alliance can be saved because the Americans and Europeans are not as far apart as is often portrayed. The Iraq crisis that nearly tore the alliance apart in 2003 was not inevitable. It could have been avoided, and resulted to a great extent from leaders’ mistakes and miscalculations. It cannot be an experience that either side wants to repeat. There are real differences across the Atlantic, but the caricature of unilateral and militaristic American and a pacifist Europe masks the real differences within each side and obscures what the two sides have in common compared to much of the rest of the world.

The alliance should be saved, moreover, because it continues to serve a vital—indeed irreplaceable—role in maintaining international security and prosperity. American and European leaders have real choices to make that cannot be dismissed by blithe assertions of structure, laws of history, or unbridgeable cultural divides. The right choices could lead to an Atlantic alliance that is unified and capable enough to address pressing global issues, and to defend liberal democratic values around the world. The wrong choices could undermine a world order that has enriched and brought peace to the Atlantic community for more than 50 years.
Ties That Still Bind

The end of the alliance is not inevitable because the interests that the United States and Europe share do not stem merely from a fortuitous confluence of geopolitical circumstances. Rather, they reflect a unique commonality of culture and values that distinguish the United States and the nations of Europe from much of the rest of the world. By focusing on the Iraq crisis, we have naturally emphasized what divides them, both strategically and culturally. Indeed, there are very real differences between the two sides on basic issues such as their attitudes toward force and power, and on their respective understanding of world order and international law. Social issues like gun control, the death penalty, and the role of religion in public life also divide the two sides of the Atlantic. Iraq showed how such divides can matter and how the crisis itself made things worse.

But these differences do not define the relationship. Taking a broader view, the European democracies are certainly closer to the United States, both strategically and culturally, than any other region is or is likely to be anytime soon. Americans and Europeans still broadly share the same democratic, liberal aspirations for their societies and for the rest of the world.

Certainly, a president from Texas and a deeply conservative cabinet, including Vice President Dick Cheney, Defense Secretary Donald Rumsfeld, and Attorney General John Ashcroft, have little in common with most of their European counterparts. To use Robert Kagan’s terms, the Bush team represents a particularly “American” perspective: On issues like religion, abortion, gun control, missile defense, use of force, multilateralism, and the environment, they are about as far from “European” positions as Americans get. It is thus not surprising that their election was read as a step toward an increasingly “American” America, and that their subsequent policies—given a further boost by the challenge of global terrorism—have crystallized the apparent differences across the Atlantic.
It is less clear, however, that Bush’s election represented a fundamental shift in American values, or that these values have gotten more “American” over time, as Europe’s values have gotten more “European.” It should not be forgotten that Bush’s opponent in the last election, Al Gore, won some 540,000 more votes than Bush on a platform that was much closer on most issues to the European norm. The 2000 and 2002 Congressional elections were also divided right down the middle between Democrats and Republicans, suggesting very little change in America’s political and ideological balance, despite the fact that the approaches of the national leaders changed so dramatically. Polls ahead of the 2004 election suggest that the country remains evenly divided.

The point here is not to suggest that the Bush approach to domestic and world affairs is not widely supported in the United States or that most Democrats are not more “American” in their outlook than most Europeans. Rather, it is to underline that the alleged U.S.-European divide might look very different today had Al Gore polled a few more votes in Florida in 2000 or had the Supreme Court taken a different view of the Florida recount. There would still be real differences over the Middle East, the environment, and Iraq, as there were during the Clinton years, but they would not be anywhere near as brutal as is currently the case.

In fact, the view of Europeans toward the United States reflects an awareness of the distinction between the Bush administration and America. The European public is not as “anti-American” as is often assumed, but it is quite anti-Bush. In June 2003, for example, the Pew Global Attitudes Project found that Europeans who had unfavorable views of the United States overwhelmingly identified the problem as “Bush,” rather than as “America in general.” This was true for no less than 74 percent of the French and Germans, 67 percent of the Italians, and even 59 percent of the British.

A careful look at American and European perspectives and values, at least at the public level, suggests far more congruence than diver-
gence between the two. Even while American and European leaders were publicly feuding over Iraq, public opinion polling conducted throughout the crisis showed, according to one survey, that “Americans and Europeans have remarkably similar assessments of the threats they face.” As late as the summer of 2002, favorable opinions of each other were held by strong majorities (63 percent of the French and 61 percent of Germans had a favorable view of the United States), which have been fairly consistent over time. The war in Iraq did cause a significant dip in those figures in the United States and across Europe, particularly in Germany and France, where they bottomed out at 25 and 31 percent respectively. But such dramatic declines reflect a spike typical of transatlantic crises rather than secular trends. By June 2003 they had already begun to reverse.

Taking a broader perspective, Americans and Europeans identify very similar issues as their primary foreign policy concerns—including international terrorism, weapons of mass destruction, and global warming—demonstrate comparable perceptions of friends and allies, and express a strong affinity for each other. Before the Iraq war, Americans expressed discomfort with unilateralism, with 65 percent saying in a June 2002 poll that the United States should only invade Iraq with United Nations approval and the support of its allies. Even on the use of force, Europeans are at least in principle as ready to use force as Americans to uphold international law (80 to 76 percent), help a population struck by famine (88 to 81 percent), liberate hostages (78 to 77 percent), or destroy a terrorist camp (75 to 92 percent).

On other issues, polls also suggest much more similar public attitudes in Europe and America than the bitter public disputes between European leaders and the Bush administration would suggest. Seventy-five percent of Americans, for example, consider global warming a “serious problem,” and a clear majority believes that the United States should join the European Union in ratifying the Kyoto accord. Even on genetically modified organisms, supposedly an example of the vastly
diverging transatlantic attitudes toward science and technology, a plurality of Americans, like Europeans, believe that genetically modified organisms will “make food more poisonous,” and 86 percent think the government should require labeling, which happens to be the EU’s policy. U.S.-European differences on these and other important issues exist, but the data on public attitudes hardly seem a sign of two societies “living in different worlds.”

The Europeans’ harshest American critics suggest that whatever their sentiments in theory, Europeans are not likely to be useful allies when it really matters—that is, when military force must be threatened or used. It is certainly true that attitudes toward force differ, that Europeans are generally far more inclined to try diplomatic approaches to conflict. But the record of the 1990s and early 2000s does not match the caricature of a Europe that is so hopelessly pacifistic and appeasing that warlike Americans simply have no other choice but to seek other alliances or act alone. In the 1990–1991 Gulf War, Europeans were hardly keen to go to war (not unlike 47 U.S. senators and some prominent American generals), but they ultimately backed Operations Desert Shield and Desert Storm at the United Nations, provided tens of thousands of troops, and contributed over $10 billion to the American-led effort to expel Iraqi forces from Kuwait.

In the Balkans, it took the United States years to overcome its own reluctance to act militarily, and in both Bosnia and Kosovo there were times when both France and Britain were more ready than Washington to threaten or use force or to risk deploying forces on the ground. In 1995 it was Chirac who, in some ways, took the lead in galvanizing the international community to use force—ironically, given what would happen some seven years later, against the strenuous objections that Colin Powell had raised when he was Chairman of the Joints Chiefs of Staff in 1989–1993. While the Americans limited themselves to bombing, the British, French, and Dutch deployed a Rapid Reaction Force on the ground.
Europe and the United States eventually joined together to effectively undertake NATO’s first military missions in Bosnia and Kosovo, in which European military forces flew hundreds of sorties, provided critical bases and logistical support, and played key combat and then peacekeeping roles. In the peacekeeping phase, particularly, Europeans eventually provided over 80 percent of the troops in Bosnia and Kosovo.

More recently, when the United States took military action in Afghanistan to retaliate against al Qaeda terrorists and to overthrow their host, the Taliban regime, European support—and desire to participate—was solid. As the fighting was going on, according to an October 2002 poll, majorities in 11 out of 15 EU states “agreed with the U.S. military action,” and in the largest states the majority was substantial (France 73 percent, Germany 65 percent, and the UK 68 percent). Majorities of European populations even agreed that their own countries should take part in the fighting, and some European leaders chafed not at the fact that the United States was using force, but that their offers to contribute forces were rebuffed by a Pentagon that preferred to undertake the operation alone. Despite Pentagon reticence, European forces were involved by early 2002 in bombing, reconnaissance, cave-clearing, and Special Forces operations. European countries—first Britain, then Turkey, Germany, and the Netherlands, and eventually NATO itself—took on the lead role in the International Security Assistance Force (ISAF) deployed to keep the peace.

At one point in 2002, France had over 4200 troops deployed for operations in Afghanistan. At American request, France continues to deploy about 150 highly trained Special Forces on the Afghan-Pakistani frontier to hunt down Taliban and al Qaeda remnants. In Germany, the leftist-dominated German parliament approved the sending of 3900 combat troops to Afghanistan where, according to President Bush, “not only is Germany’s participation important, it’s robust, more robust than we would have anticipated.” At the start of 2004, Germany main-
tained some 1600 troops in Afghanistan (as part of the NATO-led 5700-strong ISAF) and was taking the lead in the deployment of Provincial Reconstruction Teams of several hundred troops outside of Kabul.

The lesson of all of these episodes was not that Europe is unwilling to use force or has nothing to contribute, but that when the United States shows leadership, it is able to bring allies along—even to the fight.

Iraq, of course, demonstrated the limits of U.S. and European—or at least French and German—willingness to join together on such operations, and worsened the picture of alliance cooperation considerably. But a dramatic decline brought about by one event does not necessarily represent an irreversible trend. In the flush of apparent American victory after the fall of Baghdad in April 2003, the U.S.-European gap on Iraq seemed greater than ever. Nearly 80 percent of Americans thought the war had made them “more secure,” and over 70 percent saw it as a “major step forward” in the war on terrorism. In contrast, large majorities across Europe—82 percent in France, 72 percent in Germany, 63 percent in Spain, and 55 percent in the UK—felt that the war in Iraq had made the world a “more dangerous place.”

But as difficulties emerged in the U.S. occupation of Iraq and the “rally around the flag” effect that usually increases support for presidents during military operations began to fade, these differences between Europe and the United States started to shrink. Whereas just after the Iraqi war 70 percent of Americans said “the war with Iraq was worth fighting,” by November 2003 that number had fallen to 52 percent, rising only slightly after the December 2003 capture of Saddam Hussein. While 56 percent of Americans felt France was wrong to oppose the war, 39 percent said France was right, implying that even the French position enjoyed substantial minority support in the United States. The divide over this issue, moreover—reflecting the overall polarization of U.S. politics—is highly partisan. In the fall of 2003, 78
percent of Republicans still supported the war in Iraq, but 78 percent of Democrats did not support it. By an overwhelming margin of 79 to 18 percent, Republicans said France was wrong to oppose war, while Democrats said the opposite by a margin of 59 to 34 percent.

Americans and Europeans, then, do not live in different worlds. Clearly, Bush’s election, September 11, and the crisis over Iraq all exacerbated the structural and cultural differences that have always been difficult to manage in the transatlantic relationship. What is important, however, is not to allow the possibility of a transatlantic divorce to turn into a self-fulfilling prophecy. Assuming that Europeans and Americans are determined to go their separate ways would be the surest way of ensuring that very outcome. Unfortunately, this is precisely what many in the Bush administration—and some of its European critics—seem to be doing.

The Value of Alliance

The Bush administration came to office determined to overcome what it perceived to be its predecessor’s penchant for compromise in the name of getting along with others. The new President, his team made clear, was going to lead based on a precise definition of American interests; European allies could and would grumble about American unilateralism, but in the end they would appreciate the new decisiveness from Washington, and the result would be better for all. The assumption backing up this approach seemed to be that if the Europeans did not see the light, it did not matter. Allied support would be nice, but it was certainly not indispensable to a United States that deemed itself by far the most powerful nation in history.

There is, of course, much to be said for assertive American leadership. As developments over the past decade—from the Gulf to the Balkans to Afghanistan—have shown, Washington’s willingness to lead often seems to be the only way to get the rest of the international com-
munity to act. In all of these cases, moreover, the United States not only showed it could rally international support by charting a decisive political course, but it demonstrated in dramatic fashion the power of its military forces. Rapid and impressive U.S. military victories focused European minds on the indisputable fact that the U.S. military, even acting alone, can accomplish unprecedented feats. Thus, for example, the Security Council votes (UNSC Resolutions 1483, 1500, and 1511) authorizing the American-led occupation of Iraq, as well as the military contributions of some of the European allies in Iraq, were seen by many in Washington as vindication of the “if you build it, they will come” style of American leadership. While the United States may not have been able to win UN or NATO support for the Iraq war in advance, its quick success in toppling the Iraqi regime seemed to leave others with little choice but to acquiesce to American designs.

But it is also clear that when taken too far, assertive leadership can quickly turn into arrogant unilateralism, to the point where resentful others become less likely to follow the lead of the United States. The countries that did not support the war in Iraq, particularly France, Germany, and Russia, may have understood that in the wake of an Anglo-American victory they had little choice but to grant multilateral legitimacy to an occupation in Iraq that already existed. But their resentment and lack of involvement in the reconstruction of Iraq meant they were unwilling to provide the military or financial support the United States desired. Ironically, few anticipated this type of reaction better than candidate Bush in October 2000 when he warned that potential allies around the world would “welcome” a humble United States but “resent” an arrogant one.

The Bush team’s policies thus far, however, have been based on the opposite premise. Telling allies that if they did not support Washington’s approach to the war on terrorism, they were “with the terrorists,” slighting key NATO allies (and NATO itself) in Afghanistan, and refusing genuine consultations before important decisions—
all these were, and are, far more likely to foster resentment than to muster support. Whatever the merits of the administration’s opposition to the long list of multilateral agreements it has fought since coming to office—and many of those agreements were genuinely flawed—it should have been clear that the United States could not abruptly pronounce the Kyoto Protocol “dead,” seek to undermine the International Criminal Court, raise tariffs on steel and increase agricultural subsidies, and oppose a range of arms control agreements without such actions having a cumulative impact on the attitudes of European leaders and publics toward the United States. The German election of September 2002, where for the first time in the postwar period a leading candidate concluded that major electoral gains could be had by running against the United States, should be taken as a warning that American unilateralism could come at a price.

Some would argue that it does not matter whether the Germanys of this world—and their $28 billion defense budgets—support the United States. And it is true that with its vast military budget and vibrant economy, the United States seems well placed to go it alone. Yet this would be an extremely shortsighted approach. Even a country as powerful as the United States needs a certain level of legitimacy and consent, not to mention the financial and military support that come with it, to achieve lasting success in ventures as complex and fraught as the war on terrorism and the reconstruction of Iraq.

The “if you build it, they will come” theory of coalition management that has been applied with such vigor and purpose by the Bush administration has the virtue of allowing quick and decisive action. But it requires that the coalition move from success to success. When even one setback occurs—and setbacks inevitably occur, as they already have in Iraq—the theory fails, and fails badly, because there is no reservoir of legitimacy and consent to see the coalition through hard times. Not to do the minimum necessary to ensure that Europeans remain positively disposed to American aims—or worse, to actually provoke
Europe into playing a sort of “balancing” role—would be to squander the potential advantages of a position of strength.

In the past, the United States maintained a sort of “European empire” so successfully because it was an “empire by invitation” as historian Geir Lundestad puts it: The United States was predominant in European affairs because Europeans wanted it to be. Today, that feeling remains strong among many European governments, but European publics are less certain. U.S.-European cooperation is sustained by the conscious decision of most European governments to defy domestic public opinion in the interests of maintaining an alliance with the United States.

Such situations are not sustainable in democracies. Unless circumstances change, the electoral strategy of the German Social Democrats—running an election campaign against the United States—will become an increasingly attractive option for European politicians. The result might be an entire European Union that resembles the common U.S. perception of France: resentful of American power, reluctant to lend political support, and out to counter American interests at every turn. Pushed even further, most of Europe might coalesce into a bloc against the United States, with spillover into other areas. The EU and the UN Security Council would become forums for anti-Americanism, forcing the United States to assume global security responsibilities all by itself or to retreat into less than splendid isolation. America would have successfully invaded Iraq and freed itself from the constraints of the ABM and Kyoto treaties, but it would find itself bearing the burdens of maintaining international security not only alone, but in the face of concerted opposition from powerful states.

The approach of many Europeans to the Atlantic alliance has also contributed to transatlantic tensions. The more Europeans reject the notion that some international problems have to be dealt with by force, the more they reinforce the conclusion among some Americans that consultation is a waste of time and Washington must go it alone. When
Europeans appear to play down American concerns about issues such as terrorism and weapons of mass destruction, they also play directly into the hands of those in the United States who argue that there is no point even trying to get the Europeans on board. The European argument that Bush’s approach to terrorism and his “axis of evil” speech are “simplistic” has the merit of being true, but it does not offer much of an alternative plan for confronting the common threats that Europeans and Americans face. Europe’s repeated “insistence” that Saddam Hussein comply with UN Security Council resolutions and allow weapons inspectors to return to Iraq, without the backing of potential military force, was a hollow threat that had no chance of having any effect.

Europeans will also have to wake up to the fact that their security now depends more than ever on developments that will take place beyond their borders. One reason for the current transatlantic divergences is that while Washington is focused on global developments, Europeans are preoccupied with the enormous challenges of finishing the peaceful integration of their continent, through EU enlargement, the single currency, and a new EU constitution. These are hugely important projects, themselves major contributions to world peace and stability, but they are no longer enough. The new Europe will have to set its sights beyond its borders if it wants to preserve the close global partnership with the United States that both sides need.

At a more fundamental level, some European governments during the Iraq crisis failed to acknowledge the reality that the United States really is, in former Secretary of State Madeleine Albright’s formulation, an “indispensable power”—that it has a special role in the world that derives from its unique responsibilities. Outside of the European zone of peace, power and force still matter in the world. The notion of dealing with the United States on the basis of sovereign equality has a nice ring of principle about it, but it does not correspond to the way the world works, or indeed to a world in which most Europeans would
want to live. As the Iraq crisis demonstrated, opposing the United States on this basis risks creating a divided Europe and an angry America.

Avoiding that outcome lies in recognizing the new context for U.S.-European relations. The two sides now exist in a globalized world in which the notion of disentangling their mutual interests—whether economic, strategic, or cultural—has no practical meaning. U.S.-European trade and investment relationships dwarf any others in the world, indeed any other such relationships in history. The network of economic ties and dependencies across the Atlantic are so dense, so certain, and so common, that they have almost ceased to be noticed. Indeed, often lost in bold predictions about the “rise of Asia” and dire headlines about U.S.-EU trade disputes is the basic fact that transatlantic economic ties are not decreasing, but in fact increasing. Transatlantic investment links, which are perhaps the key measure of such ties, are not only growing steadily, but even increasing relative to investment links with other regions. The share of U.S. foreign investment going to Europe rose from 48 percent of all investment in 1994 to 52 percent in 2002, and the share of overall European investment going to the United States rose from 61 to 74 percent over the same period.

To say that America and Europe are vastly interdependent does not preclude differences between them; indeed, such interdependencies will create differences. Nor is it to say that interdependence makes outright hostility and conflict futile and therefore unlikely, as Norman Angell argued just before the outbreak of World War I. It is simply to say that such conflict would be a very bad idea for both sides.

The crux of the problem is that today’s issues are global, not European or transatlantic. During the Cold War, when disputes involved out-of-area issues that fell outside of NATO’s mandate, the requirements of consultation and obedience were often unclear, and the routes to compromise or at least acquiescence were many and varied. They often did not involve the formal institutions of the alliance at all. Indeed, NATO’s growing involvement in issues outside of its his-
toric area of competence—from democratization in Eastern Europe to peacekeeping in Afghanistan to a proposed role in Iraq—has increased the strain on the old consensus. The United States, in particular, is unwilling to see its freedom to maneuver outside Europe limited by the ritualized interactions and messy compromises of the institutions of the Atlantic alliance. Conversely, many Europeans see the NATO model that accords such a special place to the United States as an undesirable basis on which to build a twenty-first-century world order.

Clearly, the current institutions of alliance were designed for a threat and a world that no longer exists. They are not ideal for dealing with post–Cold War threats that are transnational and global rather than intergovernmental and European. But creating such institutions is far more difficult than adapting them. In this context, the institutions of the alliance—for all of their limitations—represent the only even semiformal method for achieving consensus and compromise between these two main centers on difficult global issues, particularly those issues that concern security.

A Common Agenda

Can America and Europe reestablish their alliance while leaders as incompatible as Bush, Chirac, and Schröder remain in power? Doing so will not be easy. The personal relations between these leaders are now so frayed, and the trust between their administrations so eroded, that the reflexes of cooperation that should be at the core of any alliance will be difficult to restore. But even if these leaders remain in power, there is much that can and should be done.

At the very minimum, the issue of diplomatic style needs to be addressed. In retrospect, the most striking feature of the crisis over Iraq in comparison to past crises was the absence of effective diplomacy. The most egregious offenders in this regard were certainly the United States and France. Other countries, like the United Kingdom, played
more constructive—and frankly, more dignified—roles. Not only were transatlantic diplomatic contacts strikingly limited in comparison to past crises, but both American and French statesmen often appeared almost unaware, and certainly uninterested, in maintaining norms and a style of diplomacy that had long reigned within the Atlantic alliance. The story of the crisis reveals an extraordinary number of intemperate outbursts and inexcusable gaffes—from Rumsfeld’s cranky denunciation of “old Europe” to Chirac’s hot-headed scolding of EU candidate countries for daring to take a position opposed to that of France.

Traditional diplomatic niceties often lack the communicative advantages of bluntness, but they exist for a reason. Reasoned debate and deference to the other side’s sensitivities help to ensure that disagreements do not become personalized and spiral out control, resulting in unnecessary disunity. From the American perspective, as Tony Judt has put it, “even the appearance of taking the world seriously would enhance American influence immeasurably—from European intellectuals to Islamic fundamentalists, anti-Americanism feeds voraciously off the claim that the United States is callously indifferent to the views and needs of others.” A U.S. policy of “punishment,” immediately after the American military victory in Iraq, similarly elevated pique over strategy and alienated precisely those countries America needed most to make a long-term success of the invasion of Iraq. French statesmen similarly serve their country poorly when their actions reinforce the stereotype of a nation whose ambition and arrogance far outstrip its actual power.

The simple expedient of rediscovering diplomacy—that is, subordinating personal feelings to the national interests, showing more respect for others, and sometimes accepting compromise—would go a long way toward avoiding the type of vicious circle that caused the Iraq crisis. But Americans and Europeans will need to do more than simply behave better. The two sides need to establish a common agenda no less ambitious than was the containment of the Soviet Union and defeat of
communism during the Cold War. Some of the basic elements of that agenda would include the following points.

**Bring Allies into Iraq**

The most important near-term issue is the stabilization and reconstruction of Iraq. The problems within the alliance did not begin within the Iraq crisis, but Iraq now functions as a cause and even a symbol of transatlantic differences. The United States and Europe can of course still work together on other issues even if Iraq never evolves into a stable democracy, but it is an illusion to think that the core notions of an alliance can be preserved while American soldiers are dying in a war in Iraq that key Europeans governments continue to oppose in principle and do little to support in practice. For this reason, the administration’s failure to better plan and prepare for inevitable problems in the aftermath of victory was not only a gift to its critics, but also a serious blow to the alliance. Even if evidence of weapons of mass destruction programs is someday found, the wisdom of the American invasion will ultimately be judged on whether the United States can foster a viable and stable democracy in Iraq.

Despite the sweeping military victory of spring 2003 and the capture of Saddam Hussein, Americans would be deeply mistaken to believe that Europe’s Iraq debate—or Europe’s America debate—is now over. While the desire to side with the powerful United States did lead most European governments to override public opinion and back the war, it has not led to the widespread faith in the quality and integrity of American leadership that the Bush administration believes it deserves. Doubts about the quality of U.S. leadership have fueled desires in some quarters for building Europe as a counterweight to the United States. While the United States has many advantages in this fight for Europe’s soul, it needs to do more than rely on raw power if it wants to ensure a future Europe that is not hostile to its aims.
The next battle in this struggle will be over how the war in Iraq is perceived by history. At the moment, the outcome of the war remains understood very differently on the two sides of the Atlantic. Most Americans—despite the difficulties of occupation and especially since the December 2003 capture of Saddam Hussein—continue to see a war of liberation that eliminated a dangerous threat. Most Europeans still see a military adventure by a reckless cowboy that has created a dangerous chaotic mess in the center of the Middle East. As result, European support for the long-term project of Iraq reconstruction is very shallow.

To overcome this gap in perception, Washington needs to do more to give others—including war opponents in France and Germany—a stake in success. Until critics have such a stake in a positive outcome, they will—at least subconsciously—wish for failure to justify their prior opposition and to curb American arrogance. Because the administration initially saw postwar Iraq as a prize rather than a burden, it missed a chance early on to do more to give war opponents a way to meaningfully participate in postwar Iraq. The condescending and moralistic attitude of much of the administration, exemplified by the Pentagon’s efforts to “punish” recalcitrant allies, only exacerbated the problem. The U.S. decision in December 2003 to ban firms from countries that opposed the war from bidding on primary contracts for Iraq showed that the Bush administration was still not prepared to put differences over the war behind it nine months after the war, or at least major conflict, had ended. Even many of the administration’s supporters complained that the policy only “made credible European charges of vindictive pettiness and general disregard for the opinion of even fellow liberal democracies.”

By the end of 2003 there were nonetheless signs that France and Germany were beginning to consider ways to help with the stabilization of Iraq. Concretely, in mid-December, just days after the capture of Saddam Hussein, French President Chirac and German Chancellor
Schröder welcomed President Bush’s envoy James A. Baker III with pledges to support substantial debt relief for Iraq. The French and German governments also said they were prepared to consider other ways they might help, including providing training for Iraqi police and security forces, funding humanitarian and reconstruction projects in Iraq, and possibly even providing troops in the context of an eventual NATO role.

Whether France and Germany ultimately contribute to the stabilization of Iraq in these ways will mostly depend on their domestic political dynamics, but the response from the Bush administration will matter as well. A wise administration would vigorously explore the possibility of winning this wider support for the operation in Iraq, even if that means trading a degree of control over postwar Iraq for that support. Sharing such control—with NATO, the UN, or some smaller “contact group” of leading coalition members—would not be without a price: Washington’s ability to dictate the course of the Iraqi political process would be diminished. But it would be worth it, not only because Europeans have a lot to contribute to the stabilization and reconstruction of Iraq, but also because the future of the alliance itself may depend on working together on this project.

For all Bush’s talk of a broad coalition in Iraq, at the start of 2004 the United States was still providing more than 80 percent of the coalition troops, and U.S. troops had suffered more than 90 percent of the casualties. Including military and reconstruction costs, the American taxpayer was committed to spending some $70 billion in Iraq in fiscal year 2004. In contrast, international pledges of aid to Iraq amounted to less than $4 billion in grants and $9 billion in loans, most of which remained unfulfilled as of December 2003. In that context, the additional resources that France, Germany, and other countries that had opposed the war could provide—as well as the new resources that might come from elsewhere if the occupation was given new legitimacy through this wider support—should be seen as more than welcome.
Just as the West only truly overcame its deep divisions in the Balkans once NATO was deployed on the ground, in Iraq the Atlantic alliance will remain divided until there is a collective interest in stability and success. So long as divisions in responsibilities and stakes persist, so will serious questions about the future of the transatlantic alliance and about America’s ability to win European support the next time it needs it. If the leaders who backed America on Iraq are either not prepared to do so next time—or worse, are booted from power by resentful electorates—America will be forced to act alone if it wants to act at all.

Consolidate the Antiterror Coalition

The coalition assembled by the Bush administration to fight the war on terror was perhaps the broadest group of nations ever jointly committed to a single, pragmatic purpose. Only such a coalition, which included the key European states, could hope to effectively counter the transnational threat of global terrorism. All of those governments came together because they genuinely saw international terrorism as a common threat. Europeans, in particular, needed little convincing that the perpetrators of the September 11, 2001, attacks made no distinction between the various subtleties of Western positions toward the Islamic world. As a result, cooperation between the United States and Europe concerning terrorism, including countries that would actively oppose the war in Iraq, reached new heights after September 11 and has been a critical tool in tracking down known terrorists, cutting off terrorist financing, and preventing further attacks.

This cooperation remains effective, but the very visible divides between the United States and other members of the antiterrorist coalition over Iraq present a long-term challenge to that coalition. In the first instance, this is because the United States never effectively made the case that the Iraq war was a necessary or even a helpful step in the
war on terrorism, thus threatening the solidarity of the coalition. As a result, the countries that opposed the war in Iraq are now willing to consider the notion that Islamist terrorists may distinguish between the United States and Europe. Al Qaeda, for instance, previously insensitive to divides within the Western world, was quick to exploit the dispute by reserving their venom for those countries that aligned with the United States over Iraq. More broadly, the unsuccessful attempt to link the Iraq war with 9/11 encouraged the notion in Europe that the U.S.-defined “war on terrorism” was in fact an all-purpose excuse for promoting selfish American interests.

In the context of this effective but fragile cooperation against terrorism, reestablishing a firm basis for the antiterrorist coalition should become an urgent priority for the United States. As with any heterogeneous coalition, this will require difficult compromise and trade-offs. The policy of keeping terrorist suspects in indefinite detention on the U.S. Naval Base in Guantanamo, Cuba, for example, may not yield sufficient dividends relative to the costs it entails in alienation of important allies. Even the traditionally pro-American British publication The Economist has been severely critical of this policy:

The claim that America is free to do whatever it wishes with the Guantanamo prisoners is unworthy of a nation which has cherished the rule of law from its very birth, and represents a more extreme approach than it has taken even during periods of all-out war. It has alienated many other governments at a time when the effort to defeat terrorism requires more international cooperation in law enforcement than ever before. America’s casual brushing aside of the Geneva Conventions, which require at least a review of each prisoner’s status by an independent tribunal, made America’s invocation of these same conventions on behalf of its own soldiers during the recent Iraq conflict sound hypocritical.
Whatever one feels about the validity of the criticism, the fact that such judgments exist, even in the minds of America’s closest friends, is a problem that must be addressed more constructively than it has been. If America’s antiterror policy damages its reputation as a land of law and justice throughout the world—to the point of alienating the populations of its closest allies—the costs of that policy could prove greater than the benefits.

Before the war in Iraq, the U.S. government felt little need to respond to allied concerns over the conduct of the war on terrorism, or even to specifically define who the enemy was. President Bush declared war not against an enemy, but against a technique, asserting that “either you are with us or you are with the terrorists.” In the wake of the feelings of solidarity and sympathy after the September 11 attacks, such an approach was at least plausible. However, as the memory of those attacks fades, and after the divisions demonstrated by the crisis over Iraq, achieving the level of cooperation necessary for success will require some high-profile efforts to show that allied concerns are now being taken into account and that the U.S. antiterror strategy goes well beyond the use of military force. It will also require defining the enemy more precisely, in order to convince allies that the war on terror is not simply a cover for pursuing other, less noble American strategic or commercial interests. Absent such efforts, the pernicious notion that the United States and Europe no longer face the same threat from Islamist terrorism may take root. And that notion would be devastating to the alliance and the safety of its citizens.

**Promote a Two-State Solution in the Middle East**

The Israel-Palestine problem represents a running sore that infects the Atlantic alliance almost as much as it poisons the Middle East. The continuing bloodshed fuels resentment against the West in the Arab and Muslim world and helps create the conditions, or at least the excuse, for
anti-Western terrorism. There are no simple solutions to this problem, but given that the United States and Europe agree on the desired outcome—a viable Palestinian state that coexists alongside a secure Israel—they could cooperate much more effectively than they have done in recent years.

Europeans tend to sympathize with the weaker Palestinians and often appear to want to curry favor with the Arab world. In so doing, they often show little understanding of Israel’s genuine security dilemma and appear soft on the horrors of suicide bombings, provoking anger and mistrust from both Israel and the United States. Americans, however, often support Israel so reflexively and unconditionally that they appear unconcerned about the no less genuine plight of the Palestinians, thereby provoking the anger not only of the Arab world, but of many Europeans as well. The Bush administration’s track record of inconsistent and episodic engagement leaves the impression that the President finds it more expedient to stand passively aside and denounce terrorism than to take real risks and expend real political capital for peace.

The lack of a common U.S.-European position encourages both parties to the conflict to resist change, prolongs the stalemate, and undermines the whole project of creating a peaceful Middle East. Unconditional U.S. support for Israel has encouraged those within Israel who would prefer not to make the painful concessions necessary for peace. European equivocation on terrorism has encouraged moderate Palestinians to believe they can avoid confronting the extremists within their midst. The hard truth is that as long as either side can dare to hope that their maximalist goals are attainable, they will not settle for compromise.

The United States and the Europeans did work extensively and cooperatively together on the Middle East during the 2002–2003 preparation of the “Road Map,” a jointly sponsored U.S.-EU-UN-Russian plan designed to chart a course toward a two-state solution.
They also worked together to persuade the Palestinian Authority to create the position of prime minister and to appoint to that job someone committed to peace, which they did with the March 2003 appointment of Mahmoud Abbas. But when implementation difficulties emerged, the Bush administration quickly disengaged and failed to sustain any high-level effort to keep the Road Map alive.

After having publicly pledged to British Prime Minister Tony Blair during the Iraq war that he would “expend the same amount of energy in the Middle East” as Blair had while working for peace in Northern Ireland, Bush instead failed even to appoint a high-level envoy to the region, let alone get personally involved. And then, in fall 2003, Bush did little to try to prevent the Israeli government from building a security fence across Palestinian territory, despite having told Abbas that summer that “a wall snaking through the West Bank” would be “a problem.” Other than sending Commerce Secretary Donald Evans on a mission to explore trade with Palestinians, Bush also did little to support Abbas, who was easily sidelined by Arafat and resigned in September 2003. This unwillingness to do more than go through the motions of pursuing Middle East peace while making a top-level priority of war in Iraq not only did nothing to bring Israelis and Palestinians together, but it eroded European trust in the U.S. commitment to the Road Map, and on the Israel-Palestine issue in general.

For there to be any hope of progress in the Middle East, Europeans and Americans together need to make clear that no Palestinian state can be born of violence and that they are committed to the future of Israel as a secure, democratic, Jewish state. The United States and Europe together need to hold Israel to its responsibilities on settlements, and to persuade it that military superiority and possession of territory alone will never bring a real peace. They will also have to work together to extinguish the hope of extremists on both sides and to realize the common vision of safe and secure Israeli and Palestinian home-
lands. Doing that would be an enormous step forward not only for Israelis and Palestinians, but for the war on terrorism and the restoration of transatlantic trust.

**Coordinated Carrots and Sticks Toward Iran**

Another Middle East issue that could potentially form the basis of either a common U.S.-European approach or, if mishandled, another major transatlantic crisis is Iran. As already noted, in the mid- to late 1990s Iran was actually a greater source of transatlantic division than Iraq, as the United States sought to isolate the Tehran regime while Europeans hoped they could woo it with conditional engagement. By the early 2000s both sides had to admit that their respective approaches were failing. Not only had the reformers led by President Mohammed Khatami (whose election in 1997 led to such hope in the West) failed to gain the upper hand over the conservative clerics who ruled the country, but in 2003 evidence began to emerge that Iran was violating its commitments under the Nuclear Nonproliferation Treaty and pursuing a nuclear weapons program more actively than even many of its critics had alleged.

The Iranian nuclear program has the potential to drive America and Europe apart much as Iraq did, with the Americans potentially pursuing regime change or military strikes while the Europeans appeal for engagement or containment. But it could and should also form the basis for a common policy toward Iran. Indeed, given the well-demonstrated difficulty of influencing Iranian behavior, only a concerted U.S.-European effort to combine their considerable carrots and sticks has any hope of halting the Iranian nuclear program, let alone winning Iranian cooperation in other areas of common transatlantic interest, like terrorism or interference in Iraq or the Middle East.

An important first step toward a common approach was taken in October 2003, when Foreign Ministers Joschka Fischer of Germany,
Jack Straw of Britain, and Dominique de Villepin of France traveled to Tehran to press the Iranians for progress on the nuclear issue. After years of relying on engagement and resisting any form of coercion, the Europeans this time presented Tehran with a tough message: The EU would only move forward with its long-planned trade and cooperation agreement with Iraq—attractive to Iranian leaders, whose economy is failing and whose growing population needed the economic support of the EU—if Iran fully met all of the International Atomic Energy Agency’s nuclear demands.

After long and difficult negotiations, and even a European threat to walk away from the table when the Iranians were dragging their feet, a deal was struck. Iran agreed to account fully for its past nuclear activities, to sign an enhanced protocol on nuclear inspections, and to suspend its uranium enrichment and reprocessing activities. It was unclear whether the main factor in persuading the Iranians to make such an unprecedented agreement was the new approach from the EU, Iranian concerns about possible American military strikes, or simply changed domestic circumstances in Iran. But some combination of those factors seemed to have persuaded Tehran to accept what it had never accepted before.

Moving forward, the United States and Europe need to join together to propose a package of incentives and disincentives to change Iranian behavior. If Iran would not only suspend but permanently and verifiably end its nuclear enrichment and reprocessing programs, the EU would proceed with the trade and cooperation agreements that Iran so desperately needs. The United States would also have to put engagement on the table. In exchange for verifiable Iranian commitments on the nuclear issue as well as progress on other issues of importance, the United States should be prepared to reestablish diplomatic relations with Iran and begin discussions with Iran on regional security issues. To the extent that Iran ceases support for terrorist groups in the Middle East and works constructively with the United States in Iraq and Afghanistan—where Iran’s potential for creating trouble could
be significant—Washington should also offer trade and investment incentives, including potentially supporting Iranian membership in the World Trade Organization.

The concomitance of such Western carrots would be real transatlantic agreement that in the absence of Iranian compliance—or if there is cheating on the nuclear agreement—the United States and the EU would respond with sticks. The main problem with the European countries’ nuclear agreement with Iran is that the German, British, and French leaders still refuse to state clearly what the consequences would be in the event that Tehran proceeded with an overt nuclear weapons program. Those consequences should include not only the halting of enhanced trade and diplomatic agreements, but suspension of all European trade and investment with Iran. Such a threat would make the Iranians think twice since the EU is by far Iran’s leading trading partner, accounting for more than 37 percent of Iran’s total imports and absorbing some 28 percent of its exports. As a last resort, Americans and Europeans should also leave open the option of military strikes, if that turned out to be the only possibility of preventing a fundamentalist Islamic regime in Iran from developing nuclear weapons.

Even with concerted U.S.-European agreement on a package of carrots and sticks for Iran, it may prove impossible to persuade the regime to abandon its nuclear plans, or to keep it from taking other actions that are counter to Western interests. Indeed, support for a nuclear Iran is so widespread in Iranian society that even a new, reformist regime might not back away from the nuclear plans. Given the history of foreign interventions in Iran and the existence of other nuclear powers like Israel, India, and Pakistan in the region, any Iranian government will be reluctant to get completely out of the nuclear business. And a nuclear Iran would be a major threat to Western interests—not only because it might give Iran the confidence to seek hegemony over its neighbors, but because it could lead other regional powers to follow it.
It is therefore a compelling national interest for both the United States and Europe to join together to increase the costs for Iran of going nuclear and to increase the benefits to Iran if it foregoes that option. If Iranians can be persuaded that the price of nuclear weapons is economic and diplomatic isolation from the Western world, they might conclude that it isn’t worth it.

**Promote Reform in the Greater Middle East**

It is not a coincidence that the first four issues on this agenda involve problems emanating from one region of the world: the Middle East. No region is more central to the set of important international security issues faced by the Western world, and none generates more friction between Americans and Europeans. The Middle East is far from the poorest region on the planet, but it suffers from some distinct and deep-seated social, demographic, and political problems. In particular, lack of political and economic freedom, anemic and unbalanced economic growth, and a large, poorly educated, and chronically unemployed youth population plague almost every country in the region. These factors make the Middle East a particularly fertile ground for unrest and violent conflicts. Because of the region’s strategic location and critical energy resources, those conflicts frequently draw in outside parties and have effects well beyond the region, and into the United States and Europe.

This regional malaise is understood by Western observers, as well as by intellectuals and officials in the region itself. A 2002 report written by Arab social scientists, published by the UN Development Program, concluded that “the wave of democracy that transformed governance in most of Latin America and East Asia in the late 1980s and early 1990s has barely reached the Arab States.” The report calls for a similar transformation of governance in the Arab states in order to overcome “deeply rooted shortcomings in Arab institutional structures.”
Western policies have too often contributed to these dynamics. For decades, the United States basically had a deal with repressive governments throughout the Middle East: They could run their countries as they chose, as long they were willing to sell oil at reasonable prices on world markets and to act as strategic allies of the United States. This policy has long been self-evidently at odds with professed American values of freedom and democracy.

But since September 11 it has also been understood by American officials to be a serious threat to U.S. and Western security. As President Bush acknowledged in November 2003: “[Sixty] years of Western nations excusing and accommodating the lack of freedom in the Middle East did nothing to make us safe. . . . As long as the Middle East remains a place where freedom does not flourish, it will remain a place of stagnation, resentment, and violence ready for export. And with the spread of weapons that can bring catastrophic harm to our country and our friends, it would be reckless to accept the status quo.” Americans, Europeans, and many in the region thus agree that lasting success in the greater Middle Eastern region is only possible if policies toward specific issues or crises are complemented by longer-term initiatives to promote political, economic, and social reform throughout the region.

That is easier said than done, of course. Widespread agreement on the problem has not led to widespread agreement on the solution. The Bush administration has articulated a neo-Wilsonian vision of political and economic liberalization in the Middle East that builds on the American experience in establishing liberal democracy in Germany and Japan and in encouraging democratic transformation in the former Soviet bloc. The speeches putting forth that vision contain universally admired sentiments, but there is widespread skepticism that American actions reflect that rhetoric now, or indeed that they ever will.

In part, this results from a realistic assessment of American interests. Bush’s statements reflect the fact that the United States has a
moral stake and a long-term security interest in democratic transformation of the Middle East. In the short term, however, it is much less obvious that a democratic transformation of the Middle East is in U.S. interests. Democratization is a difficult, destabilizing process that often increases violence in the short term. Moreover, many of the regimes on which the United States depends for maintaining the stability of the oil market and even for cooperation against terrorist threats—most notably the ruling al-Saud family in Saudi Arabia—would themselves be directly threatened by greater political openness and by economic liberalization.

At the moment, the main alternative to such regimes, and most likely the main beneficiaries of democratization, are Islamist parties that once in power would likely prove hostile to the United States and perhaps even to democracy. If a U.S. policy of democratization created instability in the oil market, decreased the critical cooperation against terrorism now provided by countries like Egypt, Saudi Arabia, and Pakistan, or threatened to bring a virulently anti-Western political party to power, it is not clear that the recognition of the long-term moral and security value of democracy articulated by President Bush could sustain the policy.

This assessment is not lost on non-Americans, many of whom begin with a less benign interpretation of American motives than that of the Bush administration. Many Europeans look at these stark facts, as well at the long American record in accommodating repressive governments in, for example, Saudi Arabia and Egypt, and doubt that any American government will sacrifice short-term American economic or strategic interests to promote democracy and freedom in allied states.

Arab intellectuals, for their part, resent the very notion that such fundamental reform can originate from abroad, particularly when put forward by the same country that in their view has a history of lending unconditional support to Israel and of resorting to force of arms to solve regional issues. According to the 2003 Arab Human Development
“reform from within, based on rigorous self-criticism, is a far more proper and sustainable alternative.” The unspoken message is that any project of reform that originates from abroad will only add to the perception that the West views the Middle East as culturally inferior and backward. In that case, it will not only fail, but may make matters worse by encouraging a backlash against regional actors that cooperate or share the vision of Western democracy.

In this context, American power and legitimacy will clearly not suffice to carry forward such an ambitious project. European support will be critical, but even that will not be sufficient. The region’s ills require a broad-based approach that involves all of the regional players in an overarching structure that explicitly links security, economic development, and human rights issues. Modeled on the Organization for Cooperation and Security in Europe (OSCE), such an organization would at first merely provide a forum for reaching arms control agreements and free trade agreements within the regional states and with the United States and Europe in exchange for establishing human rights norms and democratization goals that all countries can pledge to accept. Eventually, as with the OSCE, the forum might evolve into an organization that names and shames violators of their agreements, encourages transparency, and sets the standards for regional economic development and human rights.

This is clearly a generational project, and one that contains no guarantee of success. It will have to proceed in tandem with the other projects mentioned above, but it can and must begin now. There is no reason to accept that the Israel-Palestine problem or the reconstruction of Iraq must be solved before an overarching project of reform can begin. On a regionwide basis, the first step is for the United States and Europe to get on the right side of the issue of reform in the Middle East and to stay there, in order to establish that Western oil interests will not always trump human rights and concerns about democracy. If done with sufficient humility, this will make it possible to engage the region-
al actors in the type of forum envisaged. Concurrently, the United States and its partners must follow through on their promises to stabilize, reconstruct, and liberate both Iraq and Afghanistan as demonstrations of their goodwill, strength of purpose, and capacity.

From a transatlantic perspective, the project of promoting political reform in the Middle East represents an opportunity to reinvigorate the alliance by creating a joint project that rests on common U.S. and European values and that addresses their common security interests.

**Develop New Norms on Legitimacy and the Use of Force**

The crisis over Iraq did not just reflect differences over how to deal with Saddam Hussein’s regime, but in fact revealed wider divides between the United States and Europe over issues of world order and the appropriate use of force. Simultaneously, the crisis served to demonstrate how differences on seemingly arcane issues of international law can matter in practical circumstances.

One important lesson all parties should take from this experience is that it makes sense to begin now to address basic disagreements that have emerged over world order before the next crisis begins. Since September 11, the Bush administration has forcefully made the point that the old laws and institutions established for the post-World War II and Cold War realities are not effective in today’s world. The combination of terrorism, weapons of mass destruction, and rogue states mean that the world can no longer define aggression in simple cross-border terms, nor does it have the luxury of waiting for threats to definitively manifest themselves before it reacts with purpose and resolve.

Before the Iraq crisis, Europeans paid some lip service to these notions, but they generally refused to take concrete action to reform the institutions of international order to account for their implications. In this context, the Bush administration’s preemption doctrine, so actively scorned in Europe, does not just represent the unilateralist
tendencies of a hard-line administration. It also reflects a general American frustration that the institutions of world order are too slow and too ineffective to confront the immediate problems of twenty-first-century security—to include the physical security of the American homeland.

The idea of anticipating threats and preventing them through the use of force, while always controversial, is hardly new. In fact, even recent French military doctrine contains provisions for using force under such circumstances. Similarly, the EU’s first effort at a European Security Strategy—a document drafted by High Representative for EU Common Foreign and Security Policy Javier Solana—also acknowledged that threats such as terrorism and weapons of mass destruction may require action even before crises arise.

Americans and Europeans are unlikely to ever agree completely on what new principles should govern the use of force. But the solution is not to dismiss the importance of maintaining any international rules and norms, as some Americans would have it, and simply ask the world to trust that a benign and wise United States will make the right decisions. Unfortunately, whatever the objective truth of this American self-image, it is not a view that is sufficiently shared throughout the world, or even in Europe, to constitute an effective basis for legitimating the use of force against sovereign entities.

Nor, however, is the “European” solution of unwavering attachment to principles adopted by the United Nations over 50 years ago—long before the specter of terrorists with weapons of mass destruction appeared—viable in today’s world. As Europeans implicitly accepted in the Kosovo conflict, an agreement among the 19 Western democracies of NATO can be as legitimate as agreement among 15 members of the Security Council.

A mature official and unofficial dialogue among Americans and Europeans could help yield a new understanding of the principles that should apply to the use of force in the twenty-first-century. The answer
must be somewhere between “only when the UN agrees” and “whenever the United States sees fit.”

**Revive NATO and Encourage European Defense**

NATO has always been at the heart of the Atlantic alliance. If that alliance is to survive and prosper, the United States and its European partners must reorganize and reinstitutionalize NATO so it can be a useful tool for the problems we are likely to face.

During the 1990s, that project seemed well begun. The expansion of NATO membership and NATO’s first combat and peacekeeping missions in the Balkans gave the institution a sense of purpose and dynamism and demonstrated the organization’s continued relevance. After September 11, the United States displayed less interest in reinvigorating NATO, but the alliance still played a role in substituting for some of the U.S. assets that were sent to fight the war in Afghanistan and in managing the International Security Assistance Force after the conflict. However, the severe crisis within NATO on the issue of Iraq—indeed, the institutional breakdown—demonstrated that NATO cannot rely on its recent successes to ensure its continued relevance, any more than it can rely on its victory in facing down the communist threat. For NATO to survive and flourish, it needs to continue to adapt to new threats and challenges.

A part of that effort will involve reforming NATO’s structure and tools, which is to say, further streamlining its command structure and creating a rapid deployment force that can respond to emergencies around the world. Plans for a NATO Response Force, approved at the Prague Summit in November 2002, are a good step forward. But the member states of NATO have for some time known what they needed to do to reform NATO internally. The larger issues are deciding to commit the resources to that known task and accommodating NATO to the existence of common European Union security and defense policy.
Without a substantial and balanced commitment of resources to defense by the countries of NATO, the most efficient command structure in the world will be of little use. European military capabilities will clearly have to be enhanced if Europeans want to be taken seriously—both in Washington and throughout the world. In the current climate of fiscal stringency, European defense budgets are unlikely to rise dramatically, but they will need to increase at least to some degree. Even short of that, better spending—through more joint acquisitions, rationalization of the defense industrial base, and cutting bloated, immobile forces—could go a long way.

More conceptually, Europeans need to think of their forces as part of a global alliance with global responsibilities to fulfill. This means they need fewer mass armies and more deployable forces and niche capabilities, such as special operations forces or airlift capability that can complement U.S. forces. The existence of usable forces in large enough numbers would give the prospect of gaining European agreement for the use of force a more pragmatic rationale than just abstract notions of legitimacy. At the moment, the United States has little reason to pay attention to Europe during the heat of military crises—an incentive structure that does little to enhance long-term U.S. policy.

The trends are not good. U.S. forces are continually updating, even transforming themselves. Without more and better European defense spending to create capabilities the United States needs and wants, European forces will find themselves increasingly unable to operate alongside a transformed U.S. military. That situation would only exacerbate a division of labor—U.S. troops for combat, European for peacekeeping—that has already helped undermine the sense of shared risk that an alliance requires. A more balanced alliance would enhance European influence, as well as American wisdom, ultimately working in the interests of both sides.

The devotion of these resources is even less likely, however, if the United States and the member states of the European Union fail to
agree on how to develop a common European defense policy that complements, rather than duplicates, the functions of NATO. The exact balance of responsibilities between the EU and NATO is less important than reaching agreement and for Europe to offer a coherent policy and an effective force to its American partners. Absent those developments, it is likely that even a new U.S. administration will continue to engage with Europe as individual European countries, rather than as a whole—or will not engage at all.

From the American perspective, there is little to fear from an EU capable of such actions, and much to gain, as EU missions to the Balkans and Africa have already demonstrated. The greater problem is Europe’s current weakness, not its potential strength. A European counterweight to the United States only exists in the dreams of nostalgic Frenchmen and in the nightmares of paranoid Americans. Indeed, the only way to convince Europe that such a counterweight would make sense would be through an arrogant American refusal to countenance any independent European defense capability. The United States has little to fear from European unification, but much to fear from other enemies and challenges already apparent on the horizon. America will need a European great power as a partner in the years to come.

An Alliance of Choice

These major projects—stabilizing Iraq, combating terrorism, transforming the Middle East, and adapting our institutions—of course represent only some of the new challenges with which the United States and Europe are faced. But even so, the agenda is daunting. In fact some argue that it is so daunting and American and European perspectives on these issues are often so dissimilar that pursuing the agenda in common is not even worth the effort. The powerful United States, in this view, should simply do what it knows is right, and if
Europeans choose not to follow along, that is their problem and theirs alone.

We strongly disagree. The strategic, political, and cultural differences between Europe and the United States are real. And so is the immense U.S. power that has led many Americans to believe that this country can meet the threats it faces in the world today largely alone. But if the Iraq experience tells us anything, it is that power and determination—even for the world’s strongest nation—are not enough to ensure security in an increasingly interdependent world. To help deal with the vast challenges it faces, the United States still needs the legitimacy and resources only an alliance with a democratic Europe can bring. Acting as if the United States needs no one, on the other hand, will lead to resentment, isolation, and even a degree of outright opposition to American leadership that no amount of U.S. military power could overcome.

Without the glaring simplicity of the Cold War threat to convince Americans and Europeans of their common interests, perhaps they will fail to unite against the threats that they face today. But there is no law of history or international relations that says that they must, and it is the duty of the current leaders on both sides of the Atlantic to ensure that they do not. We shall all be much poorer and less secure if they fail in that central task.
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